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ABSHIACT 

This research examines women's lives at the United States-Mexico border in 

Douglas, Arizona and Agua Prieta, Sooora, focusing on women's physical mobility and 

their perceptions of the border in everyday life. Women's choices about where thqr will 

and will not go reflect their connections to the significant people and places in their lives, 

the constraints and opportunities offered by the urban context, and the gender roles and 

relations shaping their possSnMes, perceptions, and actions. 

Patterns of mobility that relate directly to the border are differentiated by place of 

residence and nationality, and the border is a more significant influence on the daify 

mobility of women in Agua Prieta than of those in Douglas. Women in Agua Prieta tend 

to cross the border more fi^uentfy and regularfy, stay for longer times, and shop for US 

products related to daify household mamtenance, such as food and clothing. Women fiom 

Douglas cross the border less fi-equentfy, and more often in search of specialty items onfy 

available or less e:q)ensive in Mexico, such as medicines and certain foods. Place of 

residence and nationality also differential  ̂shape women's attitudes toward life at the 

border. The women from Agua Prieta generalfy view the border positively and appreciate 

having ready access to US stores and products, while women in Douglas are more 

negative, and many regard the border with fear that restricts their cross-border travel The 

study also highlights the changing nature of cross-border relationships, as economic 

&ctors become increasing  ̂in:qx>rtant in the iimctioning of border communities and social 

ties &de. 
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On both sides, gender roles and relations in the household are critical influences on 

patterns of nx>bility' within the conmnmity, overrUing other &ctors such as economic 

levels and nationality. In both Douglas and Agua Prieta, women's transportation of 

children and their enqiloyment outside the home are the most important &ctors shaping 

their mobility. To meet the obligations of their gender roles in this sociocultural context, 

th  ̂make multiple tr  ̂throughout the day, often without direct control over the 

necessary means of transportation. 
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Chapter Que 

INTRODUCnON 

The United States-Mexico border is a place ixdiere moveoKnt is increasingty 

restricted and controlled, US border and immigration policies, and 1  ̂devaluations of 

the Mexican peso, for exansple, and at the same time encouraged and liberalized by 

international policies such as the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Rapid 

population growth and urban e}g)ansion are currraitfy changing the ways and the reasons 

residents move around within the cities on the Mexican side of the border, at the same 

time economic contraction in meany of the cities on the US side results in some residents 

&cing diminished opportunities and others deciding to leave to seek opportunities in more 

promising places. 

Some writers, describing the characteristics of a new world order and globalization 

of the economy, suggest that international borders are disappearing. Yet at the same time, 

in US-Mexican border cities, political organizing and social activism have gained 

momentum, and the role of these cities as conduits for drugs and illegal immigrants 

gamers more attention fix>m the media and law enforcn^net authorities. In this situation, 

the lives of residents of border communities tend to be ignored those responsible for 

making policy decisions in both countries. This is especially true considering the distance 

from the capital cities of the US and Mexico to the border. 

The aim of this study is to gain an understanding of the significance of the border 

in the eveiyday lives of women who live in the US and Mexican border communities. I 
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approach this task investigating the nature of nx>bility in the lives of women in the 

adjoining cities of Douglas, Arizona, and Agua Prieta, Sonora, an urban area divided 

the intemational boundary (see Figure 2.1). My rationale for focusing on mobHity  ̂is that 

where, ̂ en, ̂ y, and how women move aroimd will reveal a great deal about the 

texture of daii  ̂life. Studying mobility diows how people are connected to others and to 

place, the recurring problems they &ce, and the strategies they employ to meet regular 

needs and to fiilfill desires. Likewise, studying mobility contributes to our understanding 

of the inportance of spatial structures in daify  ̂life—how urban form, and in this case, an 

intemational boundary as well, serve to constrain or &cilitate people's acconq)lishment of 

their goals. 

. I have chosen to focus on women because their patterns of mobility are cocqplex, 

as they reflect women's multiple reproductive and productive responsibilities and the often 

coi]fIicting demands on their time. Mobility is an inq)ortant issue for women as well as for 

men, but men tend to have greater access to private vehicles and generally sinq)ler daify 

mobility patterns, as they make fewer linked tr^s and fewer person tr^s per day than do 

women. Women rety on different modes of transportation (including public transit, 

walking, and riding in private vehicles as passengers) to a greater extent than men (see 

Rosenbloom 1995a). In addition, public transport is scheduled to meet the needs of daily 

commuters involved m the journey to work, and thus does not necessarily reflect the 

con:q)licated tran^rtation needs of women who are primary caretakers of children, are 

en:q)loyed fiill or part time but also tran^rt their children to after school activities. 
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regular  ̂check in on elderfy parents, shop for their households, and partici^e in 

communis activities. A focus on women's nx>U]ity reveals more of the intricacies of 

transportation problems and can suggest possible solutions to people for whom 

negotiating tranqwrtation is problematic. 

THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

How is the mobility of women in Douglas and Agua Prieta, on a daify and longer-

term basis, shaped their residence in an urban area at the United States-Mexico border? 

What different patterns of mobility can be seen among women of the two cities, and how 

do tliey reflect structural differences, similarities, and connections among wonien on both 

sides of the border? How do women in Douglas and Agua Prieta conceptualize the border 

and its role in their daify lives? The research focused on physical mobility, that is, the 

regular, intermittent and daily and longer-term movements of women who lived in the 

cities of Douglas, Arizona and Agua Prieta, Sonora. I chose the setting of the study~an 

urban area divided by an international boundary—in order to investigate the effect of the 

border on women's mobility, and how women residents on both sides view the border in 

their daily lives, if indeed they consider it at alL I also considered longer-term movement— 

n3igration-as it added to my understanding of participants' position in their households, 

their communities, and their coimtries, and their attitudes about life at the border, but did 

not make migration, a topic already widely explored geographers, a focus of the work 

This study is a close-up look at 100 women in Douglas and Agua. I antic^ed 

that the border would make a difference in women's attitudes and lives, and that residence 
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on one side or the other would be an in:q>ortant &ctor in how th  ̂thought about the 

border and how thqr managed their lives. Women on each side do not comprise 

homogenous groups. Household composition, class distinctions, ethnic background, stage 

in life course, and other socioeconomic &ctors &rm divisions that have inplications for 

women's mobility. 

I interviewed women on both ̂ es of the border because 1 consider that border 

research that &ils to include cross-border ties and interactions neglects various iiq)ortant 

and interesting aspects of life in the region. In terms of cross-border interactions, we know 

most about illegal crossers—the undocimiented immigrants, Aether long- or short-term 

crossers, whose harrowing e}q)eriences and images pervade the popular media. Just as the 

majority of illegal entrants to this country do not sneak across the US-Mexico border on 

foot through the deserts, however, the majority of people crossing from Agua Prieta into 

Douglas do so lega%, and frequent  ̂ enough to keep &e economy of Douglas alive and 

active. I do not have figures showing the ratio of male to female border crossers, either 

legal or illegal, although anecdotal evidence suggests that women make up increasing 

portions of the total illegal crossers, and the women in this research were active and 

frequent crossers, though in what proportions relative to men remains unknown. 

I e}q)ected to find that cross-border ties were in^rtant &ctors in women's lives, 

and this was indeed the case. For women of the study group on both sides of the border, 

&mify  ̂ties provided solutions to problems of tran^rtation, child care, housing, and 

en:q)loyment. The rapid growth of Agua Prieta, due in part to in-migration from other 
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parts of Sonora and northem Mexico, has resulted in a city of mai  ̂relative newcomers 

with few social ties to the US side. Women in AguaPrieta without such ties to Douglas 

nonetheless were among those v^o crossed fiequentfy to shop or to take their children to 

school Their lack of historical connections at the border results in a different sort of 

attitude about life there. 

The lives and patterns of mobility of women in Agua Prieta and Douglas reflect 

changing gender roles in both Mexico and &e United States; at the same time, traditional 

roles and e^qpectations persist. Thus I found women at various stages in the life course on 

both ̂ des of the border v^o dq}ended on &mify members, husbands especial] ,̂ for 

tran^rtation because they have never learned to diivie. I interviewed enq>loyed and 

unemployed women, some with waged labor outside the home and others self-en5)loyed 

within the home, on both sides v^ose access to tranq)ortation is limited, some of whom 

feel tr^ped by circumstances in situations of need and pover .̂ I also talked with single 

mothers in Douglas pursuing an education with hopes of obtaining rewarding enq)loyment 

and providing a secure foture for their children, and young women in Agua Prieta just 

starting out in positions which provided decent salaries and possibilities of advancement. 

In this report I address both the commonalities and the diversity of women's lived 

ejqjeriences that reflect gender roles and relations in the study sites. 

SIGNBFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH 

Unless focused on migration or shopping behavior, research on the border tends to 

stop at the boundary line, as if the border actual  ̂formed a solid barrier to human 
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movements (some inqwrtant exceptions will be discussed below). The literature of cross-

border cooperatioii and interdependence has mainfy centered on government-level 

phenomena or economic activity, and not on the daify lives of border city residents. Onfy a 

few studies have considered issues of ethnicity and stage in life course as &ctors of 

inqx>rtance to women's mobility, though interviews with women in Douglas and Agua 

Prieta revealed that both of these &ctors shape mobility in inportant ways. 

Existing research on women's mobility focuses on the journey to work in large 

metropolitan areas of North America. This study, performed in a small US city and an 

adjacent and rapidfy growing Mexican city, revealed similar as well as different patterns of 

and needs for mobility reported in the literature. In addition it illustrates the kinds of 

constraints women &ce in places where the joumey to work is not a long commute 

defined by route-choosing and increasing friction of distance. At the same time, this 

research also suggests that women in small cities must deal with similar types of mobility 

issues &ced by women in larger metropolitan areas, but in a context in A^iiich fewer 

transportation options exist. 

The results of this study may be of use to city planners in Douglas and Agua 

Prieta, as they deal with decisions about where to apply limited resoim  ̂for 

transportation and infiastructure, and to social service agencies concerned with assisting 

women. I quickfy learned about those limited resources as I walked the broken sidewalks 

and drove the u]:q}aved streets of .̂ ua Prieta, and as I talked to women in Douglas vjho 

did not have access to cars about how they found ways to get to the places they need to 
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go in the absence of public tian^rtation. In conversations with ofBcials in the two cities, 

I learned more about how severe  ̂restricted financial resources are, and how political  ̂

determined their allocation is. This research sheds light on the needs of women and their 

femilies in various sectors of the cities. It indicates that any solution to women's (and 

men's) tranq)ortation problems must consider the varied demands on women's time and 

their mult^le re^nsibilities for income generatk)n, as child and elder care givers, and as 

commimity activists and leaders. 

CONTEXTUALI23NG THE RESEARCH 

Feminist Theory and Geographv. Femmist geogr^hers have contributed to the specific 

consideration of the in:}portance of place and space in feminist theory and methodology by 

revealing how gender roles and relations develop in particular places at particular times 

(Hanson 1992). Earfy efforts in feminist social science research provided information 

about the nature of women's activities, especialfy their economic, or productive work, 

which had previous  ̂been assumed to fit into preconceived notions based on traditional 

gender ideologies (Gregson and Lowe 1995), Le., that women's work was reproductive 

onfy. The focus of research e:q)anded £ix)m "women" as a category of analysis to 

"gender," which is considered to be a more explanatory social construct (McDowell 

1991). Feminist scholars have opened debate on the nature of the sexual division between 

women and men—the basis for social  ̂coiistructed gender relations. That debate is bq^ond 

the scope of this review, and I mention it to highlight the conqilexity of the concepts 

feminist research has set itself to impack and e:q)lore (see EEaraway 1991, for exaniq^le). 
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In this study I have maintained an interest in the patterns of women's spatial 

behavior, and have attenqited to contextualize that behavior within a specific place in 

order to understand how the place has influenced the observed patterns of movement, and 

how patterns of mobility on both sides of the border relate to the built environment 

(Golledge and Stimson 1997:5-7). I also consider that behavior and activity patterns both 

reflect and shape the "social coiistitution of gendered beings" (McDowell 1993a:lS9; see 

also McDowell 1993b; Monk 1994). I have explicitfy e3q)lored aq)ects of women's 

construction of identity and their sense of place, especially as these relate to both women's 

attitudes about life at the border and the nature of their everyday mobility. 

Recent feminist research in geography has enq)hasized diversity in the ongoing 

effort to interpret and clarify the iirqportance of specific places in the development of 

gender relations and gendered identities. The differences among women vary according to 

place and are contingent iqx)n the circumstances being investigated. In an article on 

lesbian and disabled women, Oiouinard and Grant (1995:138) write of the popularity of 

categorizing difference according to class, gender, and race: "we hear this 'trinity' so often 

it has almost become a group chant" They note that women's diversity transcends and 

often cuts across these categories. In the effort to more fiilly understand women's lived 

ejqieriencss and relationships, feminist scholars continue to investigate the inportance of 

class, gender and race, but also stage in life course, civil status, education level, 

employment and income, residence and mobility patterns, sexuality, nationality and other 
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socioeconomic categories and situations.' Chouinard and Grant (1995:156) recommend 

regarding the diverse groups defined these characteristks "not snxq)]  ̂as a new topic or 

'oppressed group' to study, but as a catafyst for rethinking geographic processes." 

Feminist scholars long ago determined that ̂ mply adding "women" as a &ctor to 

existing theory was not effective because the theories of social sciences, based on 

privileged male perspectives, did not e}q>lain the reality of women's experiences, or the 

gendered nature of women's relationships with the places th  ̂live and with those aroimd 

them. Diversity is a key concept in the ongoing evolution of feminist theory. Feminist 

researchers assumed a certain amoimt of shared e}q)erience among women and some 

sought a corresponding universal explanation for the oppression of all women (patriarchy 

or capitalism, for exan:q}le). The current enphasis on diversity indicates a recognition 

among scholars that searching for a single most inqrartant &ctor mamtamtng women's 

oppression is not as meaningful as seeking greater imderstanding of how a multiplicity of 

&ctors acts together to allow power hierarchies to continue in all parts of the world, and 

seeking the means to effect change for men as well as women in all oppressed groups 

(Christopherson 1989). 

Diversity among the women of Douglas and Agua Prieta reflects muk^le &ctors 

such as those listed above. Subsequent chapters in this report will consider how difference 

manifests itself in the travel patterns of women in various socioeconomic groupings, in 

' The feminist literature is one to which the label burgeoning is applicable. Reviews of its 
growth in geograplty include Bondi 1990,1993; Foord and Gregson 1986; Hanson 1992; 
McDowell 1992,1993a, 1993b; Monk 1994; Rose 1993; and Sanders 1990. 
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their gender roles and relations, and in their perceptions of the border and its role in their 

lives. Women's gender roles-sodalfy constructed and culturally as well as geogr^hically 

specific-prescribe certain e^qpectations, rules of behavior and obligations, and result in 

variations in the way the won  ̂arrange their lives in order to take care of everyday 

re^nsibilities. In addition, women's activities change rapidfy as their gender roles evolve 

(Gutmann 1997), and their access to tran^rtation and their molality are agnificant in 

shaping activities as well as gender roles. 

One of feminist theorists' aims has long been to deconstruct such dichotomies as 

production/reproduction and public/private (MassQ  ̂1994; Peterson 1992). Rq)roductive 

activities continue to move outside the private space of the home and to be performed as 

productive labor for wages. This blurring of boundaries between the public sphere of 

production and the private sphere of reproduction requires a rethinking of traditional 

gender roles and women's economic activities. Women's responsibilities in economic 

production and social reproduction often require high levels of mobility, particularfy  ̂as the 

distance between home and workplace widens, and as others outside the home perform 

tasks former  ̂carried out in the home by jM-time homemakers. 

Undoing the productive/reproductive dichoton  ̂is exemplified by mothers who 

move into the worlq)lace and require outside help for their traditional responsibilities of 

child care and household maintenance. Gregson and Lowe (1995:231) argue that the 

home "continues to be the site of daily social reproductive activities" in middle class 

British households, as the ideology of child care dictates that the best place for these 
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activities is in the home. This is tnie of residents along the US-Mexico border uS \Vvll9 

where child care is a major &£tor shaping patterns of women's daify movements. 

Bondi (1993:242) notes that 'Svomen tend to adapt their paid enployment to 

accommodate traditional gender divisions within the home." She cites Pratt and Ibnson 

(1991), who show that "day-to-day space-time constraints mediate the influence of 

women's domestic labour on then: job search and labour force participation'' (Bondi 

1993:242). Pred and Palm (1978) used HSgerstrand's model of time-geography to focus 

on and describe tenqx>ral and spatial constraints on women's mobili .̂ For example, 

women tended to choose jobs not because of the type of en5)loyment they preferred but 

because of the constraints placed on them by the time required to get to the worlqilace and 

to cany out their other responsibilities. Laws (1997:53) states that Hagerstrand's model 

fits less well for today's diverse  ̂structured and highly mobfle femilies, but adds that the 

"general question behind this model, nevertheless, still has utility: how are people's 

mobility patterns constrained by various social structures and roles?" Rose (1993:38), 

however, criticizes the concepts of time-geogiaphy as inherentfy masculine, and for 

specifically excluding the gendered meanings assigned to places by women. 

Women's traditional gender roles in Mexican and US society persist, and women 

continue to bear major re^nsibility for child care and daify household maintenance. They 

have a limited number of hours in a day to devote to their multiple household 

responsibilities, and unen^Ioyed women as well as those en^>loyed outside the home often 

have coii9}lex schedules negotiated with various household members, other relatives and 
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friends. To deal with space-time constraints, women may inten:  ̂their work efforts, 

performing muh^Ie ta  ̂at once. Such intensification sometimes results in overl^ping of 

paid employment with uiq>aid domestic labor, the case, for instance, for women who 

choose paid employment in their homes so th  ̂can watch their children at the same time 

thqr engage in income-generating activities (Christensen 1993; Floro 1994). Women's 

home-based en:q>Ioyment not onfy blurs the lines between rq)roductive and productive 

activities ̂ ;v1len both are carried out at once, it also relocates the site of productive 

activities as the home becomes the workplace. 

Some social science researchers and theorists have viewed women and men as 

victims of socioeconomic structures that dictated a certain array of options and 

possibilities available to them. More recently, scholars have begun to work from the 

premise that human beings exercise discretion, choices, and preferences at various scales 

and in specific places. We all operate within the options and possibilities offered by the 

social/economic/cultural/political structures that form the context of daify life; however, 

&r from being simpfy passive receptors, women and men act as active agents whose 

decisions affect their environment even as it acts to shape them. As Thrift wrote, 

"[bjecause rules and resources are not static, but are the media of production and 

reproduction of practices, human agency has a transformative capacity involving active 

negotiation among actors" (1995:461). This duality of structure-that is, that structure 

both shapes and is transformed by the daity practices of individuals—provides a fiiamework 

for a focus in this research on the q)ecific context of women's fives. Dyck (1990) 
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enployed concepts from structuration tfaeoiy and feminist theoiy in her stu(fy of mothers 

in a suburb of Vancouver, British Cohmil  ̂She y/rote: 

The concepts of structuration theoiy I see as providing a language with 
which to articulate the relationship between context and human action as 
an ongoing process constituting oiduring patterns of social practice. From 
feminist theoiy the notion of a sexual division of labour and a refinement of 
the concept of reproduction fiirther sensitizes our understandmg of the 
local context in which the women of the study live, and within which their 
knowledge of their social and geographical workls are constructed 
(1990:460). 

Feminist theoiy and research continue to e}g)and the literature that reveals women 

as active particqmts in their communities at all scales and levels. Feminist geogr^hers 

have written that in order to understand and reveal how gender relations develop in 

specific contexts, we must move beyond descriptions of women's activities and 

movements. The knowledge gained through en:q)irical research must be applied to 

challenge and revise the categories, definitions, assun^)tions and methodologies used in 

the past, and to ask more conq)lex theoretical questions. As McDowell (1991:124) writes, 

geography needs theoiy that "lets us think in tenns of pluralities and diversities rather tiian 

unities and universals." Feminist theoiy in geogn^hy cannot be said to piovide a conq)lete 

e}q}lanation of women's lives; rather it provides the major tenets under which this research 

will be carried out. The most basic of these are that e}q)eriences of space and time are 

gender-specfflc and that gender roles and relations are place-specific. In this study I have 

focused on women as situated knowers~as social agents moving about in a specific place. 

I have considered mobility as a means to discover more about their daify lived experiences 

and the geographies of their eveiyday lives. 
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Women and Mobilitv. Studies of women and mobility have in general focused on short-

term, daify joumQTS to work and commuting times, or on longer-tenn migratory 

movements. The former type of study has predominant  ̂been conducted in large 

metropolitan areas in North America the latter more often in the Third World, examining 

both rural to urban and international migration. Shorter-term movements of Third World 

women have been studied in terms of time use (Warner 1995), but not in consideration of 

women's mobility in relation to a particular place. Research on women's everyday 

mobility at the US-Mexico border focuses on Mexican and other Latin Aoierican women 

crossing into the US to jobs as domestic servants and on women &ctory workers (Ruiz 

1987; SoI6rzano-TotTes 1987), although some studies have examined border crossing for 

other reasons (Pavlakovic and Kim 1990; Ruiz 1992), including, but not necessarily 

concentrating on, women's behavior. Of greatest in^rtance to wy research is the 

literature concerning the journey to work and commuting, and women's border crossing 

behavior. 

The journey to work is an in^jortant type of daify movement for women in the US 

and Mexico, particular  ̂as women in both countries make up increasing percentages of 

the work force. Research on women's travel to work is ongoing in the US, and although 

the findings are somewhat controversial and not conclusive, they indicate that most 

women travel shorter distances to their workplaces than men do, and that, in general, 

women value jobs with flexible hours that fit with child care or school hours, and those 

located close to home and accessible in terms of transportation time and costs. The same 
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research shows, however, that these conclusions cannot be generalized across different 

groups of women or different of occiq>ations (Hanson and Pratt 1995; Johnston-

Anumonwo 1997; McLafferty and Preston 1991), and that women make choices and 

compromises regarding enqiloyment outside the home that may override the time and 

money costs of commuting (Christensen 1993; England 1993). 

In their study of women in Massachusetts, for exanq)le, Hanson and Pratt (199S) 

found that women's joum  ̂to work were shorter than men's, but that this varied among 

women according to type of occupation, whether thqr were employed fiill or part time, 

and characteristics of the women themselves such as age and marital status. They note that 

women in female-dominated occupations, especialfy those en9>loyed part time, had shorter 

commuting times than women enq}loyed in other ̂ ^pes of jobs. Similar] ,̂ Villeneuve and 

Rose (1988) found that for all categories of enployment men commuted longer distances 

than women in Montreal, but that changing occupational structure and workplace location 

contributed to a gradual increase in women's commuting distances. 

These findings pertain specifically to the mainly white study populations and to 

metropolitan areas (see Hanson and Pratt 1995:8-10). As gender roles and relations vary 

by cultural and socioeconomic groiq>, we can e}q>ect that the travel patterns of women of 

different ethnic or racial backgrounds also vary, \^^ch is indeed confbned by Johnston-

Anumonwo (1997, 1995). The research cited in this section was carried out in large 

metropolitan areas, where commuters depended on private automobiles and public 

transportatioa Rosenbloom's (1995a) research showed that women in rural areas of the 
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US relied more on private automolnEles and drove more miles anmialfy, but made fewer 

person tipper day than those in urban areas for all age groups over 16 years. She also 

indicated that men drove more mOes in private automobfles than women in all categories— 

dcuucd by age groiq)s, ethnicity, residence, and enployment status. Gender and residence 

were ihe most iirq)ortaiit categories in this case, but differences in miles driven and 

transportation mode used reflected differences between all categories of women and men. 

In Mexico, since the beginning of the maquiladora era in the late 1960s, and with 

the concurrent increases in numbers of women enployed outside the home (Oliveira 

1989), travel to the workplace is a major influence on women's daity movements, 

especialfy, but not onfy, for women with children. A study of enq)loyed women in Chidad 

Juarez (Young and Vera n.d.) revealed that nearly half the women who had jobs in 

maquiladoras relied on corcpany-provided transportatioiL Others received some kind of 

conq)ensation in cash to help cover the cost of using other forms of tran^rt Women in 

other occupations mainfy used public tranqx)rtation, a small percentage used private 

means, and others walked (Young and Vera n.d.: 18-19). In the literature on women's 

mobility I have not encountered studies regarding the incidence of walking versus using 

public or private tran^rt, although walking is often the onfy transportation option 

available or couvcment tc women. The next ch^ter includes a discusaon of women v^o 

walk to the workplace and other destinations in Agua Prieta and less frequentfy in 

Douglas. 
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When child care &cilities are not available near the work place or the home, 

women's and childFen's daify roiitines may become a very cotq>licated series of 

arrangements. Dependence on public transportation, walking to the wor]q>lace, and 

making linked trq)S~fi}r exanqjie, dropping a child at a babysitter, stoppir  ̂to check on 

elderfy parents, or domg grocery shopping on the way to or from the worlqplace, all place 

additional demands on women's time and energy. Rosenbloom (1993) showed that in the 

US many employed mothers make linked trips in order to transport their children and take 

care of other obligations. She notes that using linked tr^s indicates conq)Iicated travel 

patterns which are not easify served by modes other than the private car  ̂(1993:215). This 

is eq)ecially true in the US West where, even in relative  ̂small cities such as Douglas, 

residents prefer to use private automobiles (either their own or those of relatives or 

fiiends) for dail  ̂tran^rtation, as the city sprawls out into the surroimdii  ̂desert 

Women in Douglas and Agua Prieta who do not have access to vehicles sometimes go to 

great lengths to arrange transportation for themselves and their children. 

Studies of mobility in Mexico have focused on longer-term movements, 

specificalty migration. Dail  ̂movements have been anafyzed in studies of transportation in 

the cities of Mexico, however, particular  ̂public tranqwrtation in the Federal District 

(Chias and Pav6n 1996; Garca Canclini et aL1996; Navarro 1993). Garcia Canclini et aL 

(1996:27) estimated that males con^rise 75 percent of those who use public tranqwrt in 

Mexico City, and that 71 percent of women who use public transport are amas de casa 

(housewives) and not economically active. Navano (1993) also mentions amas de casa as 
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users of public traD^rtadoii, but as his focus is not on women but on mass transit of aD 

workers in the city, anafysis of the information specificalfy regarding women's molnlity is 

limited. He writes that less than three percent of women in Mexico City use private 

automobfles as their mam source of transportation, over three percent walk or use taxis, 

and the vast majority, over 70 percent, use public trai]^rtation (Navarro 1993:89-90). 

He uses a survey of modes of tran^rt in Mexico City to show that most women dedicate 

less time daify than men to transportation, although he indicates that slightfy more women 

than men travel from S to 6 hours per day, and almost as many travel from 7 to 9 hours 

per day (Navarro 1993:103); however a slight majority of women in this survey used no 

mode of transport on a daify ba .̂ 

Women's need to balance reproductive, domestic responsibilities with productive 

activities (Le. employment) outside the home accounts for a great deal of the differences in 

commuting times between men and women found in studies such as those cited above, but 

&ctors of occupational segregation and access to transportation also influence where 

women look for en:q)loyment "Race'/ethnicity and class have been shown to be significant 

variables in commuting time. Female A&ican American and Hispanic service sector 

workers in New York City travel as &r as males of those ethnic groups, and general  ̂

travel much ferther and longer than ̂ ;^Me females (McLafferty and Preston 1991). In the 

US, women's differential journeys to work are in great part e^lained the relationsh  ̂

and interdependence of social, economic, and locational &ctors, that is, the spatial 

distribution of jobs and workers, and eq)ecia% the increasmg distance between job site 
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and home (Ghiliano 1988; Jobnston-Anumonwo 1997; Villeiieuve and Rose 1988). 

Cultural values often dictate ̂ xiiether Avomen look for enplosnment outside the home, 

although economic necessity is changing cultural̂  sanctioned practices for women of all 

races and ethnic backgrounds. Nfinority status also affects enq)k>yment and residential 

patterns. Insights from research on large cities hel^p e}q}iain travel patterns for women in 

Douglas, with its large Hispanic majority, and Agua Prieta, larger but ethnically more 

homogeneous (on the sur&ce, at least). The socioeconomic position of Anglos  ̂and 

EQspanics in both cities has a bearing on mobility, enq)loyment and residence patterns, and 

social networks. In the following chapters I discuss these aspects of women's lives and 

mobility as they pertain to women in Douglas and Agua Prieta. 

Children are among the most iiq)ortant &ctors in women's joumey-to-work times 

and other types of travel Rosenbloom's (1993) research showed that married and single 

employed mothers in a study in Austin, Texas, most often provide transportation for their 

children under six years of age. En:q)loyed married mothers of teenagers continue to make 

trips solefy to transport their children to various activities, but &thers rarefy do, and single 

mothers refy on relatives to tran;^rt their teenaged children to a greater extent than do 

married mothers. Rosenbloom compared the Axistin data to information from a study in 

~ The next chapter will discuss the ethnic labels women used to describe themselves. The 
most often mentioned categories were Hispanic or Mexicana, and Anglo, and for that 
reason I use those terms to describe the respondents. In all, respondents used 16 labels in 
answer to the question about their ethnic groiq>. In the US Soitfhwest, Anglo tends to be 
used to describe people categorized the US Census as White, and to differentiate 
between that category and White, Hiq>anic or^in. 
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Rotterdam, tbe Netherlands, facing manjr similarities between the types of trips made ly 

Dutch and US parents, particular  ̂that mothers most often transited children of all 

ages. She also noted some differences: for example, that Dutch parents made fewer tr^s 

to tran^rt all children than did US parents, and &r fewer tr  ̂for their teenaged chfldren 

(Rosenbloom 1993:223). Dyck's (1990) study also indicated that women's roles as 

mothers were central to their uses and definitions of space. Other research indicates that 

enq>loyed married women without chfldren also tend to have jobs closer to home and to 

spend less time commuting than their spouses (Johnston-Anumonwo 199S), suggesting 

that women's domestic responsfliilities were greater than men's whether or not chfldren 

were present, and that women's shorter commuting times were strong  ̂affected by the 

location of employment opportunities and access to transportation. Reproductive activities 

in the form of chfldren's needs and other domestic obligations clearfy play a donnoant role 

in the daity movements of their mothers and other &mity members. 

A different type of travel to work for Mexican women comes into play for the 

significant number involved in informal sector activities (Beneria and Roldw 1987; Berger 

and Buvinic 1988,1989; Lomnitz 1994; Valenzuela Arce n.d.). In Mexico, subcontracting 

in manu&cturing is popular as a means of avoiding paying taxes and other costs of 

business (Alonso 1989:445). Small-scale subcontractors predominantfy employ women, 

whose homes usually serve as the worlcplace. Women in these informal types of 

occupations have different travel needs from those employed in the formal sector, because 

mobflity is part of their work as street vendors, or they make irregular tr^s for business-
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related purposes (Le., to buy supplies or deliver assembled products). Both groups have 

different ̂ pes of transportation needs and usually belong to the lowest income groiq>s; 

they therefore general  ̂have restricted access to tran^rt (Alonso 1989; Benerk and 

Rold  ̂1987). I e;q)ected to find some subcontracting in Agua Prieta eq)ecialty, because 

the presence of maquiladoras often generates opportunities for this type of manufecturing. 

Although I did not interview won^n mvolved in subcontracting, I found women in both 

cities who were self-enq)loyed in informal sector activities that had a role in shaping or 

restricting their noobility. These patterns will be discussed in Chapters Three and Four. 

A still different pattern of mobility emerges for women v^o commute to jobs 

across the border. Women enq}loyed as domestics in the US often cross on a weekfy basis, 

spending weekends with their own femOies in Mexico (Ruiz 1987). Others cross daify, 

depending on the nature of their work and enq}loyment arrangenKnts. Women who 

commute across the border without legal documentation fece the prospect of being 

apprehended the Border Patrol, or being harassed or abused 1  ̂men who wait for 

women at regular crossing points (Martinez 1994a; Ruiz 1987). Herzog (1990:185-7) 

notes that of tr  ̂across the border at San Diego and Tijuana, 65 percent are northbound, 

35 percent southbound. Although he characterizes most of those tr  ̂as motivated 

economic considerations—en:q)loyment and business, shopping and consumption-much 

more is known about the nature of the cross-border trips originating south of the border 

than those originating north of it, and aside from the Mexican women \^1io have jobs as 

domestics in the US (Ruiz 1987), or those who cross to work in agriculture or other 
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casual labor, veiy little is known about the role of gender in cross-border travel The 

likelihood of women traveling to enployment across the border in either direction is, of 

course, conditioned the geogr^hic setting and the nature of the job market on the 

other side. For exaiiq)le, I would e}q)ect to see nsasy more women commuting from 

Chidad Juarez to jobs in El Paso, or from Tijuana into San Di^o, than from Agua Prieta 

into Douglas, sbmpfy because of the larger populations and greater range of en^lojment 

possibilities in the larger cities. At the same time the proportion of women who cross the 

border for en^Ioyment purposes may be high because of the smaller populations of the 

study sites. 

Of course, commuting times do not reveal anything about the travel patterns of 

unercployed women or non-work-related travel patterns by enQ>loyed women. In addition, 

women in the US and Mexico may choose to avoid the joum  ̂to work by engaging in 

income earning activities in the home. The mobility of women involved in income 

generation at home is often even more restricted because of demands on their time within 

the home from work, children, and domestic responsibilities. Christensen (1993:62-63) 

found that women in the US often assume more responsibility for domestic tasks v^en the 

home is their worlq)lace, even if their jobs require more than a 40-hour week. Their ability 

to get to the places they need to go might be even more constrained, because thQ  ̂must be 

at home to perform income earning tasks, yet the demands on their time in the home 

increase. Others choose enqiloyment in the home speciflcalfy because they have limited 

access to transportation during the day. 
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Stage in life course is an imix)rtant influence on women's travel patterns, and the 

changes experknced by women as th  ̂grow older have a agnificant iDq)act on their 

mobility. Rosenbloom (1993, 1995b) rqports on women over 65, wdio con5)rise the largest 

proportion of the eHeriy population in the US. Her data show that single, retired adults 

make significant  ̂fewer trips for all purposes than married older adults, and women 

members of retired coi^les make fewer tr  ̂fer all purposes than their ̂ uses. Older 

women are less likefy to have driver's licenses and more likefy to depend on relatives and 

fiiends fer transportation, or remain isolated in their homes. Rosenbloom cites research 

indicating that older Ifiqjanic women in the US are less likety to have driver's licenses 

than Anglo or Afiican American women, but more likel  ̂to travel in private cars, re^dng 

on femify members to drive them (1993:211). Thus, one of older women's responses to 

legal structures such as driving regulations has been to refy on others for their mobility 

needs. Rosenbloom used a nation-wide tran^qwrtation survey in the US for her anafysis; to 

my knowledge no analysis of any similar surv  ̂exists for Mexico. Although Navarro 

(1993) and Garcm Canclini et aL (1996) used a large survey of tran;^rtation in Mexico 

City, they either did not have access to or chose not to analyze information regarding 

differences related to stage in life course. 

Research on how fear shapes women's mobility is limited in the geographic 

literature. Pain (1991,1995) has examined how fear of crime influences women's use of 

space as well as how it relates to the construction of social relations at different scales 

(Le., within the home as well as in neighborhoods and cities), and the relation of women's 
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fear of crime to their stage in the life course (see also Valentine 1992; and non-geographers 

Gardiner 1990; Maimon Silko 1998 ). Two major points in Pain's 1991 article are 

especially relevant here: the greats extent of women's fear of crime relative to men's, and 

the effects of women's fear of crime, which result in "self-inposed restrictions... which 

have inq)Iications for personal freedom and decrease in general quality of life" (1991:416). 

Further research also showed that older women's fears of crime and harassment are 

realistic, and are related to past e}q)eriences of crimes in the course of their lifetimes (Pain 

1995). Women's fear of becoming victims of violent crime is mediated to a certain extent 

by ethnicity, nationality, age, and class standing, but fear is an issue that cuts across all 

these in its basis in gender relations. Discussing older women, Pain writes that the time 

they have become 'elderfy', women have suffered social inequality for 60 years. It may be 

that this shapes the generalized feelings of insecurity that influence fear of crime &r more 

than the condition of old age itseU  ̂in other words... gender is the most agnificant &ctor 

operating to produce an excess of fear among elderfy people" (1995:591). 

Fear based on ethnic dif^ences and the power of law enforcement authorities is 

not necessarify defined 1  ̂gender relations or ideologies, however. Leslie Mannon Silko 

(1996), a Native American of the Laguna Pueblo people, described her fear and anger 

when she was stopped and detained by the Border Patrol because she "looked" Mexican. 

She calls the southwestern US a "police state" wiiere "no person, no citizen, is firee to 

travel without the scrutiny of the Border PatroP (1996:121). Similarfy, Beqamin Alire 

Saenz (1996), a young ICspanic resident of El Paso, Texas, wrote of his fear and his 
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ffloundng anger at the assunq)tion on the part of the government agents that he might be 

an illegal imm^rant as he naoved around his ne^^bboihood, an assunq)tion that resulted in 

his beii  ̂stopped numerous tim .̂ A dramatic inc^ent was retold Guillermo Gdmez-

Pena (1996:50-56), a Mexican writer and performance artist "niio travels and performs 

frequentfy in the US. He was detained by police officers in San Diego, accused of 

kidnapping his own son, based on a t  ̂from someone who had seen them together and 

suspected that an Hispanic man with a blond chikl was iq> to no good. 

Fear and the acconq)anying anger felt 1  ̂those who appear out of place, who are 

viewed with suspicion immigration authorities sinq)  ̂because of the way they look, and 

the degree to which fear shapes women's mobility at the border, particular  ̂in terms of 

border crossing behavior, are discussed in Chapter Five of this report. 

Border Crossers. In the past, much of the literature on border crossing, especialty on 

undocumented immigration, ignored women or dowiq}layed their participation. Recent 

studies have shown that women have always crossed the border as migrants, v^^ether as 

members of &milies or as individuals, and that their numbers are increasing (Bean et aL 

1992; Escobar Latapi 1993; Vemez 1993; Woo Morales 1997). The inqwrtance of kinsh  ̂

and fiiendsh  ̂ networks for border residents as well as for legal and undocumented 

immigrants crosang from Mexico into the United States has been substantiated (Dwyer 

1994; Jones 1995; Martinez 1994a; Sol6r2ano-Torres 1987;Velez-Ib^nez 1996; Woo 

Morales 1993), and women form an in:qx>rtant link in those networks. Heyman (1991) 

describes the long-standing ties that connect families of several generations between 
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Douglas and Agua Prieta, and the fluidity of movement in both directions across the 

border, as women and men move to one side or the other for jobs, school, marriage, health 

care or other purposes. Ingram, Laney and Gillilan (1995:47) note that lower-income 

&milies in Nogales, Arizona and Sonora, have cross-border ties use them "to cope 

with poverty and discrimination in housing, jobs, groceries, schooling, and medical 

attention." Th  ̂call such ties Imks to social, economic, and psychological survival" 

(1995:47). Velez-Ib^3ez (1996:143) refers to the "border balanced" household as one that 

has members bom on both sides, has access to income fix>m the US that allows residency 

in Mexico, takes advantage of opportunities for schooling, recreation, shopping and other 

activities in the US, and moves easify between cultural contexts on both sides of the 

border. 

Martmez (1994a) developed a typology of borderlands residents based on the level 

of their relationships with other residents, business and enq)loyment, church, school, and 

the state on both sides of the border. He created two general types of borderlanders-

national and transnatioDal-and writes that the &ctors determining member^i  ̂in either 

group include "ties with interior areas, occupation, sources of income, level of education, 

&mify netwoiks, and social relationships" (1994a:60). Martmez uses case study examples 

to describe the types of border residents he defines, including women, either individiials or 

members of couples. The women he describes range from binational, bicuhural residents 

who cross the border fieefy and take advantage* of what th  ̂see as the best of both 

worlds, to unicuhural nationalists on both sides of the border, wiio ignore the other side as 
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much as possible. Although the categories must be viewed as fluid and permeable, 

Martmez's Q^logy is iisefiil for fhinlfhig about the reladonsh^s women develop and 

maintain at the border, and how their perceptions of the border might affect their actions. 

It is also valuable because it highlights the variety of reasons women have for crossing the 

border, as well as the diversi  ̂of attitudes and perceptions found among women residents 

of the border. Although he includes women in his analysis, he does not expbre the 

similarities and differences in gender roles and relations in the different groiq)s of border 

dwellers he categorizes. Consideration of socially constructed gender roles will add a 

richness to the descr^tions of women's lives at the border, and a greater imderstanding of 

their e^qperiences. 

Literature that addresses women's attitudes about life at the border is limited, and 

mostly concerns potential or actual Mexican immigrants, (Ruiz 1987; Siems 1992; Zuniga 

1992; though these do not deal exclusivefy with the border). A few studies deal with 

women's lives at the border but in ways that are not specific to how they think about the 

border context; for exanple, Pena's &scinating (1997) study examines women workers in 

the maquiladoras along the US-Mexico border, but the border context is not central to his 

work except that it is the locus of the î tories and hence the women workers. Other 

studies dealing with women in the maquiladoras also do not refer to the border, but to 

Northern Mexico or the specific cities where the research took place (for exan9>le, Staudt 

1987; Tiano 1994). The attitudes of Qiicanas (firom all over Latin America) in New 

Mexico are examined ly Oboler (1995), whose focus is on ethnicity and self-labeling, not 
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at the border itself but in a border state. Latin American immigrants drew connections 

between ethnkiQr and class levels based on culturalfy-specific traditional hierarchies 

reflected in language use and color of the slnn (1995:144-50). Women's attitudes about 

life at the border, language and ethnic labeling are included in the discussion in Chapter 

Five of this report 

US residents crossii  ̂the border generally ei^y a relative  ̂ status as tourists 

or as en:;)loyees in Mexico. For exanq)le, most managers of US-owned maquiladoras are 

male US citizens who live north of the border and earn American dollars. Their position is 

of much higher status than most Mexican workers crossing into the US (Bustaniante 

1995; Martfoez 1994a). Although it is likefy that for mai  ̂US citizens traveling into 

Mexico the trip is easier and less fearfiil than for Mexicans crossing into the US, for some, 

such as elderty people going to Mexico to bi  ̂medicines or for health care, or for 

Me}dcan-Americans crossing into Mexico, sdU different, complex and poorfy-documented 

patterns of e}q)erience may emerge (see, for exanq}le, Montes 1995). In addition, 

anecdotal evidence indicates to me that some Mexican-Americans feel uncomfortable 

visiting Mexico, especially if th  ̂do not speak Spanish well or at all (see also Mart&ez 

1994a:283-285). For women, discomfort or fear of crossing into Mexico may be rooted in 

fears for their physical safety. Economic necessity or &mify ties often inq)el Mexican-

Americans and US-resident Mexicans to cross into Mexico (Ruiz 1992), and their 

perc^tions and e;q)eriences probabfy differ from those of a US tourist or a business 

manager. 
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Health care is an important nx)tivating force for women and men crossing the 

border in both directions. US citizens travel to Mradco to vi  ̂private practitioners >vho 

charge lower fees, to biQ  ̂medicines over the counter that require a prescription in the US, 

or to obtain alternative tjpes of treatment not available in the US. He does not cite 

specific numbers, but Nichols (1992:172) notes that studies fiom "the Mexican ̂ e of the 

border show surprising  ̂similar findings [to those describing Mexicans' use of US heahh 

care services]. These include a relatively heavy influx of US residents \»iio receive care in 

Mexico. Services range fix>m pharmaceutical purchases to dental care to medical attention, 

in descending order of fi^quency." Mexicans and Mexican-Americans living in the US 

often cross into Mexico because health care is cheaper and more readi]  ̂available 

(Skolnick 1995:1480). At the same time, Mexicans enter the US to use health care 

services because "they think they will receive better care in the United States or hope to 

have children bom as US citizens" (Toires-Gil 1993:168). A recent study in Ambos 

Nogales indicates that women fiom Sonora are more likefy to give birth to their children 

on the side of the border where their doctor's ofGce is located, and fear additional 

harassment fiom Border Patrol Agents who watch closefy for pregnant women (Pope 

1997). Ruiz (1992:125) notes that access to health care providers in both countries offers 

opportunities to border residents to conqiare different diagnoses, suggested treatments, 

and costs, although this may also create conflict for the patient who must sift through the 

varying options oflFered by two very different health care systems. 
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Unequal power relations between the two countries result in a varieQr of possible 

consequences for Mexicans cross into the US to woric or to visit, Chiding fear of 

the authorities, racism and humiliation, harassment and abuse, and even death for some 

unfortunate crossers (Dunn 1996; Immigration Law Enforcement Border Project 1992). 

For whatever reasons Mexicans choose to cross the border, legalfy or illegal ,̂ they often 

&ce difSculties. M  ̂Mexicans have apparent  ̂avoided problems and prefer to live in 

the US, as m  ̂be inferred from the 2 million undocumented Mexican immigrants who 

applied for permanent resident status under the Imm^ration Reform and Control Act of 

1986 (Hamel and Schreiner 1989:58). 

The pattern of border crossings is con^>lex and driven a variety of motives, 

which vary among diGferent women at different times, and even for the same women at 

different times, depending on the circumstances of their travel, which may be routine, or 

fiaught with anxiety, or an occasion of celebratioiL From the literature reviewed here it is 

obvious tibat much border crossing behavior is driven by individuals' needs, desires, and 

perceptions of advantages to be obtained on the other side, in whichever direction that 

might lie. What is not obvious is how their behavior and percq)tions differ according to 

gender, and how the gendered differences might vary according to nationality and other 

socioeconomic &ctors. 

The Border. The study of borders, frontiers, and boundaries has occupied geographers for 

at least a century (see Herzog 1990, Chapter 2 for a brief history of the study of 

international boundaries). Much of the literature has focused on concerns of political 
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geograplqr, emphasizing the iimctions, classification and establishment of internal and 

international boundaries, and political relations between neighboring countries. Onfy 

recentfy and to a limited extent has geogr^bic research related to borders turned its 

attention to issues of gender and class relations, household formation and conqx)sition, 

and the daily lives of those who make up the labor force and the migration streams (for 

exanq>le, see Chant 1992b on Costa Rica and other areas of the Third World; 

Christopherson 1983, Cravqr 1993, Mattingfy 1993 on Mexico; Townsend 1993 on 

Colombia). 

Borders have been described in various terms: as barriers or filters, as points of 

conflict or cooperation, as e}q)ressions of territoriality or nationalism, as areas of exchange 

and interaction (Morehouse 1990; Pederson 1990). Describing the conqjiexity of the 

borderlands, both physically and cultural ,̂ in atten^ting to define them, Chavez 

(1992:60) writes that for borderlands researchers "it's just defining the 'border' that raises 

a problem." Current definitions of borders iisuaify inpty relationships between inhabitants 

and between political, social, economic, and cultural structures and activities on both 

sides. At some scales and under various circumstances, the relationsh^s between the two 

sides can promote cooperation or, conversely, create conflict and di\daoa Bustamante 

(1995:180) writes that a "border phenomenon... is one that has something to do with the 

processes of interaction between the two sides."' Heyman (1991:5) defines the US-

Mexico border in terms of the unequal relationship between the two countries—"an 

' My translation. 
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ordering or structuring of a people's way of life in Mexico caused by tbe US power over 

economics and imm^jration, specifically delineated 1  ̂proximi  ̂to the international 

boundary." House (1982:3-4) also notes the "basic aqonmetry of power  ̂between the two 

countries that is *%ievitab]y projected into their relationship across the Rio Grande," in a 

way that 'lias for a veiy long time aroused the strongest political feelings" in Mexicans. 

Most scholars writing of the border acknowledge the interdependence of the US and 

Mexican economies, at the same time enq>hasizing the disparities between the two 

countries (Alegria 1990; Chavez 1992; Peterson and Arriaga 1992; Rubio and Trejo 

1993). 

Msartmez, an historian, has proposed an approach to border anafysis that 

en^yphasizes the relations between the coimtries sharing the border and the "human 

environment found in border areas" (Martinez 1994b: 15). He developed a typology of 

borderlands based on four basic types: alienated, co-existent, interdependent, and 

integrated borderlands, each described by the level of interaction between the nations on 

either side. The US-Mexico border in the twentieth century he classifies as an 

interdependent  border land,  because  of  the  "re la t ively  s table  in ternat ional  re la t ions  and. . .  

the existence of a &vourable economic climate that permits borderlanders on both sides of 

the line to stimulate growth and development that are tied to foreign capital, markets, and 

labour" (Martinez 1994b:4). Lenderking (1993:1) calls the border region "a huge regional, 

highty integrated econon^r." This interdq)endence has in:q)lications for the division of 

labor in the borderlands (Rubio and Trejo 1993; Tiano 1994), the structure and 
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infiastructure of urban areas aloi  ̂the border (Arreola and Curtis 1993), and in turn on 

the opportunities available to borderlands residents. The nature of these relationsh^s 

on,both sides of the border and between Douglas and Agua Prieta has a bearing on 

employment, social networlcs, and ultimate ,̂ travel patterns of women in both cities. 

The Urban Setting at the Border. Economic, political and social structures differ, 

sometimes striking ,̂ between the cities on either side of the border. the exception of 

the San Diego-Tpana metropolitan area, the bulk of the population in urban areas along 

the border lives on the Mexican side (Worden et aL 1992:61). The growing service sector 

is of economic inqxirtance on both sides, although enq)loyment in manu&cturing tends to 

dominate in the larger cities on &e Mencan ̂ de of the border (Peterson and Arriaga 

1992:75). Mexican border commuoities have higher per capita income levels, lower 

fertility levels, and higher education levels than communities in the interior of Mexico. US 

border towns, with the exception of San Diego, in contrast generally have lower income 

levels, lower education levels, and higher fertility levels than communities away from the 

border (Betts and Slot^e 1994; House 1982; Peterson and Arriaga 1992; Worden et aL 

1992). In other words, the Mexican border cities have a higher standard of living than 

cities outside the border mimic^ios (and concomitant  ̂higher costs of living), >\iiereas in 

the US the opposite holds true. The difference is relative to the interior of each country, 

and the standard of living on the US side is higher than on the Mexican side in terms of 

income level and access to resources. 
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Urban areas abng the border vaiygreatfy in size, fiom the largest, San Diego, with 

1.1 million residents ia 1990, to the smallest village suchas Sasabe, Arizona, with a 

population of 25 in 1990 (Worden et aL 1992:62,74). Ciudad Judrez, Chihuahua, is the 

largest of the urban areas on the Mexican side of the border, with a population of797,679 

in 1990; even the smallest border munic^io  ̂has over a thousand inhabitants-Ifidalgo, 

Coahuila, with a popukdon of 1,192 in 1990 (Worden at aL 1992:59), vdiich has no 

corresponding Texas town across the border. A small place such as Sasabe, or Columbus, 

New Mexico (population 500) may, however, serve as an inq)ortant border crossing point 

for the region it serves, particularly reflecting tran^rtation links b^rond the border. For 

exanple, in 1987 1,031,563 people entered the US at Columbus—the total for New 

Mexico. 

As entiy points, the towns and cities along the border have various functions. 

Douglas' economic base, for exan:q)le, has changed from its concentration on mining into a 

center for trade, commerce and services, highfy dq)endent on Mexican shoppers; Agua 

Prieta also serves a trade and commerce function, as well as being a suppfy center for the 

mines &rther south in Sonora. A^uiladora manufacturing is increasing in Agua Prieta as 

well The dependence of the US border cities' retail trade on Mexican shoppers has been 

* Census figures for Mexico are general  ̂given for the munici^o and not broken out into 
urban and rural populations. The figures cited here are taken from different sources and 
are sometimes contradictory. Sometimes even sources noting that the figures are from the 
Mexican census quote different population numbers. I have used as few different soinx^s 
of population data as possible and the actual censuses A\^ien possible for the numbers given 
in this document. 
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well documented (Herzog 1990:135-187; House 1982:201-4; Martinez 1994a:38-40; 

McCarthy 1985; Silvers 1992:117-8). One need onfy make a trip to US border cities to 

note evidence of the inq)act of the nx>st recent peso devahiation-boarded-iq) storefronts 

and empty shops in Douglas, for exanDple, testify to the reduced biQong power of cross-

border shoppers. 

Both Arizona and Sonora have dedicated financial and human resources to the 

borderlands, particular  ̂since the passage of NAFTA. The state government of Arizona 

views the trade agreement as an opportunity for economic growth and advancement and 

has activefy pursued increased communications and negotiations with the state of Sonora 

(Wright 1992). In contrast, at the same time that the border between the two states is 

becoming more porous with respect to economic exchange, the US Immigration and 

Naturalization Service is currentfy buildii  ̂a new fence between Douglas and Agua Prieta, 

has constructed steel walls along the border between the two Nogales, the two Nacos, and 

Tijuana and San Diego, and is increaang numibers of Border Patrol agents assigned to all 

sectors of the border. 

Border cities such as Tguana, Mexicali, and Chidad Juarez have been extensive)  ̂

examined in terms of household structure and women's employment in the maquOadoras 

(e.g., Anderson and de la Rosa 1991; Gonz^ezetaL 1995; Jimenez Betancourt 1989; 

Lopez Estrada 1993; Pefia 1987; Sanchez 1990; Tiano 1994; Young 1992). In contrast, 

studies of Douglas and Agua Prieta are few. Hqonan's (1991) study of life in Agua Prieta 

is the most recent research to focus on the two cities (mostly on Agua Prieta). He 
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describes transboundaiy networks as extensive and of long standing. Gieenberg's (1984) 

research on how government subsidies affect household Qpe and conposition showed that 

60 percent of the households in Douglas and Agua Prieta had close relatives living on the 

other side of the border (Greenberg 1984:3). This indicates significant transnational ties, 

making this an ideal place to study women's movements across the border and cross-

border networks. Women's involvement in building and maintaTntng connections between 

&milies, fictive kin, fiiends, religious groups, and other social networks iiiq)lies their needs 

for mobility and communication. In this research I attenipt to draw connections between 

these social networks and women's travel patterns. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

From June 1996 to Junt .• ' I lived in Douglas, Arizona. I interviewed the 

reqwndents between December 1996 and May 1997. During the preceding months I 

finalized the research design and proposal, interviewed various staff members at the City 

of Douglas and the Douglas Historical Society, and partic^ed in life at the border, 

observing and meeting residents of Doi^las and Agua Prieta. Those months were valuable 

for famiHariztng myself with the reality of women's daify lives at the border, as I observed 

on a personal level the challenges and pleasures of life and mobility at the border. 

Participant observation was the first phase of the project, which also included 

continuing research into the social and economic structures of the two cities and the US-

Mexico border. Thinking that the local newspapers would be helpfiil in this endeavor, I 

subscribed to the Doi^las Daily Dispatch, and less fi:equentfy (because I could not always 
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find them and did not cross the border every day) read the two weekly newspapers from 

Agua Prieta, La Critica and El Clarin. InterestiDgl ,̂ one could often read ai^r of the three 

of these newspapers and not realise that the cities were located on the international 

border. Aside from incidents involving some international is  ̂such as drug smuggling or 

immigration, neither city's newspq)ers dedicated much space to its neighbor across the 

border. From my outsider's perspective, the border seemed to loom large on the landscape 

and in the lives of women in Douglas and Agua Prieta; many of the participants shared the 

new^apers' lack of attention to the &ct of the border's presence in their dai]  ̂lives, as 

will be discussed in Qiapter Six. 

One of the planned tasks of the research was to find the most recent maps of the 

two cities and talk to the staff of their city plaiming departments. This was relatively easify  ̂

accoinplished in Douglas, but more difScult in Agua Prieta. I believe the unavailability of 

workers at the City of Agua Prieta was partly due to the upcomii  ̂municipal, state, and 

national elections of Jufy 1997 and the acconqmying frenzy of activity related to local 

canq)aigns (one City Department Director was running for President of the Municipio of 

Agua Prieta). When I was able to talk to City staff thqr were unfeilingly helpfiil and polite; 

they were often sinqify not available. I finalfy obtained a recent city planning m  ̂of Agua 

Prieta fi-om a Planner at the City of Douglas, but had to use the city plan fi»m 1988 to 

1991 in the absence of a more recent plaa I spent several hours with the Director of 

Public Works m the City of Agua Prieta, Donaldo Paco, ̂ ^o gracious  ̂gave me a guided 

tour of the city and discussed some of the problrans his dq>artment & :'̂ s. 



As the third phase of the research I planned to organize discussion groiq>s with 

women in both cities to ask them to consider what were the most inq)ortant issues for 

them in terms of mobility, and how or if they thought this research might be use&l to 

them. The first group, held at nqr house in Douglas, involved three long-time Hiq)anic 

residents. The questions I a^ed, drawn generally firom the questionnaire as it was then 

composed, evoked some discussion around issues of mobili ,̂ but more about the 

changing nature of life at the border. I also asked them to draw a map of where th  ̂went 

most often, the results of which were the first indicators to me of the difScuMes of 

mapping women's movements (more about this below). Subsequent discussion groups 

were more informal and unstructured, as I realized that issues of mobility did not arouse 

passionate interest or spark lengthy discussions among the women. Thqr tended to be 

more interested in talking about e:q)eriences related to aosang the border and dramatic 

incidents th  ̂had heard of or read about Although the discussion groups were not as 

help&l in shedding light on women's mobility as I had hoped, th  ̂did introduce other 

topics regarding women's lives at the border that I might not otherwise have encountered 

until I was in the midst of doing the interviews. In this way, talking to women and a few 

men before finalizing the questionnaire, I was able to refine, add, and delete questions to 

make the interviews more specific to Douglas and Agua Prieta. Had I had more time to 

continue that process, the questionnaire would no doubt have continued to evolve. 

I had hoped that discussion groups would increase my &miliarity with women's 

main reference groiq)s; that is, how they organized themselves within the cities—in groups 
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based on residence, ̂ mify, worlq)lace, region, place of origin (for migrants), ethnic 

group, and according to other categorks they might identify as inpirtant In &ct, these 

types of groups were revealed more in the individual interviews and in casual 

conversations with women and men I met in n  ̂daily movements around Douglas and 

Agua Prieta. For exan^le, in Chapter Five I discuss two social groups of card players 

whose members partic^ated in the interviews. For these le^ndents, their card playing 

groups were an inqx)rtant aspect of their social community and for all were one of their 

most regular destinations, but they were not revealed in the information Glared during the 

discussion groups. I met one of the card players in an informal discussion group, but that 

social network was not mentioned in the context of the group talking about life at the 

border. I believe the discussion group format could be very productive, and my own lack 

of experience in organizii:  ̂and &ci]itating the groups played a role in their limited 

useiiilness in this project. In addition, the women who partic^ed in the discussion 

groups generally had few or no constraints on their mobility, except for one older woman. 

Perhaps targeting women vsiio did not have access to vehicles would have been a more 

profitable use of the discussion group format 

I used snowball sampling to build a list of names of potential partic^ants. This 

sanipling method was appropriate to the study because n  ̂"major concern is not to 

generalize the findii^s of the study to a broad population or universe but to maximize 

discovery of the heterogeneous patterns and problems that occur in the particular context 

xmder study" (Erlandson et aL 1993:82). The intent of purposive san:5)ling is to "select 
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infonnatioii-rich cases wbose study will iUumiaate the questioiis under stud  ̂(Patton 

1990:169). The infonnatioii-rich cases are chosen in order to best answer the research 

questions and fit the purpose of the study. Given that the purpose of this study was to 

examine women's mobility in an urban area at the border, the main criterion of the 

san^ling process was that the women lived in Douglas or Agua Prieta. 

Developing a list of names of potential le^ndents through snowball sanq)ling 

required that I have more than one starting point in each city; that is, all the re^ndents 

did not come from one initial contact person but fijom several starting points in the two 

communities. Gathering names through snowball sanq>ling allowed me to e}qplore 

women's reference groups and the connections between various groiq)s of women in the 

two cities. Snowball sampling was also appropriate to this study because of the sensitive 

nature of some of the questions 1 asked, particular!  ̂about border crosang and cross-

border networks. Having an introduction to a potential respondent from a fiiend or 

relative often gave me greater credibility and a measure of trust that might not exist 

without a personal connection. 

The snowball sampling technique was generally successfiil, especial  ̂in Douglas. 

Most respondents in Douglas mentioned at least one name, and several offered more. Only 

one woman I called in Douglas declined outright to do an interview, although several 

agreed to talk to me but subsequent  ̂were not available. After interviewmg 50 women in 

Douglas, I had names of several more won  ̂but tnne constraints kept me from doing 

more interviews. 



In Agua Prieta tbe snowball techn»]ue was less effective. A few re^ndents did 

give the names of fiiends or relatives I could contact, but many women declined to 

suggest names. Several told me tb  ̂would give me names after contacting tbe potential 

participants, but never did. As a result of the limited usefulness of the snowball technique 

in Agua Prieta, I approached many women in Mexico without an introduction, \^^e I felt 

an introduction would have been nx)st hel^fuL On several occasions I went to the "latn 

plaza in Agua Prieta on Sunday at mid-day after mass and approached women there. By 

this means I was able to complete several interviews, but none of the women 1 met in the 

plaza suggested other names. I also walked through several neighborhoods and knocked 

on the doors of homes. This method also served relative  ̂well, but genera% &iled to 

generate more names. Interesting ,̂ many of the women who declined to suggest names 

said they did not have ftiends, as th  ̂did not leave their houses. Some said they did not 

want to make a commitment for someone else to talk to a stranger. 

Where the snowball technique functioned best in Agua Prieta was with women of a 

higher socioeconomic standing, although some of these women also declined to suggest 

names. I spent several days going to women's workplaces and asking if they had time to 

talk to me. In this way I avoided interviewing onfy women who were at home during the 

day. 

Respondents lived and worked throughout the neighborhoods and commercial 

districts of both cities, from the highest income areas of Agua Prieta nearest the 

international boundary to the &rthe$t southern reaches where growth continues rapidfy. 
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and including re^ndents who lived in government-built housing for indiistrial workers on 

the east side of the city. In Douglas I interviewed women who lived in the eastern 

neighborhoods where the city is expanding, in the northern neighborhoods that consist 

mostfy of low-income mobile home courts, in the rent-subsidized ̂ )artmeQt conpkxes. 

Initialj  ̂I had planned to map women's movements in the two cities in order to 

illustrate the patterns of movements. After conducting the first discussion group, I realized 

that some women have not had a chance to develop skills in reading and creating mq)s. I 

showed women the m^s I had of Douglas and Agua Prieta and asked them to indicate the 

places they go, but this also proved problematical because women could not dec^her the 

map. I thought that perh^s I could draw iq> maps based on women's descriptions of 

where they go. This seemed to be possible in Douglas, as it is smaller and has a limited 

number of well-defined and easify located major destinations. Agua Prieta was another 

matter. Aside fiom respondents not being able to read the map, Agua Prieta has &w street 

signs. Residents find their way around by counting the unpaved streets between the major 

arteries, most of which are paved. In xay experience this method was not ahvays 

successfiiL Agua Prieta is laid out in a grid pattern, with north-south running avenues, and 

east-west nmning streets. Unfortunatefy for nqr efforts at way-finding, the blocks change 

size away firom the commercial center of the city, many alleys look like streets, and it was 

ea  ̂to lose count. Many of the houses had small plaques on the fi'ont with the name of 

the &mify and the address, incbding the street or avenue. In order to read these, one must 

drive slowty, not a problem on the impaved minor streets and avenues as they are in such 
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bad rq)air one can only drive slowly, but definite  ̂dangerous on the main throughways 

^\1]ere tra£5c was relentless and hurried. Slowing down to read a plaque creates a serious 

risk of a rear-end collision. 

One day I drove south ia Agua Prieta, counting the streets from 13th Street, ̂ ch 

is paved and a dependable landmark, looking for 25th Street, \\iiere I had an interview 

appointment When I reached what 1 thought was the area of 25th Street I was dismayed 

to see that the state highway cut directly through vtiiere I thought the street would be. 

South of the highway were even fewer street s^ns, and the h^way wound throu  ̂the 

city, making it difScuh to determine where the street numbers stopped on one side of it 

and begin again on the other. 

Women from Douglas knew how to find their way in Agua Prieta, although th  ̂

frequently did not know the names of streets or the names of the businesses they 

patronized. Often they had to himt for femiliar places each time they crossed the border. I 

acconq^anied women fiom Douglas to Agua Prieta on a few occasions, and watched them 

use landmarks and count blocks to determine where our destinatk)n lay (and learned to do 

the same myselQ. One respondent living in Douglas gave me the name of her sister and 

what seemed to be precise directions to her house in Agua Prieta. When I went to locate 

the house I could not find it, even after asking directions of neighborhood residents in 

their yards. The next day I again called the respondent in Douglas, asking for further 

directions and clarification. She told me the house was on the street, near a certain avenue 

(the streets run west to east, the avenues run north to south), but most definitely on the 
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street. When I finally did find the house, it was located on the avenue, in the middle of the 

bbck, removed two or three houses on each ade fiom the street It seemed that the 

women knew where they were going when th  ̂were in Agua Prieta, but giving directions, 

even for those who went regular ,̂ was difScult 

These experiences led me to the conchision that unless I followed the respondents 

throughout the day, it would be di£&nilt to map women's movements. As I had neither the 

time nor the means to follow respondents in a meaningful way, I depended on their 

descriptions of the types of places they went and n^r £imiliarity with the cities. The m^s 

included in the following chapters show the places re^ndents named as destinations, 

with the exception of the homes of fiiends and relatives. Way-finding (as opposed to 

giving directions) was not difScuh for those familiar with either city, as both generally 

follow a grid pattern, in which a few major arteries carry the bulk of traffic. This is 

especial  ̂true in Agua Prieta, where outside the major commercial and industrial areas 

and the highest-income residential areas, most streets are impaved, and most traffic 

follows the pavement For those who live there, finding one's way around is mostfy a 

matter of getting to a paved road and following it to the next paved road, continuing in 

this manner until one's destination is reached or is nearby. 

The interviews were intended to illumiiiate patterns of women's mobility and relate 

them to other aspects of women's lives that a£fected and were affected by mobility. The 

interviews were semi-structured with open- and closed-ended questions (see Appendix A), 

focused on the modes of transportation available to women, the fi:equency and purposes of 
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the tr  ̂th  ̂made, the ways th  ̂arranged their lives in order to get themselves and their 

femilies where they needed to be, how th  ̂dealt with constraints on their mobilily and 

took advantage of opportunities, and their thoughts about various aspects of life at the 

border. 

The interviews were conducted in a variety of setdngs, including women's homes, 

their workplaces, coffee shops, and the city plaza in Agua Prieta. On onty one occasion I 

interviewed two women at once, aiid quickly concluded that although groiq) discussions 

were worthwhile, a multi-respondent interview was not One respondent dominated the 

conversation, and the answers of one seemed to pronq}t the answers of the other. I did not 

feel this invalidated the interviews, and inchided both in the totals. On many occasions the 

mterviews were intemq)ted by phone calls, customers, children, or other intrusions. Two 

interviews had to be postponed and continued at a later time. Generally the re^ndent 

and I spoke in private, or with children present; onfy  ̂rarefy was a husband or other adult 

present. 

I realized after I had completed the interviews and was con:9}iling the information 

that the questions 1 asked regarding the institutions that control and maintain the border all 

focused on the US government. This gap I now consider to reflect my ejqxjsure to US 

media coverage that concentrates on the US INS and rarely mentions Mexican efforts to 

control the border. In addition, although I read as much of the literature of Mexican 

scholars of the border and of the northern states as was available to me, as it addresses 

control and maintenance of the border the literature focuses almost exclusively on issues 
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of US immigration and enforcement policies. I feel now this is a s^nificant omission, 

although I do not believe it invalidates the conchisions presented here. Kather, it is an 

indication of the nature of the strength of the imbalance in the relations!]  ̂between 

Mexico and the United States. 

Mexican border control mainty consists of the Customs Department, the Federal 

Police, the military units stationed at the border, and Gnqx> Beta, described as the 

Mexican eqiiivalent ofthe US Special Forces (Daniels 1997). Gnqpo Beta is a police 

agency focused on the smuggling of drugs and people across the border. Onfy rarety it is 

mentioned in the media. The information I gained from the re^ndents regarding Mexican 

customs, police and mHitaiy and their role in enforcing the border generally was included 

in women's refuses to questions about life at the border and their feelings of personal 

safety on either side ofthe border. 

ORGANIZAHON OF THE DISSERTATION 

Chapter Two of this report is a examination of the stwfy population and sites. The 

characteristics of the women wdio participated in the interviews are detailed, and a brief 

description of the history and development of Douglas and Agua Prieta, and their 

conterqx>raiy relationship. This discussion of the re^ndents and the cities sets the 

context for the following three chapters, which develop the results of the interviews and 

my observations. Chapter three discusses women's mobility within Douglas and Agua 

Prieta; chapter four deals with cross-bord  ̂nubility patterns; and chapter five describes 

the partic^ants' perceptions of life at the border. Respondents w^o exeirq)lified certain of 
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the conclusioDS of chapters three, four, and five are discussed in some detail as case 

studies in cb^>ter six. The final ch^er draws togedier the conchisioLS of the preceding 

four, and outlines possitnlities for fiiture research suggested by this study. Attached as 

Appeiidix A to this rqx)rt are the Fnglkh and Spanish versions of the questionnaire. 
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Chapter Two 

SETTING THE SCENE: THE WOMEN AND THE PLACE 

INTRODUCTION 

The first section of this chapter introduces the study population-the 100 women 

who participated in this research—and identifies the demographic and socioeconomic 

characteristics that are likefy to influence their patterns of mobility. The second half of the 

chapter addresses the context of their lives, providing a brief history of Douglas and Agua 

Prieta and a description of the current structure of the two cities. In the reality of women's 

everyday experiences, it is inq)ossible to separate demogr^hic and socioeconomic 

characteristics from the context of their lives. My aim here, therefore, is to indicate the 

diversity of the study population and, briefly, the conq)lex nature of the political economy 

of the study site. This task presents an organizational challenge, as I do not mean to 

iiiq)ute more inqrartance to one or another of the characteristics of the women or of the 

two cities by the ordering of the chapter. Women's productive and reproductive activities, 

their st^e in the life course, the presence or absence of children in their households, the 

built environments of Douglas and Agua Prieta, the availability or lack of certain 

amenities, and the other &ctors discussed here are all related, interwoven in the &bric that 

constitutes the social, physical, and historical context of daify life. As I cut the pieces apart 

in order to inspect them, I will highlight each, in hopes of connectii  ̂it to the whole. 

As noted previous ,̂ most of the research on women and mobility has focused on 

the journey to work and has examined behavior in large metropolitan areas. The context 
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provided by urban structure and transportation infiastructure influences and reflects 

women's needs for motnlity. As Agua Prieta grows into a large urban area, it remains 

relative  ̂contact and offers public transportation; Douglas is a small city in terms of 

population, but is relative  ̂large in areal extent and has limited public tran^rtation 

options. In such a setting, where long commutes to the work place, school, shopping, or 

for visting are not necessary, "wbat kinds of constraints operate on women's movements in 

these two cities, and what &cilitates their movements? The various &ctors that emerged in 

the interviews as being of inqx>rtance include personal characteristics and circumstances 

such as en^jloymeol status, stage in the life course and presence of children, ethnic group 

and nationality, physical ability, and aspects of the women's personalities such as comfort 

and fear levels in living, working, and moving about at the border. All of these &ctors, of 

course, are interrelated in women's lives, and their effects on mobili  ̂vary over time as 

the circumstances of women's lives change. Profoimd and pivotal changes may occur 

rapidfy; to ilhistrate this. Chapter Six describes one household tracked over the life of this 

research project and some of the e}q)eriences that significant  ̂altered its conq}osition and 

the lives of its members in the course of one year. Illustrating the changes experienced by 

one household serves as a reminder that the information presented here is a snapshot of a 

moment in the lives of the respondents, it is partial and inq}erfect but at the same time 

dieds light on aspects of women's lives at the border that have received litde attention in 

the literature. It also reminds us that even within the sn^^ot, the image of the women is 

mutable and depends on the angle at which it is viewed. I have chosen to utilize certain 
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cat^ories—e.g., age, marital status, household conpo^on, economic levels—and to 

ignore others-e.g., sexual orientation, religious afSliatioQ—in order to iDominate women's 

mobility, Mdiile recognizing that the re^ndents shift from one to the other to the next 

category, depending on the particular aspect of mobility and life at the border I examine. 

Therefore, a respondent who is a married, en^loyed mother of young children may share 

characteristics with single, unen:q>loyed women and belong as well to the some of the same 

categories as a retired widow, for exanq)le. XVith this in mind, I turn now to discuss the 

women who partic^ed in this researcL 

TEIE STUDY GROUP 

One hundred women—fifty in Douglas, fifty in Agua Prieta—form the study 

population. Table 2.1 details some of their demographic characteristics. On both sides of 

the border the respondents have many commonalities, and at the same time they are 

divided by more than the international boundary that runs between the two cities. 

Although the women \^iio participated in this research were not chosen from a random 

sample, I have no reason to suppose they represent extreme or unusual cases. They 

include women who deal with physical disabilities, older and younger women, low-income 

and relative  ̂high-income women, single mothers, nuclear &milies, veiy well-educated 

women as weQ as some with no formal schooling. Unfortunatefy  ̂I did not meet Afiican-

American or Asian-American women in Douglas, so those small minorities are not 

represented in this group, and Anglos are slight  ̂overrepresented. To paraphrase Smith 

(1987:187), when we look at the border fi'om the standpoint of women, we do not require 
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a sanple; vk are not tiying to generalize fiom a small number to the characteiistics of a 

larger population. Rather, we are trying to e:q>lore how the institutions and structures 

organizing life at the border penetrate and organize the e}q}eTiences of different individual 

women as border residents. The women of this study group revealed a great deal about 

how women order their lives in response to the institutions and structures operating at the 

border, and how in turn their decisions and e}g)erieQces are reflected in those institutions 

and structures. These ideas will be the focus in the following ch^ters. 

Table 2.1 shows some of the shared characteristics of the women in the study 

group and highlights some of the differences. More of the respondents from Agua Prieta 

were married or lived together as couples; nx)re in Douglas than in Agua Prieta were 

single, never marrie4 and a much higher percentage was divorced. A larger portion of 

respondents from Doi^las than from A^ua Prieta were bom in their city of residence. 

Respondents from Douglas had also lived there longer than respondents from Agua Prieta 

had lived there. Of those bom outside either city, a large portion of those from Agua 

Prieta were bom in the state of Sonora, but a larger percentage of those from Douglas 

were bom outside the state of Arizona. In Agua Prieta, those bom in the city tended to be 

older respondents, but in Douglas the lifetime residents were both the youngest and oldest 

respondents. The difference in education levels among women of the two cities is marked, 

but perhaps most surprising was the percentage of respondents in these two small cities 

who have college degrees or who were attending college courses at the time of the 

interview. Cochise Community College in Doiiglas and the Instituto Tecnoldgjco de 
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TABLE 2.1 
Characteristics of tbe study population 

Percent of re^ndents jSx>m Percent of all 
Douglas (i3f=50) Agua Prieta (ir=^0) Reqwndents (dfI 00) 

Civil Status: 
Married 46 62 54 
Union libra' 4 12 8 
Divorced/separated 26 2 14 
Wdowed 2 8 5 
Single/never manied 22 16 19 

Place of Birtk 
Douglas 50 6 28 
Other Arizona 10 0 5 
Other US 24 0 12 
Agua Prieta 0 20 10 
Other Sonora 12 50 31 
Other Mexico 2 24 13 
Other 2 0 1 

Age 
18-29 18 40 29 
30-50 52 36 44 
51+ 30 24 27 

Length of residence in Douglas or Agua Prieta 
less than 1 year 2 4 3 
1-5 years 10 22 16 
6-10 years 14 20 17 
over 10 years 74 54 64 

Education level 
no formal education 0 6 3 
less than high school 14 • 44 29 
high school or GED® 8 14 11 
college courses 42 20 31 
2-year college degree 8 0 4 
4-year coDege degree 14 14 14 
graduate courses 8 2 5 
Master's degree 6 0 3 
Currently student 20 18 19 

' Literally, "free union." I use it here to refer to an unmanied couple living together. 
 ̂The equivalent in Mexico, in number of years, is preparatoria. 
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Nogales in Agua Prieta provide relatively low-cost access to hig  ̂education that is not 

so readify available to small towns in many rural areas. Several state- and federally-funded 

programs operated in Douglas to help low-income residents conplete high school 

equivalency certificates or two-year degrees, and some businesses in Agua Prieta paid 

tuition for their enq)loyees to attend F.nglkh classes in Douglas. These Qvpes of programs 

opened opportunities to tte v/omen of the two cities, in part because of their location: ie., 

Agua Prieta's proximity to the US and its educational &ci]ities, and Douglas's historical 

location next to the smelter, and the minmg conpai^r that provided jobs and urban 

infi:astructuie. Tbey also prompted cross-border movements of women from Agua Prieta 

to Douglas, but not vice versa. 

Ethnicitv. Of the total 100 respondents, 87 percent would be identified as "White, 

Hiq)anic Origin'' ty the US Census, or two or perhaps three ethnic categories according 

to some widefy accepted definitions (Le., Anglo, HBspanic, Mexican). These 100 women, 

though, applied 16 different labels to themselves (see Table 2.2). In &ct, the US Census 

(United States 1992) describes Douglas's ethnic makeup as 83 percent of Hispanic origin, 

16 percent White, non-EQspanic origin, and 1 percent other races. The Mexican Census 

(INEGI1992) identifies less than one-half of one percent of Agua Prieta's population as 

speaking an indigenous language, its onl  ̂means of identifying ethnicity (Bartolome 

1996:300), and implies onfytwo different groups—Mexican and Indian- Because most of 

the women of Mexican or other Latin American heritage in the Douglas study group 

called themselves Hispanic, and most of the women in the Agua Prieta group en:q}loyed 
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the term Mexicana, I use these two labels in the remainder of this report I use them self-

consciousty, with the understanding these labels encon^ass a wide range of geneologies 

and ideologies, and acknowledging that any one tenn is inadequate to convey a true sense 

ofthe rich heritage represented lathis group ofwomen. 

TABLE 2.2 
Ethnicity 

Ethnic groiq) as self-defined (percent of all req)ondents) 
Douglas (DE=50) Agua Prieta (DPSO) 

Wspamc/ffiipana 44 2 
Mexican-American 12 2 
Mexicana 10 80 
Latmo-American 2 0 
Chicana 2 0 
Indigena 2 0 
Native American 2 0 
Native American & Mexican 0 8 
Mestizo 0 2 
Latina 0 2 
China-Mexicana 0 2 
Half & half 0 2 
Anglo 12 0 
White 8 0 
Caucasian 4 0 
American 2 0 

Oboler (199S) notes that the term "Hispamc" is a Abdicated label put into popular 

use by the US government for census purposes and applied to all people originating m the 

countries of Latin America and Spain (she and some other writers prefer the term 

'Xatina", used by onfy one respondent £x>m Agua Prieta and none from Douglas). Women 

e:qK>sed to popular media and those familiar with US govermnent foims-census, customs. 
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college entrance, wel&re applications, and the like—m  ̂be more likefy to call 

themselves EQspanic because they have become accustomed to choosing that label Some 

of the women used the terms Hispanic and American to define themselves or their &mily 

members place of birth, others used them to identify themselves according to 

history, language use, or nationality. Zavella (1997) e;qplores the differences in ethnic 

identies and selF-Mielmg among women in Albuquerque, New Mexico, where women 

were more likely to call themselves SpanishrAmerican than Hispanic or Mexican-

American. She saw the need to rethink her assun:q>tions about ethnicity, which had been 

based on her own identity as a Chicana feminist and which ^e expanded to include other 

women's categorizations of themselves. 

My own assunq>tions about the naturalness of divisions such as ethnicity led me to 

include this question in the interviews. However, in Mexico, eq)ecially, the women did not 

thtnlf of themselves or the community in terms of ethnicity. One Agua Prieta resident, 

when asked her ethnicity, gave me a pu2zied look and said, questioning or guessing, 

"average?" After discussing this issue with several women in Agua Prieta and Douglas, the 

question in Spanish became "<fe donde son st4s antepasados? (where are your forebears 

from?)'' This was a different question, but opened the conversation to e3q)loration of 

respondents' backgrounds, and often drew out information about &mi]  ̂histories. I 

continued asking the question because it generated interesting discussions on both sides of 

the bord  ̂regarding respondents' self-identiQcation and labels, their places of origins and 

their genealogies. Ethnicity and identity at the border are issues with great potential fi>r 
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ever-sen^tive relations between the US and Mexico. 

An Agua Prieta respondent vsiio was bom there to parents of mixed heritage, 

including Irish, Scottish, Spanish, as well as Mexican, said she was Mexican by culture, 

but not race. She was bilingual and had a Bachelor's degree fi:om the University of 

Arizona. She fit Martmez's definition of a bicuitural or binational borderlander (1994:S3-

86), in that she was equalfy comfortable on either side of the border, had friends, relatives 

and business contacts on both sides, and spent a great deal of time in the US. A 

re^ndent in Douglas hesitated whra I asked about her ethnicity, then said "E£spanic." 

She said that if I had asked her in Spanish, she would have said "^Mexicana,̂  and if I had 

asked her a few years ago she would have answered "Mexican-American." She was not 

sure her categorization had changed. She noted that in a New Mexico city where she 

had previous  ̂lived, Hispanic people called themselves Spanish-American, which struck 

her as an attempt to distance themselves fix)m their Mexican heritage'. 

Another Douglas reqx)ndent identified herself as Anglo, but "Hi^anic wanna-be." 

She was married to an Hispanic whose grand&ther was a German immigrant to Mexico. 

Her two noarried daughters also participated in this study, and both identified thensselves 

as Hispanic, although one noted that she was EB^anic by birth but not by culture (exactfy 

the opposite of the Mexican respondent cited above), and that ethnicalfy she felt ''on the 

' ZaveQa (1997) discusses in some detail the use of Spanish, Spanish-American, and other 
ethnic labels by the people of Albuquerque, New Mexico, and confirms that the choice of 
label in the US is highty regionalized. 
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edges." The otber daughter inherited her great-grand&ther's German looks, but chose to 

use the I£spanic label, although slie spoke little Spanish and visited Mexico infrequently. 

One respondent from Douglas who said ^e was Native American, explained that her 

&ther was half American Indian, half Irish, and her mother was bom in the US, of 

Mexican and Spanish descent. She chose to en^hasize the Native American part of her 

ancestry. She first identified her hiisband as Mexican-American, then said be called himself 

"white American," a category fitting the US Census choices. Her daughter-in-law, a young 

mother in Douglas, told me she was Hispanic, then added that she usually said she was 

fiGspanic because it was less conq)]icated than explaining her true background: her &mily 

was actually Italian and she did not speak Spanish, but she "looked" Hispanic. She 

identified her husband, son of the Native American respondent above, and her children as 

Hi^anic as welL 

In conversations regarding ethnicity, several women in Agua Prieta told me that 

Mexico was relatively homogenous conpared to the US. One respondent said "we are all 

Mestizos," including USers ,̂ another told me ̂ e was Yaqui Indian and Mexican, and that 

all Mexicans came from the Indians. The literature on ethnicity in Mexico is focused on 

the historical divisions between the Spanish colonizers, the indigenous people, and the 

Mestizos resulting fi-om the collision of those cultures. Strong divisions between 

 ̂I use the term "Users" to describe residents of the US, rather than using "American." 
Mexicans I have met do not refer to themselves as Americans; however, some seem to 
resent use of the term to describe onfy those fix)m the US, wdien American includes so 
maiQr coimtries and such a diverse population. 
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indigenous peoples and tbe dominant Mexican cultuie remain in contenqx>raiy Mexico; 

however, ind^enous presence is not obvious in Agua Prieta. Some re^ndents chose to 

emphasize their Spanish or other European ancestors, others seemed proud of their 

indigenous heritage, and most sinpfy identified themselves as Mexicana. Anzaldua 

(1987:62) wrote: "We say nosotros los mexicanos (by mexicanos we do not mean citizens 

of Mexico; we do not mean a national identity, but a racial one). We distinguish between 

mexicanos del otro lado and mexicanos de este lado. Deep in our hearts we believe that 

being Mexican has nothing to do with which country one lives in. Being Mexican is a state 

of soul—not one of not one of citizenship." Respondents in this study did not 

express themselves as poetically or passionatefy as Anzaldua, but many would have 

recognized the meaning in her words. 

The fluidity of self-identification of "ethnicity" is evident 6om these responses. I 

included the question regarding ethnicity on the assuroption that it would be a &ctor 

influencing women's mobility, at least in Douglas, which has more ethnic diversity than 

Agua Prieta. Ethnicity is an issue whose edges are indistinct in any setting and even more 

so in the context of two cities divided by the international boundary, v/herc the social 

construction of identity is entwined with the social  ̂and political  ̂constructed border. As 

Oboler writes (1995:xv), "ethnic labels, like all names, are by their very nature abstractions 

of a reality—in mai  ̂ways, a necessity of speech in a society as large and con^lex as the 

United States." In a smaller segment of large, con:q}lex, and diverse societies, Le. the cities 

of Douglas and Agua Prieta, what can ethnic categories tell us about women's access to 
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resources such as cars and jobs? How does ethnicity relate to economic standing in a 

community vibsre the population is predominatefy of one ethnic group according to 

government definitions, but ^ere the ethnic minority (Le., Anglos) histoiicalfy have held 

most of the political and economic power? 

Other kinds of divisions, sudi as employment and income levels, citizenship status, 

length of residence in the dty and &mity ties may be more important than ethnic group in 

determining women's access to resources such as tran^rtation and enq)loyment in 

Douglas and Agua Prieta; however, ethnic labels applied by others influem  ̂

socioeconomic standing and access to resources. How women are perceived and treated 

by local government ofBcials, ty workers in stores, or by their neighbors has an influence 

on where women choose to go, which businesses they choose to patronize, vsiiere they 

feel comfortable and what places th  ̂avoid. Although ethnic categories are difBcult to 

define and necessarify overly general, they shape the way the women of the study group 

think about themselves and others, and their place in the community. 

T anpiiapft The US Census identifies 65 percent of Douglas residents as bilingual, with 18 

percent of residents speaking only English and 17 percent onty Spanish, and less than one-

half percent speaking other languages. In the Douglas study population, 66 percent of 

respondents identified themselves as spealdng both languages; 6 percent ̂ ke on]  ̂

Spanish; 8 percent q)oke only English; and 20 percent qwke a little of the other language, 

whether F.ngi,g|, spanisL The Mexican census includes statistics on numbers of people 

speaking an indigenous language, '̂ iiich in Agua Prieta in the 1990 Census included less 
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than one-half of one percent of the population. It does not estimate how mai  ̂people 

speak English or other languages. Among respondents in the AguaPiieta study group, 24 

percent were bilingual, another 20 percent said they ̂ ke some English, and 56 percent 

spoke Spanish onl .̂ 

Language use constituted a division, albeit a blurry one, among women in 

Douglas, among women in Agua Prieta, and between women on both sides of the border. 

Many of the re^ndents in Douglas grew speaking Spanish and English, as did a few 

from Agua Prieta. Until the 1950s, howver, Douglas's schools were segregated based on 

ethnici  ̂and language use (Bruno 1995), and some of the older Hi^anic re^ndents in 

Douglas remembered being forbidden to speak Spanish at school and punished for 

speaking it at home. Many Hi^anics in Douglas grew up speaking English first, using 

Spanish onfy with their older relatives or when they visited Mexico. A bilingual Hispanic 

mother in Douglas said that her children had not been interested in speaking Spani  ̂when 

they were younger, but now that they had reached their teens they wanted to leam. Some 

Anglo women in Douglas resented that workers in stores in the city would speak Spanish 

to them, assuming that eveiyone in Douglas q)eaks Spani  ̂Others claimed that 

businesses in Douglas only hired bilingual workers, and some who spoke Spanish onty. 

That Mexican border residents consider speaking English desirable is suggested by 

the numbers of students from Agua Prieta enrolled in English classes at Cochise College, 

in private lessons, and through other programs. In the Agua Prieta study groiq), 20 

percent of respondents were either themselves attending English classes or had &mify 
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members attending classes in Douglas. One UlingualAguaPrieta respondent taught 

private English lessons in her home. Several of ̂  Mexican re^ndents, enployed 

maqxiiladoras, attended English classes paid for by their en:q>loyers; as the US-owned firms 

encourage staff enq>loyees to learn English. Five of the interviews in Agua Prieta were 

conducted in English with women who grew up speaking both languages and learned 

Knglish in school in Douglas. Converse ,̂ five interviews in Douglas were conducted in 

Spanish with women from Mexico who did not speak English. All of the English-speaking 

women who lived in Agua Prieta also spoke fhient Spanish, but the women in Douglas 

who did the interviews in Spanish spoke little or no Engli  ̂Language con^ency is 

clearfy related to women's comfort levels as thqr carry out their daify obligations, and 

affects their choices of businesses to patronize, their social networks, and their access to 

services. In return, preference for speaking Spanish and/or lack of ability to speak English 

on the part of residents of Douglas has shaped the culture of that city, so most workers in 

most businesses speak Spanish, fi-om goveroment workers in social service agencies to 

shelf stockers at the grocery stores. 

Some req)ondents in Agua Prieta who did not speak English had children in 

Douglas schools because they saw acquisition of English skills as a major advantage for 

them. This is one of the dividing lines among women in Agua Prieta: the opportunity to 

learn English, which can open doors to a great variety of opportunities for Mexicans, is 

general]  ̂limited to those who have the resoim:es to send their children to the US to 

school or to private lessons. In the US, learning Spanish often was (and for some still is) a 
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natural part of chOdhood for chfldren of EQspanic parents, but has not necessarify been 

seen as a skfll that brings say sort of advantage to the chfldren, as English is tbe language 

of business and politics even in Douglas, with its S3 percent Hispanic population. 

Household Conyosition. Household size ranged from one person to eight residents, with 

more of the larger households in Agua Prieta. Both single person and extended femify 

households were fi>iind in greater numbers among tbe respondents in Douglas. Agua 

Prieta's population is younger than Douglas's, and the Agua Prieta study group is younger 

than the Douglas group (see Tables 2.1 and 2.3). Related to the younger age of the 

population, more of the Agua Prieta respondents' households are at earlier, e;q)anding, 

stages in the life course and have chfldren under five years of age (42 percent, conqiared 

with 30 pecent of re^ndents' households in Douglas). In addition, more of the 

respondents' households in Agua Prieta than in Douglas have readent chfldren under 18 

(72 percent and 58 percent, respectively). These numbers have in?>Iications for mobflity 

and other issues of inqx)rtance to the respondents, in the present and the future. 

The extended femflies in Douglas were of various types. In three cases the 

re^ndent was a grandmother living with one or more of her chfldren, aU of whom were 

single mothers with their own smafl chfldren. In these three cases the respondent provided 

some or all of the chfld care. In only one household was the daughter of the respondent 

enq)loyed outside the home; in the other two the daughters were receiving government 

transfer payments—Aid to Families with Dependent Chfldren (AFDC), food stands, and 

rent subsidies. Recent changes in laws require that these single mothers start looking for 
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etDpbyment. Because live with their mothers, wiio st  ̂at home during the day and 

can watch their childrea, these single mothers have flexibili  ̂ in tenns of time. However, 

TABLE 2.3 
Household Size And Conq)osition 

Douglas (if=50) Agua Prieta (n=50) 
Number of members (percent of all 
respondents' households) 

1 10 2 
2 22 16 
3 18 22 
4 20 26 
5 22 16 
6 6 14 
7 2 2 
8 0 2 

Household conqK>sition (percent of all 
respondents' households) 
Single, live alone or with non-femify 10 4 
Single mother with children 14 10 
Nuclear 44 66 
Extended' 30 20 

Households with childreQ 
under 18 years of age 58 72 

Households with children 1  ̂age of children  ̂
(n=29) (n=36) 

0-5 years 52 58 
6-14 years 76 18 
15-17 years 17 33 

' Extended family refeis to house^iolds comprising more than two generations, or mairied couples or 
single mothers living rdlatives other th  ̂or in addition to thdr own children. 
' Percentages do not add up because sevo  ̂housdiolds have children in more than one age group. 
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neither of the households had a car, thus the single mothers' nsoUlity was restricted, 

rnesmtng it would likely be harder for them to find jobs. 

Four Douglas respondents were single mothers living with various other &mify 

members. Three lived with their parents, and one dq)ended on her mother for child care 

while she was away fiom home at her place of en^ployment during the day. The fourth 

lived with her own two chfldten, her niece, her niece's husband and tfaer two children. 

They had arranged a cooperative situation, sharing rides in each other's cars, providmg 

child care for each other's children ̂ ^iien necessary. These kinds of arrangements allowed 

women to work outside the home and save the cost of child care, but required cooperation 

and conq>licated scheduling. 

Extended femify households in Agua Prieta were of similarly conq)lex forms and 

anangemoits. In three cases in Agua Prieta, a member of the re^ndent's households 

was a single mother with an in&nt child. In all three of &ese cases the mother was 

unenployed and cared for her own child, and the respondent only occasionally helped with 

child care responsibilities. In these cases it was obvious)  ̂advantageous for the single 

mother to live with her &mify, as she had occasional child care hel  ̂fi:om other people in 

the household as well as financial he  ̂with living expenses. One re^ndent's &mi]  ̂was 

building a house, and at the time of the interview the fiont door had no handle or a lock. 

The respondent's sister, a single mother of one child, stayed home during the day to guard 

the house. Her mobility was thereto conqiletefy  ̂restricted during the hours that the other 

household members worked foil-time outside the home. 
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Two of the other extended femilies in Agua Prieta conned of recent migrants 

who lived with relatives v/bo had previousfy  ̂moved to the city. In one case, the 

respondent, her husband and their two children moved to Agua Prieta to live with her 

umnairied brother, who provided financial support to the &mity until the newcomers 

could establish themselves economically. In the other household, the respondent and her 

husband bad moved to Agua Prieta ten years earlier. She said she moved to the border 

looking for a job and found it in a maquiladora, v^ere she stayed until ̂  had her second 

chfld in 1995. In 1993 her niece came fix>m the southern Mexican state of Oaxaca to live 

with the regwcdent in Agua Prieta. A year later her younger sister came from Oaxaca to 

live with the femify and attend school in Agua Prieta. It did not appear that either of the 

young women helped with child care at the time of the interview, although it seems likety 

that th  ̂did during the two years the re^ndent was employed after her first child was 

bom. 

Child care responsbflities often result in en^loyed women having conq}licated 

schedules and in their coming up with creative ways of dealing with space and time 

conflicts. In some cases ̂ uses and other household members, other relatives and friends 

partic^ated in chfld care. The presence of a husband or other relative in the household can 

provide vital he  ̂to employed women with childran, but does not necessaiil  ̂relieve the 

woman of chfld care or of the obligation to make muh^le tr^s during the day. In many 

households, the women, whether married or not, were solely responsible for chfld care 

(Table 2.4). Among respondents with chfldren in the study group, the women were the 
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TABLE 2.4 
Child Care Re^nsitnQities 

Primary caretaker ̂ percent of all households with children under 17) 

Douglas (n=29) Agua Prieta (if=36) 
Re^ndent 66 69 
Respondent and other 14 6 
(spouse, other relative) 
Other household member 10 4 
Child her/himself 14 14 

Primary caretaker in households with en^>loyed respondent 
(n=18) (n=24) 

Respondent 50 58 
Reqx)ndent and other 28 8 
(spoiise, other relative) 
Other household member 11 17 
Chfld her/himself 11 17 

primary caretakers in over two-thirds of re^ndents' households in Douglas and Agua 

Prieta, except in those households '\^ere the re^ndent was eiiq)loyed outside the home. 

In that case, child care duties were more often shared with or occasionally solefy the 

responsilnlity of other household members. Shared child care obligations reflect the 

increased demands on eiiq)loyed women's time, and the number of extended femify 

households, in which mothers could depend on he  ̂fiom rehtives. These include 

households in which the respondent was not the mother of the chfldren, but lived with 

others who had duldren—a sister, a daughter, or her mother. In the cases of grandmothers 

living with their children and grandchildren, the re^ndents were most often not 

eQq)loyed outside the home and were the primary caretakers of the grandchildren, usualty 
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shaiing that respoosflnlity with their adult chfldreiL The chndren who were primarify  ̂

ieqx)Dsible for themselves were 13 to 17 years of age, lived with their parent/parents, and 

on a daity basis were lelativefy independent This usualfy meant that they were re^nsible 

for their tranqx>rtation home after school and spent time alone or with other siblings in the 

afternoons viifle one or both parents were away ft'om home. Children's ages had a 

significant impact on women's mobility, and this will be discussed ftirther in Chapter 

Three. 

Income Levels.̂  Table 2.5 diows income levels for individual respondents and for their 

households. The table indicates the large portion of re^ndents who lived at low levels of 

iacome. The low income households in Douglas relied on the availability of public 

assistance in the form of rent subsidies. Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), 

General Assistance, Siq)plemental Income, and other types of government transfer 

payments (see Greenberg 1984). These types of assistance are not available in Agua 

Prieta, \is4iere low income households depended on relatives for help and sometimes on 

government or charity programs that distributed food. 

In Douglas, re^ndents with low or no income were most often members of 

lower-earning households and none was part of the highest-earning households, whereas 

in Agua Prieta, 8 percent of the unemployed or low-earning women lived in the h^est-

eaming households. 

 ̂At the beginning of the interviews in January 1997, the peso was at 7.5 to the US dollar. 
At the end of May 1997, the peso was 7.95 to the dollar. To figure Mexican income 
levels, I use an average of 7.7 pesos to the dollar. 
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Tlie m^ority of households in both cities had more than one income-earner (78 

percent m Agua Prieta, and 70 percent in Douglas). In Agua Prieta, the le^ndent was 

the sole income provider in onfy two households, which were at nearfy opposite ends of 

the econoniic spectrum. Both respondents worked in maqufladoras. One was a widow 

with one chfld living at home; as a line operator she earned less than $2200 per year and 

lived m an apartment built by the Mexican govermoent to house industrial workers  ̂The 

other was a single woman living alone, enq)loyed in maquiladora administration and 

earning $40,000 per year. Other respondents >Aiio lived in one-income households relied 

on another member for income. One was a recent widow with three children, one of 

whom-an 18-year-old daughter-supported the femify with her earnings (about $2500 per 

year) as a line operator. Another was in an imion libre and dq)ended on small, irregular 

remittances from her husband  ̂who had a job in the United States as a chfle packer. Two 

 ̂ The Mexican govermnent provides housing to some enq>loyed workers through the 
agency INFONAVir {Fondo Nacional para la Vhnenda de los Trabqjadores [National 
Fund for Workers' Housing]). According to Gonzalez de la Rocha (1994,255) the 
program "&ces two basic problems: (1) workers need higher salaries to be able to biQr the 
houses, since even INFONAVir houses are too expensive for them; (2) INFONAVIT 
would bave to build &r more houses than the amoimt v^ch they have buih so &r. There 
is more demand than suppfy of houses in Guadalajara. INFONAVIT operates with money 
which is taken from the workers' salaries (5%), and the same quantity from the employers' 
funds (5% of the total workers' salaries). Onfy "formal" enterprises — both industrial and 
services — are aflSliated to INFONAVIT. So, all "formal" workers have, in theory, the 
"right" to acquire an INFONAVIT house, but, even for these, the number of houses is 
insufScfent Moreover, there is a long waiting list and the available houses are distributed 
through raffles among those on the list." INFONAVIT housing in Agua Prieta is located 
near the border on the &r east side of the city, and has a rq)utation as an unsafe 
nei^borhood. 

 ̂ All the women in tmiones litres referred to their partners as their husbands. 
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of the re^ndents in one-income households at the top of the income range for the study 

group woiked as mypaid labor in &mi}y-owned businesses managed by their husbands. 

In Douglas, 30 percent of re^ndents lived in one-eamer households. In contrast 

with Agua Prieta, a larger proportion in Douglas were single won  ̂supporting children, 

and most of those relied on government transfer payments totaling less than $10,000 per 

year. Other respondents living in one-eamer households included single employed or 

retired women, and a few fell-time stay-at-home mothers. 

TABLE 2.5 
Income Range (US dollars) 

Individual and Household Incomes (percent of all re^ndents) 
Douglas (if=50) Agua Prieta (nr=50) 

Individual Household Individual Household 
<10,000 38 18 36 46 
10,000-19,999 12 14 6 8 
20,000-29,999 14 12 0 10 
30,000-39,999 10 10 2 4 
40,000-49,999 6 12 2 4 
50,000-59,999 6 16 2 0 
60,000-69,999 0 3 0 0 
>70,000 0 8 0 2 

self-en:q)Ioyed, no estimate 2 0 14 8 
unenqjloyed, no income 8 0 28 0 
declined 4 0 10 6 

According to the 1990 U.S. Census (1990:19), over 43 percent of Douglas's 

population lived below the poverty level, a higher number of females (45.6 percent) 

conq)ared to males (40.3 percent), and a higher number of Hispanic Origin residents (48.9 
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percent) coiiq}ated to White (40.5 percent). Ifighest poverty levels were £)und among the 

small populations of Blacks (80.8 percent), American Jbidians (71.6 percent), and As  ̂

(60.8 percent) The highest proportions of residents living below the poverty level were 

those under 17 years of age in all ethnic groi^ings reported by the census. 

Income-generating Activities. Table 2.6 shows en^loyment figures for the respondents 

enq^loyed or self-eaployed outside the home or who were involved with income-

generating activities at home. Of the one hundred v^omen I talked to in Douglas and Agua 

Prieta, similar numbers were enq)loyed and unenq>loyed. More re^ndents were 

enq)loyed &11 time outside the home in Agua Prieta than in Douglas, and those engaged in 

some kind of income-generating activities conq>rised 66 percent of respondents in Douglas 

conq>ared to 70 percent in Agua Prieta. 

TABLE 2.6 
En:q}loyment 

Percent of respondents involved in income generating activities 
Douglas Agua Prieta 

En:q)loyed outside the home 56 42 
Fu/I time 64 76 
Part time/seasonal 36 24 

Selfen5)loyed 10 28 
Unen5)loyed/retired 34 30 

Of the 28 eniployed respondents in Douglas, 17 women worked directty for the 

government, as teachers in the school ̂ stem, for the City of Douglas in various 

departments, for State government in various ofiSces, and for the federal government. This 
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reflects government's role as an inp}rtant source of employment in Douglas. With the 

opening of WalNto and the e}q>ansion of the Safeway grocery store in the earfy 1990s, 

the enq)loynient picture in Douglas shifted, and more jobs became available for women. 

WalM  ̂in particular enqiloys many women as sales rq)resentatives and cashiers. 

The City of Agua Prieta (Ayuntamiento de Agua Prieta 1996) reported that the 

maquihdota industry was the n30St haportant employer in the city. Illustrating the 

in^rtance of the maquiladora industry to Agua Prieta, eleven of the 21 employed 

respondents worked for maquiladoras, and even niore &mify members of re^ndents had 

jobs in the maquiladoras—of the 50 households in Agua Prieta, 52 percent had at least one 

member, and often more than one, who were enq)loyed by maquiladoras. One respondent 

lived with her four siblings and their widowed mother, and the five children worked in four 

different &ctories. 

Self-enployment was an option pursued more often by respondents in Agua Prieta 

than in Douglas: 40 percent of employed respondents in Agua Prieta, as compared to 15 

percent in Douglas. On both sides of the border, some of the self-en^jloyed women were 

involved in the informal sector of the econon^r, working a few hours per day to earn small 

amounts of money, doing things such as preparing tortillas in their kitchens for sale to 

local markets or babysitting in their homes (Agua Prieta); preparing food for sale to 

workers in nearly ofSces, or creating hand-made crafts for sale (Douglas). Others labor 

many hours in their own or &mify-owned businesses. All the self-enqiloyed respondents in 

Douglas worked &r fewer hours per week than most of those in Agua Prieta. 
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Self-enaploymeot ia the informal sector has long been an income-generating 

method utilized by women in Latin America to deal with economic necessity and the 

scarcity of en:^)loyment opportunities.̂  It has taken on greater inqmrtance in many regions 

as Latin America has become increasingb'̂  urbanized and jobs have Med to keep up with 

ejgjanding labor forces. This phenomenon is seen in Agua Prieta with the city's rapid 

growth in the past ttventy years. As the maquiladora program at the US-Mexico border 

has grown, it has attracted immigrants  ̂especialfy from other parts of Sonora and northern 

Mexico, but also from other regions. Some of the newcomers frad paid ecq}Ioyment in the 

maquiladoras, others devise alternatives, such as preparing food or babysitting. In some 

cases, self-en^loyed women in the infomol sector actually earn more than those 

en5)loyed in con:5)arable jobs in the formal econonty (Guillfe Lopez 1990:99). Informal 

sector activity also has contributed to the bhirrii  ̂of the lines between productive and 

reproductive work, as some of \v4iat had previously been considered reproductive activity 

-child care and food preparation, for exanple-is performed by others for pay outside the 

home, often, but not always, as informal sector activity. 

The in:q)lications of informal sector enqiloyment for women at the border are 

varied. It has been postulated that women work part time and in or close to home because 

this type of activity fits with their household responsibilities and allows them greater 

 ̂ For research and anaJ^is of women's participation in the informal econonty of Latin 
America, see, for example, Bener  ̂and Rold  ̂1987, Berger and Buvinic 1989, Bose and 
Acosta-Belen 1995, Hays-Nfitchell 1995, Momsen 1993, Momsen and Kinnaird 1993, 
Ruiz and Tiano, 1987. 
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flexibility in takiDg care of cfaildreD. Although this may be true, it is also the case tbat some 

women are unable to find jobs in the formal sector, or to find enq)loyinent outside the 

home that pays well enough to make it pos^le or worth their while to find other means of 

taking care of their household responsibilities. lAaay therefore turn to informal sector 

labor as a viable alternative. Some re^ndents e}q>ressed a desire to find paid enq>loyment 

outside the home, others cited various reasons wity they were not employed. 

One req)ondent, for exaople, was self excployed, cleaning house and doing yard 

work for a relative one day per week. The rest of her week was taken up with 

chai:ffeuring other household members to their places of enq)loyment and back, leaving 

her no time for a job with a fixed schedule. She earned very little mon ,̂ but her part time 

job gave her a chance to get oiit of the house on her own, and provided a break fi:om her 

normal routine of household obligations. She said she would like to find regular paid 

enq)loyment, but with her schedule and the &ct that ̂ e did not speak Spanish, it would 

have been di£5cuh. Another reqx>ndent, a single mother in Douglas attending classes at 

Cochise Community College, spent a small amount of time each week selling Avon 

products to augment her government assistance and child support payments fi'om her ex-

husband. Mercedes, a recent widow in Agua Prieta, also sold Avon products for a few 

hours a week. She did not have the additional income from government assistance or any 

pension from her late husband's enq)loyer, but depended on the income earned by her 

daughter to support the femily of four. Two sisters, respondents in Agua Prieta, made 

flour tortillas. Their brother-in-law sold the tortillas in a local market each morning. 
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Another sister, a legal resident of the US living in Douglas, also spent her earfy mornings 

preparing food that her husband sold to workers in nearly ofiBces. Three months a year 

she had a job at a chile packing plant in a small town a 4S-niiinute drive from Douglas, 

where she earned $3000 for the season. 

One of the self-enoployed sisters in Agua Prieta lives in a household that represents 

a sector of the Mexican population su£fering from the downturn of the Mexican economy 

following the peso devaluation of 1994. The respondent's husband was self-enployed m 

construction in Agua Prieta and on average earned about $80US per week. the 

re^ndent's $19 per week from tortilla sales, th  ̂did not earn enough to maintain a car 

and provide for their three children. To make ends meet, they sold their car and invested 

instead in their oldest son, who, in addition to working fiiU time in a maquiladora, was 

atteiKling classes in preparation for some of technical employment Their second son 

was about to graduate from secondary school and would probity join the wage labor 

force as well Their daughter was 15 years old and still attending schooL Obviousfy the 

household valued education and the doors it opens. The re^ndent herself bad no formal 

schooling and her husband had onl  ̂four years. As their children grew into adulthood, they 

contributed to household income, although as the respondent pointed out, her son labored 

long hours (about 60 per week) for little pay (about $45US per week). 

THE STUDY SITES 

History and the Buik Environment. This section focuses on Agua Prieta and Douglas, 

comparing and contrasting the histories and evolution, as well as the social and physical 
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structures of the two cities.̂  Figure 2.1 shows the location of the two cities at the US-

Mexico border, and Figure 22 is a compose of recent planning maps of the two cities. 

Colonial practices in urban design were the major infhience on the layout of early 

Mexican cities, including many of those at the border. The US-Mexico border assumed its 

current location in the mid-19th century, and cities established in the region before that 

were missions or planoed towns, such as Ciudad Juarez, Matamoros, Tiisyoosa and Ojinaga 

(Arreola and Curtis 1993:15). In the late 19th and earfy 20th century, Mexican towns 

were established along the intematioiial boundary to serve as militaiy garrisons and 

gateways, with customs operations to control inqports and exports. Agua Prieta was one 

of these, and was among the last of the Mexican border cities to be ̂ tablished. A general 

element of city form noted by Arreola and Curtis is the abrupt northern edge of Mexican 

cities at the border. Of course, the US cities end just as abruptfy- at their southern edge, 

but the point made by Arreola and Curtis is that the border can be "thought of as an 

artificial division between binational—functionally if not morphological^—urban 

cotrplexes... The attraction ofthe border is pervasive" (1993:65). People on both sides 

of the border are pulled to it, sometimes for similar reasons but often at cross purposes. 

Both Douglas and Agua Prieta date from the beginning of the twentieth century. 

Douglas was a planned conq^any town designed to support the new smelter for ore mined 

in southern Arizona and Sonora. Land speculation and the booming mining industry of 

' For a conqjarative anafysis of the morpholos  ̂of 18 of the cities on the Mexican side of 
the border, see Arreola and Curtis (1993). To my knowledge, no similar anafysis of the 
urban form of cities on the US side of the border is available. 
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earfy 1900s resulted in rapid growth of the city—starting from an estimated 500 residents 

in 1901, the first ofBcial census of the city  ̂of Douglas in 1910 recorded the city's 

population at 6,437 (JefBxy 1951:15-17). Smelter production in Doxiglasb^an in 1904, 

the same year the railroad connected Sonora to Arizona via Bisbee and Douglas. 

Unlike Douglas and other mining settlements in Arizona and Sonora, Agua Prieta 

was never a coiq>any town. It was originalfy a water stop for traveler  ̂and by the time 

the railroad was built in Mexico in 1899, Agua Prieta was a collection of a few houses. As 

Douglas grew, Agua Prieta served as a site for Mexican customs and e^qwrt businesses, 

and for its first half century grew more slowfy than Douglas. Population growth for both 

cities has been affected over the years by the vicissitudes of the U.S. and Mexican 

economies, the Mexican revolution, and changing immigration policies (Heyman 1991:19-

30). The difference in the patterns of population growth (Table 2.7) is significant in that it 

highlights the increasing economic dependence of Douglas on Agua Prieta, as the latter's 

population has grown rspidfy. 

The Bracero Program was established m 1942 under an agreement between the US 

and Mexican governments to allow Mexican agricultural workers to cross the border to 

seek ten5x>raiy jobs in the United States. The b^inning of the program coincided with 

and contributed to significant migration of Mexicans to the border and continuing rapid 

growth of border cities. Agua Prieta experienced a steady increase in population firom 

1940 to the present (Aireola and Curtis 1993:26), although the city's relative isolation 

has, until very recentfy, kept it fiom e}q)erienciDg the spectacular growth seen in other 
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TABLE 2.7 
Population Growth 1900 to 1990 

Douglas Agua Prieta 
1901 500 N/A 
1910 6,431 656 
1920 9,916 3,236 
1930 9,828 6,677 
1940 8,623 6,552 
1950 9,442 13,121 
1960 11,925 1738 
1970 13,500 23,272 
1980 13,056 32,691 
1990 14,186 39,130 
1995 14,282 56,228 

Sources: Jeffi-ey 1951; Heyman 1991; City of Douglas 1963,1994;United States 1992; INEGI 
1992; Arreola and Curtis 1993; Aymtamento de Agua Prieta 1996. 

Mexican border cities such as San Luis Rfo Colorado and Nogales, &rther west in 

Sonora. In 1960 Douglas and Agua Prieta were feirfy close in population size. By 1990, 

however, Douglas's population had grown modest  ̂in the same period that Agua Prieta's 

had reached 39,120 by oflScial estimates, or over 100,000 by unofScial ones (City of 

Douglas 1963:8; Heyman 1991:39; INEGI 1992; Paco 1997; United States 1992). 

Migration firom the interior of Sonora has continued to be an important &ctor in this 

growth, driven at least partly by the decline of mining and the search for urban 

enployment. As nwning and smelting activities in and around Douglas have slowed or 

stopped, Douglas's population has remained feirly stable, with veiy slow growth which 

conceals a pattern of outflow of some sectors of the population, such as miners and 
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smeher enq)loyees and their femiBes, and young people, and an inflow of other sectors, 

such as ledrees and undocumented Mexican immigrants. 

Over the years of Douglas's existence its economic structure has changed 

s^ni&antly. an ecoaonsy dependent on one industiy (copper mining and processing) 

and one conpany (Pbel  ̂Dodge, after the merger with the Calumet and Arizona 

Conpany in 1931), the economic situatbn in Douglas has reflected the £)rtunes of both 

the industry and the conq)any, suffering declines in enqiloyment levels and wage levels 

when the price of copper has dropped over the past century, and regaining some jobs 

when the mines became more active. Because of the presence of the Western Regional 

Headquarters of the Phelps Dodge Conq)aii/ and its involvement in the development of 

the city, Douglas eiy'oys some annuities it might not had the con:q)aiQr not been located 

there, including wide, paved streets; water and waste water systems that are more than 

adequate for the area; several large city parks with recreational &cilities; and generous city 

government quarters. Tl  ̂dty suffered a blow in 1941 when east-west interstate trafBc 

was rerouted on a state highway nearfy 100 miles north of Douglas (eventually rerouted 

again vsiien Interstate 10 was buih in 1960). Another blow M in 1982, wiien Phe  ̂

Dodge moved its regional headquarters out of Douglas to Phoenix, and when the smelter 

closed permanent  ̂in 1987, the mining era was essential  ̂over in Douglas. 

By 1963 the city called its econon  ̂diversified, involving not only the mining 

industry but also agriculture and ranching, retirement, tourism drawn by die border and by 

other attractions of southeastern Arizona, retail trade, and a few small manu&cturing 
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industries (City of Douglas 1963:39-61). In 1992 the largest proportion of workers in 

Douglas was enq)k)yed in the services sector (33 percent), followed the \«^lesale and 

retail trade sector (24 percent), and manu&cturing (13 percent). Agriculture and mining 

together accounted for onfy 3.5 percent of the enq>loyed population, the smallest 

enq)loymeot sector in Douglas (Worden et aL 1992:76). Doi^las also serves as a customs 

port, though it has no rail linVs with the interior of Mexico, and the highways fiom Agua 

Prieta to the southeast and southwest that connect it with the next largest uihan areas are 

notorious for their poor maintenance and bad conditions. Therefore, Nogales, with its 

better road and rail connections to the interior of Mexico and the United States, has 

always been the more in^wrtant and direct port of entry in Arizona (Heyman 1991; Jeffrey 

1951). 

Douglas's physical structure was designed to meet the needs of the mining and 

smelting conqianies that founded it: its streets are wide enough to turn a wagon drawn by 

a large mule team, for exanple. In 1901 a streetcar (now long gone, with no traces 

remaining) carried workers between the center of Douglas arxi the smelter to the west 

(City of Douglas 1963:10). The city's layout has not changed significant  ̂in the ensuing 

years, and still reflects the priorities of industrial and commercial interests. In recent years, 

new building in Douglas has also incorporated the concern for drawing Mexican shoppers 

across the border; thus when WaM  ̂and the new Safoway store were built in the earfy 

1990s, they were located on land close to the Port of Entry, with a buffer zone of open 

space between the shopping plaza and the border that allows the Border Patrol to survey 
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that area for illegal crossers. The site of the new WalMart and Safeway grocery store was 

picked for its accessitnli  ̂to the border and the availability of enough land for a 

substantial parking lot, rather than for the convenience of Douglas hoppers. It can be 

argued that Douglas is small enoiigh that most places are convenient to its residents, 

setting a^e for the sake ofthis argument the &ct that not everyone has a car or can 

afford a taxL As WalMart and Sa&way represented a significant number of new jobs >^en 

they opened in 1992, the &ct that the stores are located relative  ̂from the rest of the 

city might discourage some residents, especially women without access to vehicles, from 

applying for enq)loyment there. 

Agua Prieta, in the past dependent on copper mining in Mexico and sh^ment of 

products from the mines and ranches of northeastern Sonora to the U.S. via the railroad, 

has been the site of significant in-migration of laid-off workers looking for new 

opportunities in the border city or in the United States during the various downturns of 

Mexican industry. These mostfy^male ranch workers and miners often br  ̂their &milies 

with them (Heyman 1991). The opening of the first maquiladoras in Agua Prieta in 1967 

coincided with a period of continuing in-migration to border cities from other regions of 

Mexico (Tuir  ̂1992), but according to Arreola and Curtis (1993:29), in contrast with 

other border cities such as Tijuana, Ciudad JuSrez, and Reynosa, Agua Prieta actually had 

negative net migration in the decade 1960 to 1970 and its growth was due to natural 

increase. 



HGURE 2.2, DOUGLAS AND AGUA PRIETA STREET MAPS 

(Source: Chy of Douglas Planning Department) 
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Agua Prieta's economy historical  ̂has been some^n  ̂more diverged than that 

of Douglas. The former is a trans-shi^pment point for Mexican cattle coming into the U.S. 

and a service center for the ranching industry, has a certain amount of U.S. tourist trafBc, 

and has attracted m^rants seeking enq)loyment in the past in the U.S. under the Bracero 

Program or later in the maquiladoias. The maquHadora industry has assumed greater 

iujportance in Agua Prieta in recent years; currently 32 &ctories are in operation with 

9,410 en5)loyees (Twin Plant News 1996:43), con:;)ared to the 7,500 people enq)loyed by 

the 27 maquOadoras operating in 1992 (Worden et aL 1992:6S). The Ci  ̂Ists the 

maquiladora industry as its princ  ̂economic activity, followed by commerce and 

livestock production (Ayuntamiento de Agua Prieta 1996). To the chagrin of both cities, 

they are also known as an active drug shipment area (de la Torre 1996; Mangin 1996), and 

money fi-om the drug trade is assumed to be inq)ortant in the economic state of both 

(Kanp 1994:bc-i). 

Arreola and Curtis (1993:219) point out that to many USers Mexican border cities 

consist of the few blocks of the tourist zone of curio stores, liquor stores and pharmacies, 

and perhaps the central plaza. The rest of the city, including the 'Sobrant commercial core, 

el centro, and the newly carved commercial spines that emanate from this center; a varied 

mix of residential neighborhoods, from elite districts to middle- and lower-income colonias 

to the newl  ̂founded squatter settlements on the urban fringe and in disamenity zones; and 

finally, the old industrial districts and veiy new industrial quarters," is the area of daify life 

of the residents, but largely unknown to visitors from the other side of the line. To a 
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certain extent the same is true of cities on the US side. For exanple, mai  ̂visitors to 

Douglas &om Agua Prieta walk across to the topping area near the border and return to 

Mexico without having ventured more than a comfortable walk from the Port of Entiy. 

Some patronize downtown businesses, and if they have relatives in Douglas th  ̂might 

visit them. But many people know onfy the commercial district near the border which is 

located there precisefy to attract Mexican shoppers within walking distance. 

This commercial area near the border, on 5th Street and west of Pan American 

Avenue (see Figure 2.2) has grown significantly since its beginning in 1992, when two 

department stores (WalMart and Penneys) and a grocery store (Safeway) opened. In early 

1997, two new auto parts stores opened and later in the year a gas station and 

convenience store opened on Pan American Avenue. Downtown Douglas is ferther from 

the border, but close enough to be convenient to Mexican shoppers who drive into the 

US. Douglas's 7PP5 General Plan notes that even after the opening of WalMart in 1992, 

"most downtown merchants continue to do very well, with the same preponderance of 

cross-border shopping" (City of Douglas 1994:7h), meaning, presumabfy, that the same 

Mexican shoppers who patronize WalMart drive the extra half mile to downtown stores as 

well It is obvious, however, that Douglas's commercial growth is oriented toward the 

border and that most new businesses being established in the city recognize the need to be 

convenient to Mexican shoppers. 

East of Pan American Avenue in Douglas and closer to the border on 1st, 2nd and 

3rd Streets are concentrated the ofSces and warehouses of the conq)anies that operate 
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assembfy plants in Agua Piieta This is a low-density aiea with many parcels of open land, 

some ofwhich is zoned for manu&cturing uses, and some of \^ch is zoned to remain 

undeveloped. This area is convenient to the border for people who must cross back and 

forth regular  ̂for business, and has plenty of room for new offices. Other warehouses and 

offices are located north of the WalMart shopping plaza and west of Pan American 

Avenue. Although this area is &rther from the border, it remains convenient to the maio 

route from the border and out of Doiiglas. 

Many residents of Douglas travel across the city to shop at WalMart and Sa&way. 

Many people prefer the new, modem Safeway grocery store on the west side of the city to 

the older grocery store ferther to the east in Douglas. This appeared to remain the case 

even after the store nraved into newer and larger fecilities (recently vacated by Safeway 

when it moved to its new store), and the conqjaity was bought by Basha's, an Arizona-

based grocery chaia It would ̂ pear that geographical̂  Basha's was in a &vorable 

position to attract customers firom the north and east sections of Douglas, but according 

to the respondents and to nqr own observations of business at Safeway, people continue to 

prefer to trek across town to shop there. Basha's provides a bus to the border for Mexican 

shoppers, but its bus does not cross the border, as the Safeway bus does, giving Safeway 

the advantage of picking iq) and dropping off shoppers near the main plaza in Agua Prieta. 

StiQ, some Mexican shoppers find advantages in making the trip across town to Basha's. 

Agua Prieta reflects some influences of colonial town planning that are standard 

features of Mexican cities, including a main plaza flanked a church, relative 
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cocapactness of the city's geographical extent, the formation of barrios recognized 

residents, the small neighborhood stores usually run ^niilies and serving the same kinds 

of needs as convenience stores in the US, and the grid street pattern that genetaOy ignores 

physical features in order to trMintatn straight streets at 90° angles (Arreola and Curtis 

1993:49-50; see their Chapter 3 for a discussion of models of historical and modem urban 

structure of Mexican border cities). The exception to this last feature in Agua Prieta is the 

highway that former  ̂served as the southern boundary of the city that snakes along 

generalfy  ̂from east to west, and is the roiite connecting the city with Cananea, Sonora to 

the west and eventually the state of Chihuahua to the east. As the city has grown to the 

south and east, the highway now divides the older, established neighborhoods from the 

newer, and mainly low-income self-buih housing to the south. A characteristic shared by 

many of the cities at the border is the tourist district and commercial center near the Port 

of Entry. In Agua Prieta the tourist district is small, consistii  ̂of five or sbt curio stores, 

several boot stores, numerous pharmacies, several liquor stores and a few restaurants, 

establishments appealing to Douglas residents and tourists alike. 

In contrast with Douglas, Agua Prieta's largest commercial center is located away 

from the border and caters to Mexican rather than US shoppers. The VH Mall contains a 

large groceiy and dq^artment store (the VH store) as well as smaller ̂ jeciahy shops, none 

catering particularly to Douglas residents or tourists. The mall is a destination mentioned 

hy a few respondents in Douglas, who go there because they can find q)ecific items. The 

mall is centrally located in Agua Prieta, and it seems that every bus in the city passes on 
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ehber die north-south avenue or the east-west street It is also located close to the 

industrial park, where Agua Prieta's maqniladoras are chistered. The m^or arterial that 

passes by the industrial park on the west is paved, but the side streets that run throu  ̂the 

area are diit. With a few adjustments, Agua Prieta fits the proposed "border-city landscape 

model" proposed by Arreola and Curtis (1993,69-70). 

Enyloyment Opportunities. Agua Prieta and Douglas offer differ types of enq>loyment 

opportunities to women residents. In Agua Prieta, in terms of percentage of enqjloyees, 

the maquiladora industry is the most in^rtant en^loyer. Because of the rapid e}q}ansion 

of the maquiladoras, the city has in the past e^gierienced periodic labor shortages. It must 

be noted that maquiladora jobs are not available to eveiyone. Advertisements request 

people vdio have conpleted at least primaiy education (six years of schooling), which 

disqualifies msay, particular  ̂women but also men. Traditional ,̂ the maquiladoras have 

hired young, single women to work the assembly lines, but this has been changing recently 

and the percentage of male employees continues to rise. Some older women have found or 

kept jobs in the maquiladoras as well, and this has served to change the age and gender 

divisions in the ketones. 

According to the Cily of Agua Prieta, after the maquiladoras trade and commerce 

form the second most in^wrtant economic sector in Agua Prieta, followed by ranching 

(Ayuntamiento de Agua Prieta 1996). An examination of data from the 1990 Mexican 

census (INEGI1992), reveals that veiy few women are en^jloyed in ranching in Agua 

Prieta (less than one percent of enqjjoyed women), and that for women the service sector 
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is a much more inq)ortaiit source of eiq>loyment, after the maquOadoras and commerce. In 

&ct, ̂ vhen all of services are added together, the sector is more in^rtant for 

women's and men's enq>Ioyn)ent in Agua Prieta than is commerce. 

TABLE 2.8 
En5)loyment by Sector, 1990 

Percent of economicaify active population 
Douglas (df3,852) Agua Prieta (ir=13,043) 

Agriculture 3.2 7.5 
Mining 0.3 0.4 
Nfanufecturing 12.6 39.3 
Construction 6.6 8.2 
Trans/Conan/Util 5.5 3.3 
Trade (Ret/Whol) 23.6 11.5 
Service (incL FDffi) 38.8 22.2 
Government 9.4 3.1 
Not specified n/a 4.5 

Sources: INEGI1992; City of Douglas 1994. 

Douglas has a slowly growing enqjloyment base now centered on services, retail 

sales, government, and some manu&ctuiing jobs (Table 2.8). The en^loyment sectors 

projected to grow the most in Douglas over the next two decades are trade, services and 

government, and to a lesser extent manufacturing (City of Douglas 1994:7r), sectors that 

have offered employment opportunities to women in Arizona (Christopherson 1994). 

Access to Transportation. Most respondents in Douglas (90 percent) and in Agua Prieta 

(82 percent) lived in households that had at least one vehicle (Table 2.9). Residents of 

Agua Prieta and other border cities take advantage of what Anderson and de la Rosa 
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(1991) call the econonQr of discards. Th^r note that '̂ ised cars fiom the United States are 

iDore available here [at the border] than in any other part of the country" (1991:65), and 

that many cars that have been abandoned or sold as scrap metal in the US are salvaged and 

TABLE 2.9 
Vehicle Ownership and Use 

Douglas (ir=50) Agua Prieta (n=50) 
Household owns vehicle 90 82 
(percent of all respondents) 

Number of vehicles (percent of households with vehicles) 
(n=45) (n=41) 

1 27 39 
2 42 46 
3 24 10 
4 7 5 

(percent of all re^ndests) 
Regwndent knows how to drive 90 70 
Respondent has access to vehicle 86 64 
Re^ndent has own vehicle 38 28 

taken to Mexico. Several people in Agua Piieta mentioned that many people have cars in 

border cities because of proximity to the US and the greater availablity of used cars, and if 

they lived ferther south in the interior of Mexico, they would never be able to afford to 

own a car. 

Household ownership of a vehicle does not guarantee that women will have access 

to it on a regular or independent basis. Fewer women in Agua Prieta than in Douglas had 

access to a vehicle (meaning th  ̂were able to drive ̂ ^en and where they wanted to most 
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of the time) Although most households in the study population had at least one vehicle, a 

smaller proportion of respondents owned their own car. ResUents of the two cities have 

various tran^rtation options, A^ch I will elaborate below. 

The bus system in Agua Prieta is a &irfy recent development. Reqwndents 

remarked that ten years ago no buses traversed the city's streets. The buses that operate in 

Agua Prieta, although loosety organized and n^iulated by the City, are called peseros, or 

taxi buses, because th  ̂are piivatety owned and most often operated by their owners 

(Paco 1997). The City Plan for 1988-1991 (the most recent plan available), notes that the 

bus system consists of ̂  vans on two routes and that this is woefiilly inadequate service 

(Ayuntanriento de Agua Prieta 1988:91). The system has e;q)anded since that was written, 

but has not kept up with the growth of the city. Much of that growth has been in the 

south, and buses in the southern barrios are few and infrequent Most of the city's streets 

remain unpaved, and after the rare but often heavy rains, some of the dirt streets become 

inqjassable. Still, the buses provide transportation fi)r many residents of Agua Prieta, and 

in my observations, the buses that serve the Port of Entry and the shopping mall are well-

used. 

In response to the needs of low-income households, households without cars, and 

people with disabilities in Douglas, the Douglas office of the American Red Cross 

established a door-to-door dial-a-ride van service. Several of the respondents in Douglas 

take advantage of the Red Cross van, but many had never heard of it. At least one woman 

said she used it for the first time after hearing about it through the interview. The door-to-
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door service costs one dollar each way, and carries an average of2,500 to 3,000 riders 

each month in Douglas, the majority elderly, or with disabilities, or those without driver's 

licenses or vehicles, and ̂ proxin^efy equal numbers of women and men (Wilbur 1998). 

The vans do not cross the border, but Mexicans fiom Agua Prieta are regular customers. 

Some call the Red Cross service fiom the US side of the Port of Entry, others take the 

Safeway bus and telq>hone firom the groceiy store. 

The current Douglas City Plan does not call for development of public transit, but 

recommends evahiation of "bicycle, pedestrian, sidewalk, and mass transit systems," in 

that order (City of Douglas 1994:45). It also recommends additional tranqwrtation for 

Mexican shoppers from the Port of Entry to the downtown area. At present, 

tran^rtation for shoppers from Agua Prieta is limited to the buses that run from the 

plaza in Agua Prieta or the Port of Entry to the city's groceiy stores. The en^jhasis 

remains on maldng the streets and roads of the city better for private cars. Given the small 

population of the city, its limited financial resources and its current enq)hasis on travel by 

car, this is not surprising. 

CONCLUSION 

The cities of Douglas and Agua Prieta are divided by the international boundary 

and much more—histoiy, culture, economics, politics, and language. Yet these same 

elements serve to tie the two places and their populations together, in the &ce of 

continuing rapid social change. The interdependence of the two cities is not merefy 

economic, and although international cooperation at the border might be more an 
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e}g>Fessk>n of public relations than of the reality of the situation, the two cities, like the 

two countries, exist in side by side in a sensitive and imbalanced mutualism. As one 

Mexican editorial writer ejqpressed this relationsh^: as a resuh of errors, 

contradictions and corruption, the Mexican political system and its politicians grow 

weaker, then North Andean political actors tend to take advantage of the circumstances 

to dismantle Mexican defenses and iQ9)ose their own priorities way of political, 

military, economic and moral pressures" (Meyer 1997:8A). 

During 1996 and 1997 while 1 lived in Douglas, the Mexican government appealed 

to the US to strengthen its efforts at controlling gun smuggling into Mexico. The US 

government pressured Mexico to coiiq>ty with the US requirements for certification as an 

active partner in the so-called war on drugs; the US also raised the budget for the INS and 

assigned more agents to the Tucson sector. To great £in&re, Mexico paid back the multi-

billion dollar bail-out loan made two years earlier by the US. National elections in Mexico 

brought opposition parties to power for the first time in the national senate but the 

presiden<y of the municipality of Agua Prieta and the govemorship of the state of Sonora 

remained in the hands of the Insitutional Revohitionaiy Party (PRI), in spite of Sonora's 

being a traditional stronghold of the conservative National Action Party (PAN). 

On the local level, relations between the two cities were shaped by long-standing 

social, political, and economic ties, but were at times strained, pulled in different directions 

by con:?)eting interests. The City of Agua Prieta waited for the City of Douglas to follow 

through with its promise of assistance in street paving, and in re^nse to pressure firom 
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Douglas, claimed to have discontinued buniiag solid waste in the city laiidfilL During an 

earfy morning fire in the VH Mall, the fire dq)artment of Agua Prieta called the City of 

Douglas fire department for he ,̂ but final permission for the Douglas fire fighters and 

equipment to cross the border was never granted by Mexican Customs. Accidental 

incursions into Agua Prieta by the US Border Patrol were matched ̂  equally accidental 

incursbns into Douglas by the Mexican military. Mexican ofBdals protested when a rock-

throwing Mexican national was shot by a Border Patrol Agent who did not leave his 

vehicle. US ofScials protested vdien Mexican police chased a Mexican suspect into a 

brushy area of Douglas, several miles east of the Port of Entry. 

The border tensions between the two nations have a long history, and cor^ue 

today in forms variousfy characterized as a zone of low-intensity conflict (Dunn 1996), the 

Border Patrol state (Rfermon Silko 1996), the New World Border (Gtomez-Pena 1996), "a 

paradigm of crossing, resistance, and circulation" (Saldivar 1997:xiif)>  ̂ of exile 

(Alire Saenz 1996), and the princi  ̂zone of hope for Mexico's economic problems 

(Alegr  ̂Olazibal 1992:15). While the uneven power relationshq) is t^ped in &vor of the 

US in most ways, the people of the Mexican side of the border have a great inqiact on the 

daily life of the US border cities. Indeed, following the last major devaluation of the peso 

in 1994, women from Agua Prieta singly stopped shopping in Douglas, as they could not 

afford the new, higher prices in dollars. Respondents fit>m Agua Prieta said that after a 

while things levelled out and they could again shop across the line, but meanwhile, they 

spent their pesos in Mexico, and Douglas merchants could on]  ̂hope to ride out the 
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retreatiDg tide. Many, in fact, did not, and the closed shops on G Avenue attest to the 

dq>endence of Douglas's economy on the q)ending power of Mexicans. 

These types of incidents, historical and ongoing, are onfy part of the relationsh  ̂

between the two cities and the rq>resentatives of the national governments present at the 

border. At a daify, personal level, many government functionaries and ordinary citiz»is 

have various relationships and fiequent contacts across the border, as will be discussed in 

Chapter Four. Such cross-border connections and networks shape the character and the 

structures of the two cities as well as the lives of their residents. 

This cheater has presented in some detail the characteristics of the study 

population and the study sites in order to set the scene for the chapters that follow. I have 

described certain characteristics of the study group and the site that, according to the 

literature, are likefy to be related to women's mobility. I also report characteristics that 

might, at first consideration, not be directfy related to mobility, such as ethnicity and 

language use. Ethnicity, in particular, is a muM-feceted concept, one that the women of 

this group, especialty those in the US, could talk about and use to identify themselves, but 

that is dijOScult to define or assign a role in daify actions and e}q}erience. Thus, the relation 

between these characteristics and women's mobility can be indirect and indistinct but has 

direct consequences, in that ethnicity and language use have a bearing on how the women 

identified themselves and how they are seen and treated others, where they choose to 

go based on their comfort levels and personal preferences. At different scales, ethnicity 

and language use, as well as the other characteristics described for the study group, are 
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veiy dlrectfy related to current imniigration policies and international relations, whetber 

between Douglas and Agua Prieta or between the US and Mexko. 

The pineal and socioeconomic structure of the stucfy sites has obvious 

inq)lications for women's mobility, as the women in the two cities take advantage of 

enqjloyment and vohmteer opportunities, and endeavor to ediicate themselves and their 

children. Locatk>n of services, provision of transportation, and the presence of an 

international boundaiy line are all structural elements that have iQq>lications for everyday 

choices and that may serve to inhibit mobility. The economic disparity between the two 

cities, and their economic positions relative to the rest of their respective countries set the 

tenor of the context of the women's lives. Therefore, although 'Hhere is no direct 

connection between human action and social structure in social theory" and "ordinary 

people do not spend their wiiole time reflecting iq>on their social situation and how to 

change it" (Thrift 1983:30), the routine thoughts and actions of ordinary people are what 

build and majntain social structure. Thrift does not offer a definition of "ordinary people," 

but presumabfy the participants in this study would fit into this group. In the chapters that 

follow, I will e}q>lore the interplay between the social practices of residents of Douglas and 

Agua Prieta and the places they live. 
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Chapter Three 

WOMEN ON THE MOVE: PATTERNS OF MOBIUTY 

INTRODUCTION 

Because Douglas and Agua Prieta are both relatively small places where no one 

spends a great deal of time in a daity commute to the worlqplace, I considered these 

communities ̂ propriate places to expbre aq)ects of women's mobility involving other 

important elements of their lives, in addition to enq>Ioyment, such as caring for children 

and others, education, health care and stage in life course—all &ctors influential in 

women's daify decision-making regarding mobility. This chapter examines patterns of 

mobility within the two cities and investigates how they relate to the characteristics and 

structural features identified and addressed in the previous chapter. More of the 

respondents were en^loyed out^de the home than were not, but in a place -^ere no one 

lives very &r fi-om the workplace, and where imny women stay home during the day, what 

other influences shape women's mobility? What is the nature of their daify movements? 

How inq}ortant are linked trips and non-work tr^s? Sometimes the same motivations 

inqjelled women's movements in their city of residence as pronqjted them to cross the 

border. What then does the border mean in women's daify lives in terms of &cilitating or 

constraining their movements? Are these questions partly or fully answered by examining 

such structural &ctors as household conq)osition, women's stage in life course, education 

levels, income levels, and ethnicity or nationality? 
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As noted io Chapter One, nx)st studies of women's molnlity have focused on large 

metropolitan areas of North America and Europe. One of the goals of this study is to 

investigate women's mobility in a different of place, and specifically at the US-

Mexico border. This ch^ter will discuss the fbodings of the research regarding the ways 

women move about, the places they frequent and those they avoid, the constraints they 

&ce and the ways they overcome them. The patterns of mobilily discussed in this chapter 

reflect the gendered nature of the geographies of women's everyday lives as th^  ̂are 

constituted in Douglas and Agua Prieta, and as women make decisions regarding daify 

movements within the context of these two border cities. The participaiits often described 

their mobility in terms of their household obligations for child care or parent care, their 

access to cars and how they often depend on men to transport them, thus relating their 

mobility to gender roles and relations. Thrift (1983:31) wrote tihat "practice... is always 

situated in time and space" and that "the places at which activity is situated are the result 

of institutions which themselves reflect structure-home, work, school, and so on." In 

addition, practice is conditioned various social relationships and divisions, among 

which gender, class, ethnicity, and nationality are criticaL 

The amount of time women spend travelii  ̂to their various destinations is sh2q}ed 

by the transportation rtx}des available to them. The percentage of re^ndents in both 

towns who did not have access to vehicles was gmall  ̂ but those without vehicles arranged 

their days in different ways than those vt^o did, and in general re^ndents in Agua Prieta 

had a different set of options than those in Doi^las. Although a household owns a vehicle. 



a respondent would not necessarily have independent access to it, or fireedom of personal 

mobility because of its presence. In Douglas, 90 percent of respondents' households had at 

least one vehicle, and 86 percent of the reqwndents had unlimited or regular access to a 

vehicle; in Agua Prieta, in contrast, 82 percent of households have one or more vehicles, 

but just 64 percent of respondents had access to one. The re^ndents without access to 

vehicles travel to the same places women with vehicles do, but arrange their days 

differentfy, and for some, lack of convenient transportation results in conplicated 

schedules involving various, and sometimes numerous, members of women's social 

networics. This theme will be developed later in this chapter and in the next. 

TABLE 3.1 
Driving Destinations 

Most fiequentfy mentioned destinations (percent of respondents who drive) 
Respondents from Douglas (ir=43) Reqwndents from Agua Prieta (nr=32) 
Grocery stores 72 Douglas 81 
Other stores 56 Grocery stores 41 
Visiting 42 Other stores 34 
Beyond Douglas/Agua Prieta 30 Other 28 
Work 30 Cochise College 16 
Children's school/babysitter 28 Children's schools 31 
Cochise College 14 Visiting 28 
Bank, Post OfiBce, Bills 12 Work 28 
i^^ia Prieta 9 VHMaU 19 
Famify member to doctor 7 Church 19 
Church 7 Bank, Post OflSce 13 
Volunteer activities 7 B^ond Douglas/Agua Prieta 9 
Other 14 Other 16 
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PATTERNS OF MOBILITY 

When asked where th  ̂drove nsost often' respondents in Agua Prieta most 

frequent  ̂ mentioned destinations in Douglas, most often a grocery or dq)artment store. 

Combined with those who mentioned grocery stores located in Agua Prieta, 60 percent of 

Agua Prieta re^ndents named grocery stores as one of the places th  ̂drive most, 

compared to 72 percent of re^ndents in Douglas. This reflects women's traditional 

responsibility in the home for procuring food for the &mify (although see below for a 

discusaon of Mexican men's roles in shopping for food). Fulfilling this re^nsibility 

meant that some women went grocery shopping late at night after their children were in 

bed, including a few who crossed the border to shop. 

Few re^ndeots in Douglas mentioned destinations in Agua Prieta as places they 

drove most often; this was not surprising, as women fi'om Douglas cross the border much 

less frequently than women from Agua Prieta (see Chapter Four on border crossing 

behavior). Re^ndents from Douglas listed destinations b^rond Douglas much more 

often than respondents from Agua Prieta named places outside Agua Prieta. This too was 

not a surprise, considering the generally higher incomes and greater access to vehicles on 

the US side, and therefore greater ease of travel In addition, the general̂  poor condition 

of the highwa}  ̂out of Agua Prieta leading to Hermosillo and Chihuahua makes travel 

more hazardous there than on the relatively well-kept roads out of Douglas. 

' Unfortunate  ̂I did not ask women who do not drive where th  ̂go most often. I did not 
appreciate this omission in the questionnaire untfl I began conq)iling the results of the 
research. 
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Visiting ̂ mil  ̂and fiiends ranked high as driving destinations for re^ndents of 

both cities, and when walkers and those who use the bus or other means of transportation 

are included, the total is even higher, especially in Agua Prieta. Some respondents who 

listed visiting as one of their main driving destinations were women who checked regular  ̂

on aging parents or grandparents who did not live with them. For exart^le, one 

respondent in Douglas stopped by her grandmother's house on her way to work each 

morning; another concocted convenient excuses to stop by her parents' house regular  ̂

without giving them the inq)ression she thought they needed her care. A few respondents 

took a parent to the doctor regularfy, nome to Tucson, and others fi^quentfy crossed the 

border to spend time with close relatives or fiiends on the other side. These activities 

reflect and reinforce traditional gender roles of women as &niify caretakers. 

Married re^ndents mentioned their husbands' &milies when asked if they had 

mentioned their extended natal &mi]y naembers almost exclusive .̂ Most of the 

respondents maintained strong ties with their &milies, and for those without cars these ties 

were inqx}rtant in terms of their mobility, as members often gave them rides to 

work, across the border, to medical appointments, and to visit other relatives or fiiends. 

For the respondents, these &mily networks were centered around mothers, daughters, 

aunts, female cousins, grandmothers. The male members of the femify were mentioned less 

fi'equentfy and usually described in dif^ent roles than female members. Husbands usually 

were more in^x>rtant to the re^ndents in terms of mobility than were other male &mi]y 
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members—a few men gave tbeir wives rides to their wor]q}lace and their children lides to 

school Grandfathers were sometimes active as babysitters, and men formed parts of 

&mify groups on q)ecial occasions such as weddings, fimerals, birthdays and baptisms. No 

re^ndents said they went to relatives' houses onfy to vi  ̂male relatives, though males 

may very well have been present wiien women visited female relatives, and a re^ndent's 

husband or other significant male may have acconqianied her on visits. I do not mean to 

assert that the re^ndents had weaker ties to the men in their &mi]ies; rather, that 

women's mobility for visiting usualfy was female-focused, and that men had different roles 

in respondents' lives than women and tended to participate in different types of activities, 

less related to women's social networks. 

When asked if they would not go to any places in either Douglas or in Agua Prieta, 

68 percent of re^ndents in Douglas and 62 percent in Agua Prieta said yes. The places 

most often avoided by women from both sides were bars, discos, and nightclubs, most 

particularfy those in Agua Prieta, but also in Douglas. Of the respondents who said yes, 71 

percent of respondents from Agua Prieta and 35 percent firom Douglas said th  ̂did not 

go to bars. In both cides re^ndents said they avoided bars from dislike of that type of 

environment, not out of fear. Several remarked, "one just does not go to those places." 

Some women fi-om both sides of the border did avoid night spots out of fears of violence, 

gang activities, drug traffickers, and other "undesirables," especially in Agua Prieta, and 

others said they preferred not to be around alcohol, or that the bars were too e3q)ensrve. 

One respondent, a supervisor of a large number of employees, did not go to bars in Agua 
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Prieta because ̂  felt it would be im^piopriate to encounter woricers ̂  si^>ervised in 

such an environment Several older women said that bars were for yoimg people and th^r 

went to other kinds of places to entertain and be entertained at this stage in their lives. The 

places they avoided changed as the life course context changed for the respondents: older 

respondents, for exanq)le, preferred other types of entertainment than their children or 

grandchildren, or themselves when younger. Feelings of fear, however, spanned the life 

course, and respondents said they avoided certain places out of fear for their personal 

safety were of all ages. 

Respondents avoided other types of places and for other motives, as well Several 

respondents in Douglas, for exan9>le, said th  ̂would not patronize some local businesses 

for various reasons, ranging from dislike of a store's labor practices to personal preference 

for another store. One respondent in Agua Prieta said she never went alone to the VH 

Mall because the men at the mall were very rude to women. On both ̂ des a few 

respondents said they never went anyplace because they have no money or no time, 

although these women did leave their houses and appeared to be referring to "going out" 

as going to nightclubs and bars.̂  Although the question did not ask about going out for 

entertainment, that appeared to be the mental association it generated for some 

re^ndents. 

 ̂The question adted onfy "Are there places in Douglas or Agua Prieta that you won't go, 
for whatever reason?" 
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One woman said ̂  never went aiQn^iiere was eitq)loyed lull time in a 

maquiladora, did the &mi]t^s grocery and otiier ̂ pping, and regularly visited friends and 

^mily members in AguaPrieta. Her husband worked the night shift in a different 

maquiladora, so was home (though asleep) during the day with their children wMe she 

was at her job, but did not take care of domestic chores such as laundry and 

housecleanii .̂ The time demands placed on women by their gender roles in household 

obligations restricted mobility not related to caring for home and &mify. Maixy 

reqx>ndents sinpfy did not have time for other pursuits. 

Close to a third of the re^ndents on both sides of the border said th  ̂went 

anywhere they needed to and were not afraid of going anyplace in either city. Other than 

bars and other night spots, most respondents said they went everywhere they needed to go 

in their own city but did not venture out alone at night. Many of these, however, said they 

did not think most women felt the same w ,̂ that other women are afrdd to go aiQplace. 

In contrast, most feh men bad no fears about going anywhere, during the day or at nighty 

and beyond taking the normal precautions anyone would take in a city, men could go 

wherever they wanted. Several nsothers in Agua Prieta said their sons went out all the 

time—th  ̂went to bars to drink and look at las muchachas (the girls). The very gendered 

nature of women's feelii^s of safety in the cities is evident in these responses. The 

differences between respondents who felt safe and those who did not are not sharpfy 

drawn along lines dividing any particular groups of women: those who felt safe and those 

who did not included yoimger as well as older women, mothers and single, never married 
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women on both sides of the border. The commonality among them was that because th  ̂

were women th  ̂felt vulnerable to threats of violence; when th  ̂were acconq)anied by 

men thQ  ̂would go places th  ̂would not feel safe going alone. More women in Douglas 

mentioned places in Agua Prieta they will not go, or that th  ̂avoid the other side of the 

border in general This will be discussed fiirther in Chapter Four. 

JOURNEY TO WORK 

In larger as well as smaller urban areas, employment outside the home is one of the 

most important &ctors shaping patterns of women's mobility. Of re^ndoits enployed 

TABLE 3.2 
Journey to Work 

Women partic^)ating in income-generating activities 
Douglas (ir=33) Agua Prieta (i^35) 

Means of tran^rtation 
Drive self 
Ride with someone else 
Bus 
Walk 
Work at home 

N/A 

79 
9 

3 
9 

46 
11 
9 

14 
20 

Length of journey 

Driving/riding 
Less than 10 minutes 
10-30 minutes 
More than 30 minutes 

(n=29) 
69 
28 
3 

(n=24) 
70 
22 
9 

Walking 
Less than 10 minutes 
10-30 minutes 

(n=l) 
100 

0 

(n=5) 
67 
33 
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outside the home, 33 percent in Agua Prieta and 40 percent in Douglas mentioned the 

worlq)]ace as one of the places th  ̂drive most often. When asked how they traveled to 

work, though, 43 percent of enq>loyed re^ndents in Agua Prieta and 79 percent in 

Douglas said th  ̂drove themselves (see Table 3.2). Apparent)  ̂the question '̂ \here do 

you drive most often" fiequentty evoked thoughts other than of a daify commute to work. 

Re^ndents in both Douglas and Agua Piieta arrange their days around getting to and 

from the workplace, fitting in other responsibilities such as caring ft>r children, shopping, 

visiting &mify and fiiends, and paying bills as time and tran^rtation allow. More 

respondents in Douglas have access to cars, and although women m Agua Prieta have the 

advantage of a public bus system, few of the respondents use it regularly. 

In both cities, women often live close enough to their place of employment to be 

able to walk to the workplace in a relative  ̂short period; however more respondents in 

Agua Prieta take advantage of this than do respondents in Douglas. Initially, I found the 

number of respondents who walk to the workplace in Agua Prieta somewhat surprising, 

given that Agua Prieta has a bus ̂ em and many of the maquiladoras offer free 

transportation to their workers. It became less surprising when the amount of time 

involved was considered. Of those who walked, most spent less than ten minutes traveling 

to the workplace, though some in Agua Prieta walked iq> to 30 minutes. Although many 

of the respondents in Douglas said they worked close enotigh to their homes that they 

could walk if th^r wanted to, onfy one re^ndent in Douglas did, and the tr  ̂took her 

less than ten minutes. Generally, women would drive 10 or 15 minutes to the workplace 
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but would not walk that long to get there. Those 'v^dx> could walk but chose to drive gave 

as reasons that they needed their cars during the day, th  ̂took others to work or school, 

or that they did not have time to walk. 

Cultural e}q)ectations of car use in the US and a stronger tradition of walking as a 

primary means of transportation in Mexico may shape the choice of walking to work for 

the re^ndents, in addition to the physical structure of the two cities. In^rtantty, this 

choice of tranq)ortation mode is greatfy  ̂infhienced gender. A study of transportation 

mode choice residents of four residential districts of Mexico City (Navarro 1993) 

showed that of those identified as amas de casa (housewives), over 42 percent listed 

walking as their primary means of tran^rtation, compared to only 6.6 percent of all 

residents (male heads of &mify, children, and other household members), and less than 2 

percent of all men. Rosenbloom's study showed that, in urban areas of the US, Hispanic 

women walk more than Anglo women, but women of both ethnic groups walk more than 

men, regardless of the purpose of the tr  ̂(inchiding journey to work, shopping, &mi]  ̂or 

personal business) (1995a:2-43; 1995b:3-24,3-25,3-33). My observations in Douglas and 

Agua Prieta indicated that walking is more common in general in the latter. Indeed, many 

of the pedestrians in Douglas were residents of Mexico who walked fi'om the Port of 

Entiy to the Safeway-Walmart shopping plaza or to downtown stores. 

Because Douglas is a small city, and Agua Prieta relatively so, most respondents 

who drove to their workplace spent very little time commuting. Of reqwndents who were 

employed outside the home, 70 percent in Douglas and 67 percent in Agua Prieta spent 
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less than ten minutes commuting. This includes thiee of the women in Agua Prieta and the 

one in Douglas ̂ o walked. One woman in each city said she spent more than 30 minutes 

driving to the worliplace. The re^ndent in Agua Prieta took her daubers to school in 

Douglas on her way to her job, and due to that roundabout route spent up to 45 minutes 

in her commute. The re^ndent from Douglas was a seasonal worker for three 

months every year, rode with others daity to a chOe packing plant about 45 minutes from 

Douglas. 

In these two cities, where most jobs are located relative  ̂close to residential areas, 

the length of women's commute related less to the relative location of home and 

workplace than to the gender division of labor in the home and other circumstances of 

their lives, such as attending college classes or other &mify responsibilities (care of aging 

parents, for exan:q>le). Most enqjloyment opportunities outside the home are clustered in 

distinct areas in the two cities, where both men and women are employed; therefore 

women's and men's workplaces often are located close to each other, if not in the same 

building. Several respondents were en^loyed in the same maquiladora as other household 

members, for example; some drove to the &ctory together, but different shift times 

precluded traveling together for one couple, and others preferred to walk to the 

workplace. a few exceptions, the respondents who had paid enq}loyment outside the 

home lived within two or three miles of their workplace. For those who drove, therefore, 

household re^nsibilities were more likefy  ̂to affect their joumey-to-work time than 

distance from the worlqjlace. 
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Residential neigbborhoods are also chisteied by housing quality, althou  ̂most 

areas of both cities are mixed, vdth better and lower quality housing in the same 

neighborhood. In Douglas the lowest income residents are located in several specific 

areas: two subsidized housing conq>lexes, both about a mile fix)m downtown; the older 

part of the city, south and east of downtown, near the border and closer to WalMart; and 

a molnle home court on the north inde of Douglas, qiute removed fi'om shopping and other 

services. In Agua Prieta, much of the lower income housii  ̂is located in the e^qpanding 

southern and eastern edges of the city, placing low-income residents &rthest fiiom the 

main sources of enq>loyment and essential services such as grocery stores and health care 

&cilities. In both cities, however, those \siiose mobility is linoited by restricted access to 

tran^rtation or physical disabilities are scattered throughout the urban area, either in 

clusters as in Douglas or some>^  ̂more randomfy as in Agua Frieta. Distance fiom home 

to workplace was not the only or the most in^rtant &ctor in commuting time; in 

addition, time and distance to the workplace were not the primary influences on women's 

mobility. The varied &ctors that determine where a household resides relative to the 

members' workplaces are not necessarity related to the costs in time or money related to 

getting to the workplace, especial  ̂in a small place where those costs are relatively small 

for most people (Giuliano and Small 1993, 1498; see also Hanson and Pratt 1995, 

Johnston-Anumonwo 1997). 

INFONAVTT housii  ̂for industrial workers is located at the northeast edge of 

Agua Prieta, in one of the neighborhoods &rtbest from the industrial park. Buses fiom the 
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maquiladoras and the city ̂ stem serve the housing devebpment. One maquiladora 

worker >^o iised the bus provided by the maquiladora said that the three mile trip from 

her INFONAVrr house to the plant took half an hour as the bus traveled all over town 

collecting other workers. Although for some the trip on the bus might be a sockl time to 

visit with co-workers, I did not talk to aiQ^one who described it that way, and in &ct 

nearfy all the maquiladora enq)loyees I encountered who did not have personal vehicles, 

pre&ired not to take the bus, and either arranged rides with others or walked. They 

commented that the buses took too long and were often late. One woman walked to a 

maquiladora located a considerable distance from her house in the south side of the city, 

where Agua Prieta is e:q)anding and filling in rapidly, but wiiere public tran^rtation lags 

behind population growtL She dropped her baby off at a day care center close to the 

maquiladora, and picked him up on her way home. She said ̂ e could not take the city bus 

because the timing would not allow her to drop her child at the day care center and arrive 

at the fectory on time; therefore she left her house earfy to walk the one-half hour it took 

her to drop her son off and get to work. 

Household dependence on iiiq)aid ̂ mify labor meant some women &ced 

significant constraints on their personal mobility. Women who spent their time in activities 

such as chaufTeuring other household members to the workplace and back, guarding the 

house during the day, or caring for other household members' children diiring the day 

were tied to the house or their obligations with very limited discretionary personal 

mobility. Their labor allowed other women more freedom of movement, and although 
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some respondents might have cba&d under such restrictions on mobility, for others these 

airangemeots provided them with meaningful roles in the household and allowed them to 

make an inportant contribution to the well-being of alL 

Various other &ctors influence women's journey to work in small cities such as 

Douglas and Agua Prieta, including the location and availabili  ̂of housing, the location of 

children's schools and other household niiembers' places of enq7loyment relative to the 

women's workplace, and the types of non-work trî  th  ̂make during the day. Non-work 

and linked trips were significant for most of the respondents who drove in both cities, as 

illustrated in Table 3.3. Several women said they did not have time during the week to do 

errands, and limited their dail  ̂travel to the workplace and back. However, some of the 

same respondents also said they were responsible for taking their children to school or the 

babysitter, so although th  ̂did not rq>ort linked trips, some were making them daify.̂  In 

both cities, most req)ondents who made linked tr̂ s took children to school and picked 

them up on the way to and from their workplace, and/or stopped for groceries on the way 

home. Others waited until the weekend when they had time to do all their errands at once; 

pay bills, go to the bank, get gas, and bi  ̂groceries. M^y re^ndents mentioned that 

they "take advantage of the tr^" to do as many things as possible when they run errands. 

One Agua Prieta re^ndent, for exarcple, said that she regularly took her daughters to 

 ̂The question about linked trips asked; Do you \isualfy make more than one stop when 
you drive someplace in the car?" Just as quite a few respondents who drive themselves to 
their workplace did not mention their job as one of the places th  ̂drove most often, in 
answering this question, respondents apparent  ̂did not think about what th  ̂did on their 
way to work on the return home, especially if tiiey followed a regular routine every day. 
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school in Douglas, went to the groceiy stoie, paid bills,* then letunied to Agua Prieta to 

work with her husband in their &n%-owi  ̂store. She returned to Douglas in the 

afternoons to pick iq) her daughters after school That arrangement would probabfy last as 

long as her daughters were in school in Douglas. An en:q)loyed re^ndeot in Douglas 

picked up her daughter at a babysitter's, then stopped by her grandmother's house to 

check on her every day on her way home. Another went to her mother's house on her way 

to work every day after dropping her children at school A third stopped at the groceiy 

store on her way home, picked up her daughter at the babysitter's, usually stopped at a 

video store, then went home to fix dinner. 

TABLE 3.3 
Linked Tr^s 

Percent of re^ndents who drive wiio make linked tr^s 
Douglas (nF43) Agua Prieta (if=32) 

Yes 70 75 
No 23 19 
On weekends onfy 7 6 

All these types of tri  ̂indicate that the respondents were responsible for much of 

day-to-day maintenance of the household, le. taking care of children, providing food, 

handling money, and coordinating movements of household members (especially in 

* Several of the re^ndents in Agua Prieta had economic connections in Douglas. They 
did their banking there, had investments and owned property in the US, some had US 
health insurance, and some had post ofSce boxes in Douglas. Some business owners in 
Agua Prieta communicated regular  ̂with business associates in the US. 
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households with one vehicle). Some Agua Prieta respondents indicated that on the 

weekends, part or all of the &mify would make a day of going across the border to go 

shopping, visit a park, eat in a restaurant, or spend time with relatives in Douglas. But the 

re^ndents who made stops on the way to or from the worlqplace were for the most part 

doing so on their own, arranging their days to take care of those routine tasks. 

Women without access to a vehicle also made linked trips. I have described above 

the woman who spent half an hour each morning walking to a maquiladora to drop her 

in&nt at a day care center, another half hour on the way home in the afternoon. Other 

respondents in Agua Prieta used the buses to take their children to relatives' or 

babysitters' houses during the day, then proceeded on foot or bus to their worli^lace or 

other destinations. 

CHILDREN AND CHILD CARE 

Child care is closefy related to stage in life course, as women pass through the 

steles of having very young children to the children's growing independence, to the stage 

when their children reach adulthood and leave their parents' home, or at least contribute 

to household maintenance. Caring for children resulted in mai  ̂and varied, sometimes 

exceedingfy  ̂conq)lex strategies for mothers and other household members, whether they 

stayed home fiiU time to take care of children, were en^loyed outside the home, or were 

engaged in income generating activities in the home. 

Many women in Agua Prieta found en:q>loyment in the maquiladora &ctories, some 

of which offered day care Polities for the children of enq)loyees. Still, many workers in 
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the maquiladoras, like women on both sides of the border \d)o were enq)loyed by firms 

that do not provide day care services or allowances, created their own strategies &r caring 

for their children during the day while th^r were working. The strong &mily bonds 

traditional in Kspanic &milies were present among the femilies of the req)ondents on both 

sides of the border and often influenced women's mobility by solving tran^rtation or 

child care problems. Family members provided child care, shared tran^rtation, took care 

of or looked in on children, parents and grandparents, lent each other houses, cars, and 

money. 

TABLE 3.4 
Tran^rting Children of £nq)loyed Mothers 

Percent of respondents with chfldren under 18 

Douglas (ii=23) Agua Prieta (nF22) 

Who takes children to daytime destination; 
Respondent 30 41 
Other household member 26 14 
Child walks/drives self 17 14 
Non-household member 13 4 
Chfld stays home 13 23 
Missing 0 4 

How children return home; 
Respondent picks iq> 22 32 
Other household member 17 14 
Chfld waDcs/diives 26 27 
Non household member picks up 17 4 
Chfld stays home 13 23 
Nfissing 4 4 
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In a majori  ̂of enq)byed respondents' households in both cities, someone in the 

household—usually either the rei^ndent or her husband, if ̂  was married—was 

respon^le for children's transportation on a regular basis. In onfy a few cases in each 

city, a non-household member provided tran^rtadonto cbOdrea Usually a neig^ibor or a 

fiiend, whose children go to the same school, came by to pick up the chikiren in the 

morning, and most often also dropped them off in the afternoon after school In some 

cases of re^ndents with older school children, the children walked to and fiom school; a 

privileged few drove themselves. As Table 3.4 shows, some of the children-those old 

enough to be on their own in the afternoons—driven to school by the respondent in the 

morning, found another way home in the afternoon, either walking or getting a ride with 

someone else. Some of the children of respondents stayed at home during the day with 

other &mjfy members or hired babysitters. In some cases this meant ̂  a &mify member 

came to the re^ndent's house while ̂ e was at the workplace; in other cases a 

household member enqjloyed part-time or an unenq>loyed &mify meniber was home 

during the day to watch the children. 

The mobility of women who were enq)loyed outside the home and had children of 

school age or younger reflected their economic situation; that is, women with more 

fbancial resources had more options in mai  ̂areas even when their children were very 

young. For exanq^le, one self-en::^)loyed resident of Agua Prieta and her husband, also self-

enqiloyed, each owned a car. They had two daughters, one in pre-school, the other a two-

year-old. The &mi]  ̂en^loyed a fiill-time housekeeper who watched the youngest child 



during the day and the older one when she returned home fix>m pre-schooL The 

re^ndent had a bu  ̂schedule, even with fu]]rtime household he .̂ She dropped her 

daughter at pre-school, went to her own business and then to her &tnify's business; she 

picked up her dauber from pre-school and took her home at hmch time, then returned to 

her business, which was located next to the &mify's house. To flirther conq>licate her 

schedule, the car belonging to a number of the respondent's &mity business was broken 

down at the time of our interview, so the respondent was sharing her car to get another 

person to the workplace, home for lunch, back to work, and home at the end of the day. 

None of these destinations was &r from the others, but the number of tr^s she made 

meant the re^ndent ̂ nt a good portion of her day driving herself her children, and her 

&mify member back and forth from home, school, and work. Her husband, who managed 

the other bu^ess owned and operated by the faasSy, generally did not help with 

transporting the children or the other &iiify members. Because she was self-enployed, 

this respondent's schedule was flexible and allowed her to work M time and still ̂ nd 

time with her children. Her ability to pay for full-time help in the home assured her that her 

children were taken care of to her satis&ction during the day. 

In contrast, &milies with fewer jSnancial resources &ce more constraints on 

mobility and have fewer options for dealing with those constraints. For example, one 

re^ndent was a school teacher in Agua Prieta, living in a household with one car, which 

her husband used to drive to his job. He dropped the re^ndent and their two oldest 

children at one school in the morning, took their youngest child to pre-school, then drove 
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himself across town to work. The re^ndent and her two older children walked home 

from school in the afternoons, a distance of about a mfle. Her husband would pick iq> the 

youngest child in the afternoon and drive the two of them home. The &mify's routine 

would change in the foUowing school year, when the youngest child would enter 

kindergarten and the oldest would attend secondary school, adding one more stop to the 

husband's route in the morning. The re^ndent e^qnessed concern about this 

arrangement, as their car was old. Fortunatefy, her oldest child was approaching an age of 

relative independence, and would be able to walk to school or take the public buses, 

although the respondent worried about her safety. 

Some Douglas respondents had similar schedules revolving around transporting 

children. For example, one Douglas mother enq)loyed M-time outside the home had two 

children, one 17 and one 7. The older one drove himself to school, and the respondent 

dropped her 7-year-old dai^ter at school on her way to work in the morning. She took a 

late lunch break to pick her dauber iq> at 2:00, drop her at the babysitter, return to work, 

then pick her tq) on the way home at the end of the work day. The req)ondent's husband 

traveled extensive  ̂in his job, and was not ofien available to partic^ate in this daify 

routine; when he was in town he would pick their daughter alter school and take her 

home. Otherwise, the respondent was re^nsible for her daughter's transportation and 

was relieved that her son no longer needed her to drive him to school and his various 

extracurricular activities. 
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A chfld care option used 1  ̂some respondents in Agua Prieta was to have their 

children in their place of budness after the school day. Two of these were business owners 

whose children attended school in Douglas. The others had businesses in Agua Prieta. In 

all cases but one, the re^ndent took the children to school in the morning and picked 

them up in the afternoon (in the one exception the husband transported the children), 

returning with them to spend the afternoon at the workplace, under the watchftil ̂ es of 

the respondent and sometimes her husband. For the reqx)ndents 'niiose children went to 

school in Douglas, this schedule involved crossing the border twice each day—often a 

time-consuming task, depending on the lines of vehicles a the Port of Entry. For those 

who had their chfldren at the workplace, the scheme involved multiple trips every day, but 

the re^ndents appreciated having their children with them rather than leaving them with 

others, and they avoided the cost of child care others. Owning their own bu^esses, 

and having spouses who minded the store while the respondent was transporting children, 

gave these women flexibility to take enough time to ensure against leaving their chiMren 

waiting in Douglas due to long lines at the Port of Entry. This may have been a source of 

anxiety for them, however, as the wait in line was sometimes uiQ}redictable. 

The tradition of eating lunch at home as a &mify influenced some women's 

schedules and resulted in additional tr^s back and forth ftom the workplace to home to 

children's schools. The lunchtime tradition, in feet, resulted in residence changes for two 

femilies. One respondent's parents, both US citizens, lived in Agua Prieta because the 

fether was employed there. He grew tired of driving across the border every day to eat 
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lunch with his &niily, so he moved with his wife to Mexico. They legularfy  ̂spent 

weekends with their adult children in Douglas but preferred to live during the week in 

Agua Prieta. Another respondent, also a US cidzen, lived in Agua Prieta for similar 

reasons: when she was yoimg her &ther feund a job in Mexico, T^^ien he tired of driving 

back and forth he moved his &mily to Agua Prieta, including his young chiklren, who then 

traveled to Douglas dail  ̂to attend school 

Unenq}loyed women, eq)ecially those with young children, often e:qperienced the 

most restricted mobility. When I went door-to-door in Agua Prieta neighborhoods seeking 

respondents during the day, the women 'niio were home most often were mothers 

watching over their children. Staying at home with their children while their husbands 

worked away from the house saved them the cost of child care, but often meant their 

mobility was very limited. Frequentfy they did not have access to a car during the day, and 

traveling on the bus with small children was enough of an inconvenience that they waited 

until their husbands (and cars) were avaiM)le or they arranged tran^rtation with other 

&mily members or ftiends. 

A few of these re^ndents e:!q)ressed the desire to find enq)loyment outside the 

home but said they would wait until their children were older. For instance, I met one 

respondent at the Port of Entry as she was walking back fi^om shopping in Douglas to 

catch the bus to her mother-in-law's house to pick iq) her 10-month-old daughter. This 

respondent moved to Agua Prieta three and a half years ago, and worked in a maquiladora 

imtil she got married She said her husband did not want her to work oiitside the home 
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since the birth of their bat .̂ She left her daughter with her mother-in-law during the day 

when she needed to run errands, but her mother-in-law would not be available for daify 

child care if the re^ndent wanted to find ftill-time employment. She said that although 

many of the maqiiiladoras o£kr day care &cilities, she would not leave her baby with them 

because no one would take care of her daughter as well as she did. Another re^ndent in 

Agua Prieta left her job io a maquiladora when she had her second chOd. She said she 

would not look for a job until her three small chiklien were all in school N^y of the 

re^ndents in Agua Prieta who did not have enq>byment outside the home lived in very 

low-income households where their husbands were the sole wage earners. Various reasons 

kept them from seeking employment even when this meant the household subsisted on one 

income. For example, lack of education, traditional gender relations in the household (their 

husbands did not want them to work outside the home), or a desire to stay at home as 

long as possible with their chfldren, were all bases for the women's decisions to remain 

imenployed and in the home. 

Of the unenployed re^ndents in Douglas who had small children, onty one was 

activefy looking for a job. She did not own a car, and knew she would be feeing 

transportation problems if she did find enployment. She sometimes borrowed her 

mother's car, but that would not serve on a daify basis for transportation to a workplace 

(in addition to the feet that her mother used the car regularly, at the time of the interview 

the car did not run), and ̂ e was concerned ̂ ut how to resolve the problem. Given the 

lack of alternatives in Douglas, she would have to find enployment within close walking 
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distance fiom her home, or arrange to ride with a relative or fiiend. This would be 

conq)licated because her youngest child was an in&nt who would need some type of day 

care &cility or babysitter, unless the respondent could find someone to come to her house, 

who could then also take care of the older two children in the afternoons vAien school was 

out. Although the arrangements seemed daunting, the re^ndent had made two 

^pointments for job interviews and was hoping to find full-time enq>loyment in the near 

future. 

The other respondents in Douglas \^^o stayed at home during the day in 

households with small children include two grandmothers ̂ o took care of their young 

grandchildren for their daughters. In one case, the household included the grandmother, 

her two daughters, and their two daughters (the re^ndent's granddaughters). Only the 

two granddaughters were US citizens; the others were legal residents. The two daughters 

received public assistance, but changes in wel&re laws had been announced and they 

would soon be required to look for employment outside the home. This household did not 

own a car, and onfy  ̂one of the daughters had graduated firom high school, therefore jobs 

of any sort might be difficult for them to find. These two women were lucky in that their 

mother (the re^ndent) lived with them and would take care of their children if they were 

able to find employment; for the respondent this meant that at 65 years of age she would 

be caring for two toddlers. 

The other grandmother—younger at onfy 45—took care of her two grandchildren 

while her daughter, a legal resident, was studying secretarial skills at Cochise College. 
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Tbis household would face child care problems the following chile season (August throi  ̂

November), w^ien the reqwndent would go dail  ̂for three to four months to pack chiles. 

She said she did not know what th  ̂would do regarding child care at that time. Her 

daughter would be &cing cuts in her wel&re benefits, but was not yet nearing conq)letion 

of her college program. The household did not own a vehicle, so transportation would 

continue to be an issue. 

Whether women cared for their own chfldren, hired child care, or had &mify 

members to bal^sit, child care needs resulted in some of the most conq^licated schedules 

reported by respondents and in some of the severest restrictions on their mobility. Those 

respondents who were enq)loyed outside the home and had or cared for very young 

children, especial  ̂&ced mobility constraints. Even after children reached school age, 

respondents remained concerned for their safety if they walked to school, and those with 

fiill-time jobs outside the home continued to require child care help in the afternoons when 

children were out of school These concerns change over time, and the next section deals 

with how respondents' stage in life course affected their mobility. 

STAGE IN LIFE COURSE 

As girls and women move through the various stages of the life course, they alter 

their geographic ranges, changing the places they fi%quent and inhabit as their priorities 

and needs change. The women in the study population were a diverse groiqj—the youngest 

18, the oldest 82, and they e:q)erienced the various stages of the life course in numerous 

dynamic patterns. Several young respondents were mothers: an 18-year-old had a 9-
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month-old baby; a 24-year-old respondent bad a 7-year-old child; some respondents in the 

middle years had begun taking classes toward collie degrees; and one in her mid-SOs 

who called herself retirado (retired) was employed full time as a teacher and active as a 

community volunteer. The study group in Agua Prieta was younger than the Douglas 

group (Table 2.1). More of the Agua Prieta reqx}ndents were still of child-bearing age and 

were at a point in their lives where th  ̂were just starting out—on &mify ,̂ on careers, on 

education, for exanq>le. More of the Douglas re^ndents, in contrast, were retired or 

lived in two-person households because their children had started their own households, or 

they had teenaged children who were at a stage of greater independence. The difference in 

age of the study group as a whole reflects the population structures of the two cities and 

has inplications for women's mobility that will be discussed in this section. 

St£^e in life course, although it is related to age, obvioxisfy does not follow along a 

strictly age-correlated path. Reflecting changing needs, priorities, and abilities, the older 

respondents in different stages of the life course had different kinds of options for and 

constraints on their mobility than did the younger. In some cases, such as those noted in 

the previous section, older re^ndents found themselves in the position of caring for 

young chiMren, at a time in their lives when they could reasonabfy ejqpect to be free from 

the responsibility of child care. Some of the younger women had chosen to delay marriage 

or having children until they were well-established in their careers or had finished their 

schooling. 
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Older and loi^er-tenn readents of Douglas and Agua Prieta have seen s^nificaot 

modifications and variatioos in their surroundings, in the built environment, the political 

and the social environment as the cities also had grown and changed, and thus had a 

distinct sense of the place that newcomers and younger respondents did not share. Several 

older residents of Douglas, male and female, expressed this sense of change to me, mostly 

in negative terms. As time has passed they have seen Douglas's Hispanic population 

become the mqority of residents and take over city leadersh  ̂(e}q)ressed some as a 

positive change, by others as negative or neutral), they have felt an increasing sense of 

danger because of the incursion of drug trafficking and gang activity on both sides of the 

border, they have endured the boom and bust cycles of the copper "immg industry and the 

inq)acts of numerous devaluations of the Mexican peso. Older req)ondents in Agua Prieta 

have ejqperienc^d the rapid growth of the city's population, the coming of the 

maquiladoras and concurrent  ̂many immigrants looking for jobs, the growth of drug 

trafBcking in the area, and the increasing use of the city as a stopping point for potential 

immigrants planning to cross the border into the US. 

Douglas is publicized as an ideal retirement ̂ t, but as opportunities for yoimg 

people in the area diminish and they leave for greener pastures, Agua Prieta continues to 

attract young women and men who find jobs in the maquiladoras and other economic 

sectors. Women on both sides often talked about the "good old days" of the past and how 

different the two cities are now. Combined with the women's movements through the 

stages of their life courses, their changing needs and re^nsibilities, these significant 
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structural changes resulted in a sense of discontinuity for many of the respondents. 

A number of women in Douglas said that when th  ̂were teenagers and youx]g 

aduhs th  ̂crossed the border regularly to go to the bars and discos, to take advantage of 

the absence of a minimum drinking ̂ e and the party atmo^here of la Zona—the area of 

Agua Prieta dedicated to entertainment establishments. They all said they no longer go 

across the line to such places, and interesting ,̂ even those women said they used to 

sneak over without their parents' knowledge or permission did not think their own 

teenaged children did so. They cited the changed atmosphere of entertainment areas in 

Agua Prieta, the perception of heightened danger because of drug tra£Scking, and the 

presence of Mexican gangs in those areas, to explain their children's presumed reticence at 

crossing the border for entertainment at night In addition, the number of night clubs in 

Agua Prieta has decreased and La Zona is no longer the biistling place it was 20 years 

ago. The cohort of women in Douglas who were of an age to go adventuring across the 

border in the past (those, for exanple, who were in their early 20s in the 1960s) 

experienced a very different environment than the conq)arable cohort in Douglas today. It 

would be interesting to speak with the teenaged children of those respondents to find out 

indeed, they do not sneak over without their mothers' knowledge, or if that pattern 

continues with those now in that stage in the life course when they seek out the thrills 

offered La Zona. 

Studies of older women and men in the US indicate that as they age they become 

more dependent on the private automobile, making nearfy all their tr^s as drivers and 
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increasingly often as passerigers in private cars. Older women make fewer trips and drive 

less than older men, and tr^making by all older persons declines with age (Rosenbk)om 

199Sb;3-18,3-20,3-26). I have ]»)t seen this type of information regarding the older 

Mexican population, but evidence fiom the interviews and my observations in Agua Prieta 

indicate that older women there experience similar patterns of change. All the reqwndents 

over 70 years of age in Douglas had access to a vehicle and still drove themselves most 

places. They indicated, however, that they drove fewer places now than when they were 

younger, and some ejqpressed fears of drivmg certain places, such as long distances or 

across the border. The older married re^ndents usually rode as passengers when they 

went any^\^ere with others, including with their elderfy husbands. 

I did not interview as many older women in Agua Prieta as in Douglas. The oldest, 

73 years of age, worked for many years as uiq)aid femily M)or with her husband in his 

cattle ranching business, throughout the time of raising their nine children and at this later 

stage in the life coiirse >\iien her household consisted of herself and her husband. She had 

her own car but did not drive as much as she used to, and her husband (in his late 70s) 

always drove vviienever they went somq)lace together. Another respondent, a resident of 

Agua Prieta in her mid-60s, always worked in the home, raising children and running the 

house. She did not drive, because, she said, her husband thought she would be out running 

aroimd all the time if she knew how to drive, so she never leamed. She was always able to 

find someone, generalfy  ̂one of her three married daughters, to take her where she needed 

to go. Her mobility was restricted because she had to arrange her schedule to 
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acconmiodate the availabili  ̂of others, but her geographical range was as wide as the 73-

year-old's described above-that is, she regularfy crossed the border and went wherever 

she needed to in Agua Prieta. In addition, although the older woman had a car, she chose 

to wait fi>r her husband to drive her to Douglas and made as few tri  ̂away fiom her 

house as possible, combining all her tasks in one trip. Both women preferred not to drive, 

but the older woman, with a car and driver's license, bad more choice in the matter, and 

the younger, having accepted her husl»nd's wi  ̂that ̂ e not learn to drive, had more 

limited options for personal mobility. 

A recent widow in Douglas \^o formerfy depended on her husband to do most of 

the driving, found her geographical range constricted after his death, because she prefeired 

not to drive certain places by herself She said she had not yet built up her courage to 

drive the 125 miles to Tucson. Another older re^ndent in Douglas, 82 at the time of the 

interview, divorced her husband when ̂ e was in her 40s. For the second half of her life 

she had been responsible for her own mobility, and was accustomed to driving herself 

wherever she needed to go. In recent years she stopped driving in Agua Prieta and no 

longer crossed the border alone, and she made fewer driving trips in general as she has 

grown older. This respondent went through a gradual process of maldng fewer trips and 

drivit  ̂shorter distances, whereas the widow whose husband died suddenly went through 

a abrupt and unbidden curtailment of mobility. 

Children moving through stages in the life course shape women's mobility, and 

women with cliuldren e^rience changing constr^ts and opportunities as their children 
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grow more independent In approximate  ̂two-thirds of re^ndents' households with 

children in Douglas and in Agua Prieta, the re^ndent alone was re^nsible for child 

caie. This often resulted in the kinds of conplicated schedules described above. Mothers 

of young children generally had a different set of obligations than mothers of school age 

children (or an additional set, if they had veiy yoimg children as well as school aged), and 

once the children start driving, the mothers' responsil^es shifted again. On both sides of 

the border many of the enq>loyed women in the study groiq> had children in school during 

part of the day. As their children grew older, reqx>ndents feh safer allowing them to walk 

to and from school, arranging rides with friends, or in a few cases driving their own cars. 

In households with children, 14 percent of re^ndents in both Douglas and Agua Prieta 

said their teen-aged children were self-sufGcient and independent, responsible for 

themselves during the day. Teen-aged children's mobility was tied to the economic 

circumstances of the households as well as the conqjosition of the household, which 

determined whether a car or another driver might be available to take them ̂ ^ere th  ̂

needed to go. 

For some respondents their lives grew busier and their schedules more coicplicated 

as their children reached an age where they became involved in activities outside school 

For example, one mother, enq)loyed full-time outside the home, took at least one of her 

three children to church or community social activities three or four days a week afler 

school Another rei^ndent's teenaged son participated in a sports league in Tucson or 

Phoenix every weekend, and the whole femify traveled to watch him play. In a household 
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with only one car and growing children who wanted to move around indq)endentfy, 

disagreements over car use sometimes resulted in time conflicts or personal dilutes. 

Some re^ndents in households with more than one car were enjoying extra time in their 

own schedules as their teen-aged children were driving themselves to the many activities 

th  ̂partic^ated in during the week, and thqr were glad to allow their children to drive 

the &mily car. In a few cases the children had cars, but more often th  ̂depended on their 

parents or their friends to drive them places, and many walked home from school after 

getting a ride in the morning with, most often, their mothers. 

As described above, some respondents e::q3erienced new child care responsibilities 

when their own children became adults. Several respondents were grandmothers living 

with their adult children and taking care of grandchildren. In other cases, respondents 

depended on then* parents, usualfy their mothers or motheis-in-law, to take care of their 

children during the dzy. One Douglas household included the respCi^ent and her husband, 

their recentty-divorced daughter and her three small children. The respondent, in her 60s, 

cared for the children while her daughter had trained for and began working in a new 

career position. She had encouraged her daughter to find her own house and hire a 

babysitter for the children; she was sure, however, that even after she moved out of the 

family house, her daughter would continue to depend on her for at least some child care, 

including transporting the children to school and other activities, especially as the 

daughter's new job involved shift work. 
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Gender roles and the attendant cultural e:q>ectations and values sh  ̂women's 

decisions and choices as th  ̂move throu  ̂the life course. The respondents in this study 

were very aware of what was "proper" and e}qpected of them, although such e}q)ectations 

carried more weight with some than others. Married women stopped goii  ̂to bars with 

their women fiiends, several mothers worked part time, and others refiained from finding 

enq)loyinent in order to stay home and take care of their children, grandmothers often 

made themselves available to care for their grandchildren, and adult daughters checked iq) 

on their aging parents. Research on older Americans has shown that more elderfy women 

than men living alone live in poverty (Rosenbloom 1993), but the older women in this 

study living alone (all in Douglas) were not low income; all had their own homes and 

owned at least one vehicle. Famity ties remained strong for the older women, and although 

their children had moved away fix>m Douglas, they returned regular  ̂to visit 

ACCESS TO TRANSPORTAHON 

As noted at the beginning of this ch^ter, living in a household that owns a car 

does not always mean that the re^ndent has access to the vehicle, or has independent 

use of it. In both cities some respondents have access to a vehicle but do not drive, for a 

variety of reasons, from a su^nded driver's license to their husband not allowing them to 

learn, to preferring not to drive. In addition, respondents in both cities often conditioned 

their remarks about their cars with statements to the effect that they had a car but it 

usually was not running. A couple of the respondents in Agua Prieta told me th  ̂have a 

car, but as it does not run they ahvays walk or take the bus. 
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Hoiisebolds with one car (33 percent of all households with vehicles) and multiple 

drivers also often devised conq)]icated schedules to make one car sufGce for the 

tran^rtation needs of the household. In less than half of the Agua Prieta households with 

one car, the re^ndent did not know how to drive. In the others, the respondent knew 

how to drive but her husband or another femify member used the car during the day and 

was the primary driver. In both circumstances, the respondents, induding those ydio were 

enq)Ioyed outside the home, dq)ended on the bus, &mify members or fiiends for 

transportation ̂ en the vehicle was not available. Their husbands drove them to work, 

they took the bus, or th  ̂walked. The situation corroborates studies of women and 

transportation in other places that iadicate that women tend to have driver's licenses at 

lower rates than men do, and that in car-owning households men tend to be the primary 

drivers (HSU 1996; Rosenbloom 1993). 

A different picture emerged in Douglas, where almost half the households with 

only one car were single-person households, and the Douglas respondents who did not 

know how to drive all lived in households without vehicles. The remaining one-car 

households included two in which the re^ndent's husband was the primary driver and 

two in v^ch the respondent shared driving with other household members. In Douglas the 

respondents who did not drive tended to be older or from low-income households, 

whereas in Agua Prieta, noinirivers were of various ages and income levels (although 

none were in the highest-income households). 
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The coiiq>licated airangements described above require time and coordination. If 

one link in the day's chain of events &i]s (i  ̂for exanq>le, the car breaks down), the vdiole 

chain can come undone and must be put back together again with a different set of links. 

This can be particular  ̂difficult for single mothers. For exanq>le, one single mother, a 

Mexican citizen and legal resident of the US, had three children in elementary and high 

school She owned a &irfy late model car in good running condition, but was unenq>loyed 

and living on government assistance programs vtdifle attending Cochise College. In order 

to receive payments from the federal Aid to Families with Dependent Children program, 

she was required to work 40 hours a week in various City ofSces. During the school year 

the government counted her 15 credit hours at Cochise College as part of the 40 hours, 

leaving her 25 hours a week to work in the community. Because she was a student and 

working in community service, she also received child care benefits, including 

tranqx)rtation of her two youngest children to a child care provider after school This 

respondent's situation on the day of the interview is a good example of how the chain of 

conq)licated arrangements can come undone with serious consequences. Her 6-year-old 

daughter had been sent home fix>m the bali^sitter because of speared to be chicken 

pox. This meant her 5-year-old son, presumabfy having been ejqwsed also, had to stay 

home. The respondent had to leave her job to pick them up and then stay home with them, 

missing classes and her community service hours. Her mobility was serious  ̂constrained 

because of her child's illness and her lack of alternatives for child care, and owning a 

flmctioning car was not, in this case, the answer to her problem. 
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Other fectors that affect re^ndeots' access to tran^rtation emerged in the 

interviews. For exan^le, one Douglas respondent lived in a household of two—her 

husband and herself—and had two vehicles. However, she was homebound because of 

phy^cal disabilities, and while her husband was at his job during the day her car sat in the 

drivew .̂ Another respondent in Douglas had her license suspended because of a trafSc 

violation, so although she had access to the femify car she could not legally drive (and 

apparent  ̂cUd not). Older respondents owned cars often had self-inqwsed constraints 

on their mobility, as they preferred not to drive under certain circumstances: alone, long 

distances, at night, across the border, or to other specific places. 

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION 

In Agua Prieta, where the bus system is well used, 40 percent of re^ndents use 

the bus at least occasional ,̂ and more than half of the women without access to cars (20 

percent of all respondents in Agua Prieta) said they use the bus on a regular basis. The 

others said their husbands or other relatives give them rides, and a few said th  ̂ride with 

others but use the bus if they have to. Many regularfy walk as well as using other forms of 

transportation. When asked how they travel out of Agua Prieta, most of those said they 

took the regional buses, a few onfy left town v^en other &mily members took them. Some 

women who live in households with vehicles also use the regional bus services when they 

travel outside of Agua Prieta, usually because their cars were not trustworthy on longer 

tr  ̂or because the preferred to have someone else drive. 
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Of the women in Agua Prieta without access to a car, one third said th  ̂needed or 

wanted to go places th  ̂could not because of lack of transportation. Some of the other 

two thirds said th  ̂had no troiible getting around without a car noted that they 'just 

wait until the afternoon or the weekends" A^en sonoeone could give them a ride, or thqr 

waited for the bus. Very few mentioned taking taxis, although taxis are plentiful in Agua 

Prieta. The respondents' lack of access to a vehicle or their inabOiQr to drive acted as 

constraints on their mobility, but they foimd ways to accommodate their needs to others' 

schedules, or they arranged their schedules to take advantage of the buses. The women 

who depended on buses or arranged thdr schedules to accommodate others' did not seem 

to consider this an inconvenience or a burden. Although some noted that the buses often 

run inftequentfy and late, they said they could usually travel where they needed to go. 

In Douglas, the 14 percent of re^ndents i\iio did not have regular access to a 

vehicle said they arranged rides with &mify members or friends; over two thirds used the 

van services (Red Cross and Safe-Ride) and a few said thq  ̂sometimes used taxis, but 

infi^uentfy because of the expense. Most said they relied on &n% members to travel 

outside Douglas and had to schedule tr^s at others' convenience. Several also mentioned 

that they used a regional bus service to travel to Tucson or ferther. The women who said 

they could always get access to a vehicle or get a ride ftom a femily member made 

arrangements to coincide with other's schedules. They appeared accustomed to organizing 

their time and movements aroimd the availability of otiiers and did not seem to regard this 

as inconvenient. 
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Sometimes events and policies outside the control or awareness of the local 

population can change and fiustiate the plans of those depend on outside sources of 

tranqx)rtation. For exanq)le, in December 1997, the State of Arizona suspended the 

operating license of one of the companies that operated a bus service between Douglas 

and Sierra Vista, Tucson, and Phoenix. Several respondents in Douglas and a few in Agua 

Prieta used those buses to go to the doctor, particularly specialists not available in 

Douglas, to visit femily, to shop, and for other purposes. Several services offer 

tran^rtation from Douglas to other destinations in Arizona or &rther away, but with one 

bus company out of comnoission at least until a hearing before the State Department of 

transportation in late January 1998, the other services would have to step in to provide 

tran^rtation outside the city. This might be a boon for the other transport businesses, 

but could cause great inconvenience to some travelers depending on certain schedules or 

costs. 

Two con:q>anies offer local van tran^rtation services in Douglas. Both provide 

transport to medical services imder contract to Cochise County, and both are accessible to 

passengers with disabilities. One, the Red Cross van service, also operates a non-profit 

dial-a-ride service available to anyone in Douglas (see Chapter 2). However, one disabled 

respondent who used the service said that although she always asked for the larger mini

bus, with its more accessible stairs, the service often sent the small van and she can not 

climb up into it The service operates throughout the week during daylight hours, but not 

at night or on weekends. The re^ndent said she would appreciate having a way to travel 
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to church on Sundays or go somq}Iace at night, but without the van service that was 

difficult for her. Another re^ndent said she used the Red Cross van on occasion, but was 

embairassed and ashamed to call them because she did not have a car of her own. Her 

feelings indicate the high social value placed on car ownership in the US and suggest that 

resolving women's needs for tran^rtation involves more than tnalfing a certain type of 

service available. 

Having a car of one's own opens opportunities and possibilities to women, 

especialfy in the western US where cities grew horizontal ,̂ rather than vertical .̂ Even 

relative  ̂small cities such as Douglas and Agua Prieta pose challenges to mobility for 

women who do not have access to vehicles, because of the location of services and 

commercial areas relative to residential areas, the availability of tranq>ortation alternatives, 

and the women's physical abilities. Although some women live near enough to stores and 

other destioations to walk, the heat of the summer in Douglas and Agua Prieta make 

walking difScuh for older women or those with health problems. These and other &ctors 

complicate the problem of mobility. 

When asked if they thought Douglas needed a public tranqx)rtation system, 62 

percent of respondents said yes, 32 percent said no, and 6 percent said they were not sure. 

Most respondents recognized that many residents of Douglas did not own cars, that older 

residents often had difficulties getting around town, and that some women's husbands had 

the car during the day, leaving women home without tran^rtatioiL During the Christmas 

shopping season, downtown Douglas businesses and the Chy of Douglas contracted with 
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the local Red Cross ofiSce to provide £ree bus service to transport shoppers fix>m the east 

and north of Douglas and from the Port of Entiy to the downtown area OWIbur 1998). 

Several re^ndents commented on how convenient that ̂ em had been, and that they 

had used it regular  ̂during the three weeks it was in place. One woman \^o used the free 

service said she would be able to ride a city bus onfy if it was free or very low cost. A few 

respondents also noted that lack of public transportation to Cochise College, ten mOes 

west of Douglas, was a major barrier to prospective low-income students. 

The re^ndents who were not in &vor of a public transit system pointed out that 

Douglas has a small population that probabfy could not support a bus system, and that 

between the school buses (none of the respondents' children rode the bus to school 

although it passed close many of their houses), the van services, taxis and the grocery 

store buses, the ci  ̂probably had enough transportation alternatives. Others wiio said no 

to a public bus ̂ stem dmpfy thought everyone had a car, or that eveiything was within 

walking distance. Of course, not everyone in Douglas has a car, and as discussed above, 

not eveiyone who lives in a household with a car has access to it. Not eveiyone who lives 

within walking distance of where they need to go can walk even short distances. In 

addition, the buses provided by the two grocery stores in Douglas are onfy for those who 

shop at those stores, and go directly from the Port of Entry to the stores Avithout stopping 

along the way. Both buses display signs clearfy stating in English and Spanish that those 

boarding the bus at the stores must show their shopping recent in order to ride the bus 

back to the border crossing, although I do not know how strict  ̂this rule is enforced. In 
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principle, at any rate, these buses are not avail^le to Douglas residents, except perhaps 

those viiio buy food to take across the line to relatives. Clearly a need for more 

tran^rtation exists in Douglas, however small the target population might be. 

CONCLUSION 

The structure and infrastructure of the study sites shape women's mobili  ̂in ways 

similar to those of large metropolitan areas, as well as in ways specific to Douglas and 

Agua Prieta; some of these will be addressed in the next ch^ter on cross-border mobility, 

others that were discussed in this chapter. Structural features of the buih environment of 

the cities, inchiding location of homes relative to the worlg)lace and to stores and services, 

transportation services, and the international border both ̂ cilitated and constrained 

women's mobility. Notabfy, the relatively small size of the cities allowed certain patterns 

of mobility that would not be possible in larger cities where residents must travel &rther to 

reach their destinations. 

In Chapter One I referred to the "duality of structure" (as described ly Thrift 

1983, Dyck 1990, and others) as structure both shapes and is shaped human agency 

and practice. Douglas provides some exanq>les of this duality, specificalty related to 

women's mobility. The dependence of the Douglas econon^r on Mexican shoppers, and 

the abundance of Mexicans of both sexes in Agua Prieta willing to shop in Douglas, 

resulted in the Safeway grocery store chain opening its largest store in the state a scant 

quarter mile north of the Port of Entry, moving fram its former location more than two 

miles northeast of the border crossing. Women fiom Agua Prieta, some of whom walk and 
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some who drive to the store, make a large proportion of Uppers. An entrqjreneurial 

Mexican businessman established the bus service that takes shoppers from the Port of 

Entiy to Douglas's grocery stores. Some women choose to take advantage of the fiee 

buses, others continue to walk. Their continued patronage of the Douglas stores resulted 

ia the willingness of the grocery stores to contract with the bus service provider, no doubt 

in hopes of further increasing cross-border shopping. This is an exanq>le of the two- or 

three-way nature of the relationship of structure and agency bringing about positive 

changes that benefit the women negotiating their daify mobility. 

This discussion of women's enq>loyment outside the home, children and child care, 

stage in life course, and access to transportation indicates that, similar to large cities, 

women's reproductive and productive activities inside and outside the home significantly 

inQuence their mobility. Over two thirds of the one hundred re^ndents in this study 

participate in income-generating activities, from those who owned businesses or were flill-

time employees in permanent jobs, to part-time minitniiTn wage workers and others self-

employed in the home. £n:q)loyment is one of the critical &ctors shaping women's need to 

travel on a daify basis. The type of occupation influenced women's mobility to a certain 

extent, as illustrated by the business owners who had the flexibility to leave their 

workplace to make multiple trips throughout the day, or to have their children in the 

workplace in the afternoons. Also inq)ortant in shaping mobility is the choice many women 

make to work part time in order to be at home with their children. Of employed women in 

the study population, nearty 80 percent in Douglas, and 61 percent in Agua Prieta have 
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children iinder the age of 17 in their households, and children and child care arrangements 

are, for women with children and often for other members, among the most 

inqwrtant influences on women's travel patterns. Other research on women's joum  ̂to 

work also indicates that women make decisions regarding emptoyment outside the home 

based on &ctors other than distance from home to workplace (Christensen 1993; England 

1993), and one specific £ictor is the tocation of acdvitks of other household msnixus, 

especially children (Johnston-Anumonwo 1997). 

The social relations of reproduction and production had a direct bearing on the 

patterns of women's mobility as they are described in this chapter. Traditional gender roles 

assign greater responsibilities for reproductive work in the home to women, including 

women en:q)loyed outside the home, restricting the time they have for other types of 

activities outside the home and their domestic obligations. Men traditionally have fewer 

re^nsibilities for chiki care or elder care, or for regular housework, and although men in 

the respondents' households were enq)loyed fiiU time outside the home more often than 

women, they also had greater freedom of personal mobili .̂ Gender relations within the 

household, especia% in one car households, meant that men generally had control of the 

household's vehicle, and often had the car during the day. Men therefore had greater 

physical mobility in their hoius away fi'om the worlq)lace and the home. Many women 

depended on men for tran^rtation and arranged their days to accommodate the men's or 

others' schedules. 
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Structural differences between women, in terms of household income levels and 

access to material resoiirces such as trai]qx>rtation, had significant impacts on women's 

patterns of mobility, but did not always change the patterns in ways I had antic^ated. For 

exanq>Ie, some women who had their own cars preferred to wait for their husbands to 

drive, and women who had never driven were able to negotiate means and times of 

transportation to the pomt that th  ̂did not feel inconvenienced (even when, from an 

outsider's perspective, it seemed their schedules were con:q>letefy subject to the availability 

of others). As is clear from the exan^les described in this chapter, women with unlinuted 

access to a vehicle often &ced other Qpes of constraints on their mobility  ̂and demands on 

their time resulting from their gender roles in the household, especial]  ̂related to their 

domestic obligations for child care, elder care, household management, combined with 

their increasing presence in the workplace. 

Gender ideologies in Mexican and Mexican-American cultures limit women's 

movements to q)ecific, acceptable spaces, such as the home and certain parts of the city, 

unless they are acconq)anied by men. Thus, although daytime movements seemed sa& to 

most women, many respondents did not leave their homes at night by themselves, 

preferrir  ̂to wait for male conq)anions. Some respondents avoided nightclubs and bars at 

all times, whether due to fears of perceived dangers or feeling themselves of inappropriate 

social status or age. Such behavior was not restricted to a particular age or stage in life 

course, but was evidenced by women of various categories. Sonoetimes women felt 

uncomfortable and avoided cert  ̂places not out of fears of violence, but because of the 
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way others treated them, for instance a le^odeot mentioaed the man in Agua Prieta as a 

place where men were very rude to women. She did not fear jfor her personal safety, but 

would not go to the mall without her husband to provide her with male presence and 

protection from harassment. These attitudes exemplify the gendered nature of access to 

and control of public places, >\^erel  ̂men have, or are perceived women to have, 

unlimited access to the entire range of places in the two cities, but women's movements 

are restricted because of their fears or the cultural values that delimit acceptable places for 

women. The range of acceptable and safe places for women in these communities is 

growing, as women make up growing proportions of the labor force and of the student 

population on both sides of the border; however, this "transformative c^acity" (Thrift 

1983:43) of women's active negotiation of public and private or semi-private spaces, 

works slowty to alter traditional gender relations between women and men, that, along 

with women's fears of violence, continue to restrict their movements. 

Related to this gender difi^entiated pattern of movements are issues of class and 

social structures, which act to restrict men's as well as women's movements. Several of 

the higher income respondents mentioned other places they went for entertainment, such 

as the Lion's Club (which has &cilities on both sides of the border), where entry is based 

on social standing and excludes men as readify and conq>letely as women. Socioeconomic 

standing also allowed some women on both sides of the border greater access to a wider 

varied of goods and services, fer exanople, some women made regular tr  ̂to Tucson or 

Phoenix to shop for clothing or to see health care providers, as they considered the stores. 
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the doctors and dentists in the larger cities to be stqperior to those available at the border. 

Such options were not readily available to women without cars or at low income levels. 

Stay-at-home mothers often had the most restricted mobility of women on either 

side. They generally did not have access to a car during the day and were obliged to be at 

home with their children. )\^[thin the structural constraints of the context of Douglas and 

Agua Prieta (en:q>loyment opportunities, transportation, education, etc.) women make 

choices based on their values and the elements of li& fi:om which they derive meantng. 

Cultural values shq)ed their decision to stay at home, because th  ̂preferred to watch 

over their own children. More of the mothers in Agua Prieta who stayed at home with 

their children also developed some kind of income-generating activities, allowing them not 

only to remain in the home but also to contribute to household income. Gender relations in 

the home also played a role in women's decisions to seek outside enq>loyment or to 

remain at home, eq}ecialfy in Agua Prieta, where the unemployed women said their 

husbands did not want them to find jobs while their children were young. Women in 

Douglas also took part-time jobs in order to be at home widi tiieir young childretL In both 

cities, these decisions were conditioned, of course, by the availability of jobs, and hy the 

tradition of women's involvement in self«nq}loyment in Mexico's informal sector. 

Muh^le trip making is a distinct pattern of mobility that is not addressed to a great 

degree in the literature on women's mobility but that is significant in the lives of the 

respondents on both sides of the border. Rosenbloom (1995a) and Rey et aL (1995) 

include information regarding numbers of person trips and vehicle tr^s per day made by 
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men conqiaied to women in the US (Rosenbloom) and Mexico City (Risy et aL). They do 

not address, however, the patterns of nmlt^le ti  ̂making, the destinations and the types 

of people TTialfing mult^le tr|ps throughout the day. Mult^le tr^ping was a type of 

mobility described especially, but not onty, by re^ndents with children. A common 

pattern was for the re^ndent to take her children to school, pick them up at hmch, drop 

them at the bal^ysitter, or bring them with her to her worlqplace for the remainder of the 

day. Respondents' journey home from the workplace often involved linked trips—thq  ̂

picked up their child, stopped at the grocery store, the video store, their parents' house, 

then finalfy arrived at their own home. 

Multiple trip making reflects cultural values; for exan^le, femilies placed 

inqjortance on eating limch together and on spending time with relatives on the other side 

of the border. Though mult^le trps and linked trips filled women's days with travel 

through the city and on the other side of the border, they also fulfilled important &mify 

fimctions and reinforced, to a certain degree, women's gender roles. For women without 

children, as well as mothers, multiple tripping was made possible by the relative '̂ small 

size of the two cities, as the short distances between places allowed women to arrange 

their days to include multiple tr^s. 

Women whose access to private tran^rtation was limited usually managed to 

negotiate transport to most of the places they needed to go (possibfy generating multiple 

tripping by others who gave them rides). Women who did not drive, however, had to plan 

their travel more carefu% and accomplish more on each trip; they therefore more often 
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made linked as they said aprovechando el vuge (taking advantage of the tr^). If 

th  ̂depended on public tran^rtation or the dial-arride servkes, they were more likefy to 

make di^e-destination tr  ̂to the grocery store and back home, or to a relative's house 

and back home. Gender ideologies and cultural values shaped their mobility decisions, and 

urban structures and infiastructure influenced v^iere th  ̂were able to go and the Qpes of 

goods and services available, and en^loyment opportunities. 
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Chapter Four 

ACROSS THE LINE: BORDER CROSSING 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter addresses the trends and patterns of border crossing by the 

respondents and members of their households in order to answer the central research 

question about differences between women on the two sides of the border, and to ejqiand 

the review of patterns of mobility to those that are direct  ̂influenced by the presence of 

the border. I discuss motivations for cross-border mobility, reasons for not crossbog, 

destinations, frequencies, and cross-border connections as these issues relate to the 

characteristics of the respondents who cross and those who do not I will also consider the 

important structural issues in the context of the intematioDal border dividing the two cities 

and how these affect women's decisions about crossing the border. Structural &ctors such 

as immigration policies, educational and employment opportunities, and the physical 

structure of the buih environment have different influences on the crossing behavior of 

women from the two cities. In addition, although women from both cities regular  ̂cross 

the border, their apparent  ̂similar behavior is often the manifestation of distinct 

motivations and meanings in the women's lives, e}q)ressed differential  ̂based on those 

fectors listed above. 

I did not directty examine the issue of illegal immigration as part of this study, but 

it entered into the research particular  ̂as an aspect of women's attitudes toward the 

Border Patrol I address it here because residents on both sides of the border are greatly 
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concerned with tbe issue as illegal crossings contmue to increase in the Agua Prieta-

Douglas area and it was a fiequent topic of conversation in the interviews. Nevertheless, 

for all the enq>faasis the US govenunent places on preventing illegal crossings and 

apprehending illegal crossers at the Menco-US border, the vast mqority of people 

crossing from Mexico into Douglas do so legalfy. For the purposes of this study it was 

in:q)ortant for me to coiisider the issue in ̂  context of how it related to the lives of the 

women a^o live at the border (including my own), and not onfy in re^nse to 

immigration policies or the portrayal of immigration in the US media or the academic 

literature. I did not ask re^ndents if th  ̂had ever crossed the border illegally, and none 

vohmteered such an admissioiL Mexicans who cross iH^ally receive much more attention 

in the American media than do legal crossers, but the legal crossers have much more of an 

iicpact on residents at the local scale. I will discuss re^ndents' attitudes toward illegal 

immigrants, the Border Patrol and related issues in the next chapter. 

CROSSERS AND NON-CROSSERS 

Table 4.1 shows the differences in crossing frequencies among respondents, based 

particular  ̂on place of residence, and also, as will be discussed throughout this chapter, 

on nationality, gender, stage in life course, and economic levels. The most inq)ortant 

&ctors affecting frequency of border crossing included place of residence and nationality 

or ethnicity. The major difference in crossing behavior between re^ndents from the two 

cities is that those from Agua Prieta cross the border much more frequentfy and regularly 

than those from Douglas: 42 percent of respondents from Douglas cross the border less 
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than once per month, and 64 percent of those from Agua Prieta cross once a week or 

more. All but one of the Douglas respondents who crossed three times a week or more 

were Hispanic: half were Mexican citizens residing legally in the US but maintaTning 

strong cross-border connections with relatives in Agua Piieta; the other half were US 

citizens, all of whom regular  ̂visited close relatives living in Agua Prieta. The one Anglo 

respondent in this groi  ̂of fiequent crossers was en^loyed in the Douglas o£Sce of a 

maquiladora and went often to the conq)aiQr's Agua Prieta ofSce. Outside her business 

ties, she had no cross-border connections and rarefy crossed £>r other reasons. 

Respondents from Agua Prieta who crossed most often included those who had Mends or 

relatives in Douglas, but also those ̂ o had no social ties across the line. 

Of the re^ndents who do not cross the border, structural &ctors prevented those 

from Agua Prieta from crossing; Le., they did not have the proper documents. All but one 

of those from Agua Prieta who could not cross would like to be able to enter the US to 

shop in Douglas, and most had applied for passports and crossing cards. The US 

respondents who do not cross, in contrast, were responding to personal &ctors~they had 

no interest in going to Agua Prieta and often said they had no reason to do so. Two 

respondents in Douglas also said they had no transportation to go to Agua Prieta, and 

therefore could not cross the border even if they had wanted to (which neither did). One 

respondent in Agua Prieta who did not cross the border did have a crossing card. She did 

not cross, she said, because she had no money to shop in Douglas, and since the &mify 

had sold its car she had no transportation to cross the border. 
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TABLE 4.1 
Crossing the Border 

Those who cross (percent of all re^ndents) 
Douglas AguaPrieta 

Cross 90 78 
Do not cross 10 22 
Other household members cross* 78 84 

*Two reqxmdents in Agua Prieta and five in Douglas live in person housdioMs. 

Border crossing fi-equency (percent of all respondents): 
Douglas Agua Prieta 

Never 10 22 
Less than once^ear 4 — 
Less than once/month 28 2 
1-2 times/month 36 12 
1-2 times/week 14 30 
Daily, or 3 or more times/week 8 30 
More than once/day 0 4 

The US-MeMco border is often described as the place where two diq)arate 

cultures meet, where the imbalanced relationshq)—economic and political power, and 

sociocuhural—between the two countries is immediate  ̂obvious. The Mexican 

respondents in this study e:q)erienced the imbalance of power in a personal way, as they 

had to show a pasqwrt and visa, or a crossing card in order to enter the US. They 

e}q)ressed displeasure at the &ct that US citizens, in contrast, have unobstructed admission 

to Mexico and ea  ̂re-entry into the United States. In order to obtain a crossing card 

Mexicans must have a pas^rt and proof of border residence (difScult for those who do 

not receive utility bills, rent bills, or other ofiScial mail at a street address), must show they 
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are employed and have an income (difScult for the self^n^loyed or tbose enq>loyed in tbe 

informal sector) or that they have support from someone else wbo is enq)byed, tbat tb  ̂

have money in a Mexican bank account, and tbat tb  ̂are registered for Seguridad Social 

(through their eny^loyer) in Mexico. For some Agua Prieta re^ndents, tbe crossing card 

application process was conq)licated, as tbe first step is obtaining a Mexican passport One 

respondent said she would have to go in person to her home town in order to secure a 

copy of her birth certificate, requiring a day-long bus trip to her home town and another 

day to return. Other re^ndents had similar tales of the tin  ̂and effort required to gather 

the necessary paperwork to get the crossing card, but they considered the expenditure 

worthA^^e and the card a welcome amenity of border residence. 

In the past, applicants submitted the documentation to the US Immigration and 

Naturalization 0£5ce at the border to be approved by US ofiScials. Changes to US 

immigration laws in 1996 require that after April 1,1998, the documentation be submitted 

to a US Consulate (Steller 1998). Currently the Consulate closest to Agua Prieta is in 

Hennosillo, capital of Sonora, although another is planned for Nogales, Sonora. Recent  ̂

the INS announced it would delay inq)Iementation of that section of the 1996 immigration 

reform and would continue to accqpt applications at Ports of Entiy. When it is enforced, 

possibty beginning in 1998, the new regulation will require a day's travel to Nogales and 

back in order for residents of Agua Prieta to appty for a crossing card, with obvious 

implications for residents without access to transportation. The irony, of course, is that 

Mexicans crossing legally into Douglas constitute the li&blood of Douglas' econono ,̂ as 
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they cross the border to shop, seek entertaimnent, dine, use services—that is, to leave their 

mon  ̂ia the United States. 

I imtiaOy surmised that lack of a crossing card would relate to Sorter length of 

residence at the border, but of the women who did not have crossing cards (20 percent of 

respondents in Agua Prieta), one was a life-loi  ̂resident of the city who had never ̂ plied 

fi)r a card, others had lived in Agua Prieta from one to eight years, and onty one had lived 

there less than a year. That it took some women a long time to obtain a crossing card 

more likefy was a reflection of the availability of other household members to go shopping 

across the border, and of the effort required to appty, than of newcomer status. 

Traditional gender roles in Mexican households were reinforced at the border by 

the institutions that establish requirements for certain actions, such as crossing the border 

legally, that were more difScult for women to meet than for men. For example, half the 

respondents without crossing cards lived in households 'niiere at least one other person, 

usualfy their husband, did cross the border. Given the requirements for obtaining a 

crossing card, it is not surprising that some men would have a card in households where 

women would not, as the women were more likely to be involved in the informal sector, to 

be at very low personal income levels, and to depend on their husbands for most or all of 

household income. 

SELF-IMPOSED BOUNDARIES 

When I asked the women about places they avoided on the other side of the 

border, the striking difference between reqjondents was the e}q)ression of fear or distaste 
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by those in Doiiglas of going to specific places in Agua Prieta, or of going across the line 

in generaL Nearfy all the req)ondents in Douglas who said th  ̂would not go to certain 

places in Agua Prieta e:q)ressed some sense of fear or discomfort regarding the Mexican 

police, the bars, the gangs, drug traJBBckers or other criminals, about getting lost in the 

city, or about being afraid to drive there (because of drunks, the police, or the different 

laws in Mexico). Women in Agua Prieta, in contrast, did not voke fear for the most part 

when talking about Douglas, and did not avoid places in Douglas because th  ̂feared 

them. Onty two women said that they avoided the parks in Douglas aiter dark because 

they were dangerous. The institutional boimdaries that were beyond women's control 

removed the option of ini|x>sing one's own boundaries; that is, one Agua Prieta 

req)ondent said she does not go to Douglas at all, but onfy because she can not cross the 

border. 

All the respondents fi'om Douglas who answered this question affirmative '̂ 

mentioned specific places in Agua Prieta or the city in general as places they will not go. 

Forty-one percent of those said they will not go to Agua Prieta at all, for reasons ranging 

fi-om being "particular" about places, to not trusting the Mexican police, fear of robberies 

and other dangers, to having read about an outbreak of leprosy in Agua Prieta. Twelve 

percent said they will not go to Agua Prieta alone, and another twelve percent said they 

would not go across the line at night or on weekends. 

Among respondents and other residents I talked to it was a generally accepted fact 

that crime was higher in Agua Prieta than in Douglas, although the statistics to support 
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that folk wisdom are not readify available. The newspapers in Agua Prieta do seem to 

highlight crimes and violence more than does the newspsqier in Douglas (based on own 

imscientific survQr), and people I talked to in Douglas (women and men) convoked a sense 

that Mexico is a dangerous place, and that joiasy Mexicans are criminals. Agua Prieta has a 

much larger population than Douglas, therefore the numbers of crimes committed could be 

much higher in the former 1^41116 the crime rate (per capita) could be similar in botL I do 

not have statistics on crime fer either city, and am reporting onfy the sense of violence and 

danger expressed by many of the respondents in this study. Although this image of Mexico 

in general and Agua Prieta specifically as dangerous places was voiced 1  ̂many 

respondents firom Douglas, very few had any tales of personal experiences on which to 

base their fears, and many of them maintained strong connections with Mexican relatives 

and fiiends across the border.' Their description of their behavior did not always match 

their e^ressed fears of the possible consequences of that behavior, because even those 

' I experienced personalty the very real power of the fear generated by rumors, the media, 
and second-hai  ̂third-hand, or even &rther-removed stories about adventures at the 
border. I conducted 25 interviews in Douglas before I started interviewing in Agua Prieta, 
and in retrospect I realized that I had absorbed many of the fears women in Douglas had 
expressed to me in the interviews. I was apprehensive about driving in Agua Prieta, about 
walking around the city in the naiddle of the day, and about dealing with Mexican and US 
Customs Agents while crossing the border. As a result I unconscious  ̂postponed starting 
the research in Agua Prieta. Fear wields a powerful influence on human behavior, and 
need not be based on personal experience to affect dedaons about where, when, and with 
whom to travel Once I started going to Agua Prieta, and crossed the border daily or more 
often, I began to be more comfortable, and although I always drove cautious ,̂ I also 
began to see that Agua Prieta was probabty no more dangerous than aiQr other city of its 
size, as was probabty as safe as any city at the border. I do not mean to belittle ot  ̂
women's or ray own fears, and I am sure it is a good idea to have a healthy respect for the 
Mexican police and the US Customs Agents. 
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wiio described negative, even haiiowing incidents experienced by others or seen on 

television news were among those crossed ̂  border abne. 

STAGE IN LIFE COURSE 

Respondents' stage in the life course and their past e^qperiences of the border had 

an influence on how th  ̂conceptualized life at the border and their attitudes about the 

other side; however, although stage in life course shaped their mobility, their thoughts 

about personal safety (especialfy for women in Douglas talking about crossing into Agua 

Prieta) cut across the stages of the life course. For exanq}le, many respondents fiom 

Douglas said that in the past they had crossed the border more frequently than they did in 

the present, and for some of the older women this was often because in their younger days 

they went to Agua Prieta to dance and drink, and no longer participated in those activities. 

"Night clubs are for the young," a few of the older women told me. Younger respondents 

without children in Douglas most often were those who said they went to n^tspots in 

Agua Prieta. Some indicated that this type of behavior was acceptable for young 

unmarried women, but once a women married or had children she should not frequent 

such places. 

The cohorts of older women on both sides of the border had shared experiences of 

the past and the evolution of the two cities. They said times and the city had changed, and 

many e}q)ressed a sense of nostalgia for the old days when people had crossed the border 

without thinking about it being a division between two countries. Although Agua Prieta 

respondents in general did not feel as fearfiil about their city as those from Douglas did. 
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women of various ages thought that Agua Prieta was beconm  ̂an increasingly dangerous 

place. Th^r too said Agua Prieta felt less safe to them because of increasing crime and 

drug trafficking, and because the city was full of strangers—the large numbers of people 

congregating, waitiE  ̂to cross the border illegally, and it therefore no longer held any 

^peal to them as a place of entertainment or other social activities. 

For re^ndents at the stage of the life course when children's needs were a major 

&ctor in planning their daify travel, crossmg the border to do the groceiy shopping or 

other errands was necessarily a &mify activity, undertaken in the evenings or on weekends 

when children and husbands (if part of the household) were home. This femify 

arrangement suited many re^ndents as they preferred not to go out alone in the evenings 

or to cross the border alone. More mothers in Agua Prieta than in Douglas said they rarely 

crossed the border or went anywhere else alone because th  ̂always had their children 

with them. Respondents in both cities included enqjloyed mothers ̂ ^iio did not have time 

during the day to take care of household obligations. 

Older women in the study population on both sides of the border went fewer 

places in general than the younger women, and this finding included crossmg the border, 

especially alone. This is consistent with studies of older women's travel behavior (Hill 

1996; Rosenbloom 1993, 1995b). However, younger women, eqjecially in Douglas, also 

were among those who would not cross the border alone and those who were not 

interested in crossing at alL Women had similar reasons fer crossing the border regardless 

of stage in the life course. One might assume that older women in Douglas (or their 
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husbands), more than younger women, went more fiequentty to pharmacies in Agua Prieta 

to have prescr^ons fiQed, but maiQr of the younger re^ndents, especia]  ̂those 

were mothers of young children or daughters of older parents, bought medications across 

the line. Thus their behavior was similar, although the Fecipient of the purchase might be 

different 

TRANSPORTATION ACROSS THE BORDER 

My observations at the Douglas-Agua Prieta Port of Entry indicated that more 

people crossed the border riding in private automobfles than waOdng. Although most of 

the destinations listed the women in this study were within walking distance of the Port 

of Entry, most respondents either drove themselves across the border or rode with a fiiend 

or relative. Few respondents from either side walk across the border (14 percent of those 

from Douglas, 18 percent £ix>m Agua Prieta), although crossing on foot is common for 

people from both sides: on any given day one sees many people from Mexico walking 

along Pan American Avenue in Douglas from the Port of Entry towards the shopping area, 

or pushing grocery carts frill of purchases back toward the border. US tourists visiting 

Agua Prieta often walk from the shopping plaza or a parking area north of &e Port of 

Entry. Respondents from Douglas w^o walked across the border iisually parked in one of 

the parking lots for the fest food outlets or in front of the Safeway groceiy store. Those 

who preferred to walk a shorter distance could use the unsupervised dirt lot just north of 

the Port of Entry. The parking spaces in that lot, however, are often marked 1  ̂piles of 

broken windshield glass, neatfy placed one car-width apart. 
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Walking across the line reflects the structural effects of living at the border in a 

different way than driving, as it restricts wonien's destinations to those within the distance 

they can walk in the time th  ̂have aDotted to carrying out their tasks on the other side. 

New businesses in Douglas and tourist-oriented businesses in Agua Prieta are well-aware 

of this and have located themselves according  ̂to attract cxistomers from the other side. 

The Agua Prieta re^ndents who walked across the border had a choice of tranq)ortation 

options and often switched modes. Women fiom Douglas could have used the same 

tran^rtation options while in Agua Prieta, but usualfy traveled in private vehicles across 

the border, a few walked, and onty one took advantage of the bus ̂ em in Agua Prieta. 

Transportation use in border crossing reqx>ndents from Agua Piieta was, 

therefore, more varied than that of Douglas respondents. For exan:q>le, some Agua Prieta 

respondents took a city bus to the Port of Entry or bad a femily member drop them off 

nearby and then walked the quarter mile to the closest shopping area. Alternative ,̂ they 

also could take a city bus to the main plaza and then the Safeway store bus to the 

WalNfart-Safeway shopping plaza in Douglas, or walk one block north of the Port of 

Entry, wdiere a bus from Basha's grocery store waited to transport customers the two 

miles to that store. Taxi cabs  ̂also waited near the Port of Entry in Douglas for Mexican 

customers, but respondents in both cities said they rarely used taxis because of the 

 ̂Althougji the taxi business in Douglas has grown over the past decade, onty five or six 
cabs appear to be operating in the city at ai^r one time. It is possible that taxi drivers 
depend on female customers, given women's lower access to private automobiles, but as I 
did not interview taxi drivers I cannot confirm or negate this. 
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eypease, and none in either city said th  ̂used taxi cabs while th  ̂were on the other side 

of the border. 

Most of the destinations in .̂ ua Prieta listed by Douglas re^ndents were within 

comfortable walking distance for those preferred not to drive in Agua Prieta, though 

in spite of reporting their preference of not driving across the line, most re^ndents did 

cross in private automobiles, either driving themselves or riding with someone else. I 

^ke to one automobile insurance agent about US coverage for people i^o crossed the 

border and stayed in a border city. She said that technicalfy the vehicle was covered while 

in Mexico just south of the border, but realisticalfy they encouraged their clients to not 

depend on their US insurance if they crossed the border. No one I spoke to in Douglas 

who drove on the other side mentioned biding Mexican insurance, wiiich woTild not be 

practicable at any rate, considering the often spontaneous nature of cross-border trips. 

Some respondents in Douglas conplained that Mexican drivers did not have any 

automobile insurance, re^ndents said they had seen Mexicans involved in accidents who 

either drove their damaged cars back to Mexico or sin:q)ly abandoned the vehicle in 

Douglas. One Agua Prieta respondent said her husband would not drive in Douglas 

because he had once, many years before, received a trafiBc ticket there and was afiaid to 

go back because he had never paid the fine. 

The higher number of reqwndents from Douglas who ride to the other side with 

someone else (30 percent of respondents in Douglas, 10 percent in Agua Prieta) reflects 

their reluctance to cross the border alone, as well as the social and entertainment nature of 
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mai^r of their ti  ̂across the border. Th^r were often taking visitors to Agua Prieta, 

going to eat in a restaurant, or going to visit or fiiends. Riding with others also 

reflects the lack of transportation alternatives in Douglas and women's disinclination to 

use the bus system in Agua Prieta. Fewer women in Agua Prieta had access to their own 

or others' automobiles, and therefore more often used alternative means of tranqx)rt to 

cross the border. 

CROSS-BORDER DESTINATIONS 

A pattern of cross border mobility differentiated by place of residence and 

reflecting the distinct economic structures of the two cities emerges in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 

Reasons for crossing the border were often similar even when the types of destinations 

were not. For example, a major motivation for crossing the border for respondents from 

both sides is to shop, but those fi:om Agua Prieta go to biQr different types of goods or 

services than do respondents from Douglas. The first destination mentioned 

respondents from Agua Prieta was the Safeway grocery store, the second was WalNfert, a 

distant third was restaurants (mostfy the &st food outlets close to the border, but others 

were also mentioned). Re^ndents referred to the remaining destinations (including the 

library, church, bingo games, and other stores) much less ftequentfy, although the 

individuals who listed them were regular visitors. Re^ndents from Douglas most often 

mentioned pharmacies as their cross-border destination, followed by restaurants and 

various grocery or q)ecialty food stores. As Table 4.2 shows, grocery stores were not a 
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major destination for Douglas respondents crossing the border, and most Douglas 

respondents do not biQr more than two or three different types of fi>od in Agua Prieta. 

Unlike the respondents from Agua Prieta, women in Douglas tended to cross the 

border at irregular intervals to buy speciality products such as medicines, cigarettes and 

tortillas, or products that do not need to be purchased weekly or more fi^uentfy, such as 

household cleaning products and paper goods (see Table 4.3). Some reqx)ndents from 

Agua Prieta, in contrast, did all their grocery and other household shopping in Douglas, 

requiring frequent trips, and nearfy all made regular ti^s to Douglas to bity food and 

clothing. The vohime of Mexican shoppers at grocery stores in Douglas is reflected in the 

&ct that the largest Sa&way in Arizona was buih there, and recent  ̂a third full-sized 

supermarket opened. 

Institutional restrictions on legal border crossings were re^nsible for changes in 

gender roles in Mexican households, because men often could more easify obtain a 

crossing card. Crossii  ̂the border legalfy jSrom south to north carries a certain amount of 

prestige and respect, as legal access to the United States is valued in Agua Prieta. Thus, in 

the 10 percent of Agua Prieta respondents' households where the woman could not cross 

the border and the men did, the men were responsible for the grocery shopping done in 

Douglas, traditionalfy  ̂a woman's chore. The husbands' involvement in grocery shopping 

created a household division of labor that reflected the context of residence at the border. 

Because of their residence at the border and the pattern of crossing to purchase supplies to 

maintain the household, these Mexican men partic^ated more often on their own and with 
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TABLE 4.2 
Cross-border desdoations 

Major destinatioiis (percent of re^ndents who mention) 

Re^ndents from Agua Prieta Re^ndents from Douglas 
Safeway 87 Pharmacy 60 
WalMart 67 Restaurants 49 
Restaurants 28 TortiUeria, panaderia 42 
Visit &mify/friends 18 Visit &mity/friends 23 
Cochise College 15 VH grocery store/mall 19 
Basha's Mercado 15 Curio stores 19 
Doctor, dentist 15 Liquor store 16 
Parks 13 Other grocery stores 16 
Downtown 13 Doctor, dentist 7 
Other stores 13 Beauty shop 5 
Bank 10 
Post OflSce 8 
Kmart 8 
Job-related 5 

their wives (the re^ndents) in these types of dail  ̂household maintenance activities than 

they probabfy woiild in cities away from the border (see Qbant 1992b; Gonzalez de la 

Rocha 1994, 115-129; Alonso 1992), or indeed in Douglas. Because I did not interview 

men I can not assess their attitudes about groceiy shopping in Douglas; however, I 

frequentfy saw Mexican men shopping alone or Avith other men, and I often saw them with 

their &milies in the grocery stores. Sometimes they would wait in the car in the parking 

lot, and it was not unusual to see men and sometimes children sitting in cars, listening to 

music or talking; more often, though, they were active participants inside the stores. 

Aside from grocery shopping, other cross-border destinations of the men in the 

Agua Prieta respondents' households tended to reinforce traditional gender roles. 
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Respondents' husbands or other men in their households were more likety to cross the 

border to bi  ̂s(q)plies for buanesses, auto parts, and gasoline. One re^ndent's husband 

went to Douglas just twice a year to biQr candy and cookies to take as gifts to business 

associates in the interior of Mexico, but the re^ndent crossed regularly to biQ  ̂the 

Emily's groceries and to visit relatives. In addition, male household members went to 

Douglas to buy supplies for femify businesses, and to the bank and the post o£Sce. 

Border crossing destinations and motivations reflected gender divisions among 

households in Douglas as well Over a quarter of respondents listed different reasons for 

cross-border trips for the men in their households. Older men in Douglas often crossed to 

get haircuts. One Douglas re^ndent's &ther, m^o was from Agua Prieta, went across 

eveiy day to biQr the newspaper and spend time with acquaintances; the respondent said 

lie goes to be in Mexico." A few reqxjndents' husbands went to Agua Prieta once every 

few months to buy medicines. Others have business ties that take them to Agua Prieta 

regularly, and sometknes &rther into Mexico, and one regular  ̂goes to junli^ds looking 

for used auto parts. Some re^ndents' teenaged sons went to Agua Prieta to go to 

discotheques and bars, but most Douglas re^ndents thought their sons crossed the 

border infiequentfy or not at alL 

SHOPPING ACROSS THE LINE 

Better prices and higher quality were the top reasons women on both sides of the 

border gave for shopping on the other side. For respondents in Agua Prieta this inchided 

taking advantage of sales at Douglas grocery and clothing stores, as sales were rarely seen 
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in Mexican stores. Douglas grocery and department stores run the same advertisements in 

the AguaPtieta newspapers as in the Douglas ne\x^paper. Certain food items were 

mentioned mai^r re^ndents ̂ m Agua Prieta as products th  ̂regular  ̂purchase in 

Douglas; in particular milk and chicken, also cold cuts, dried beans, and canned goods. 

These were all said to be less e}q)ensive in Douglas than in Agua Prieta; in addition, 

respondents said thqr preferred the taste of the mOk sold in Douglas and that it lasts 

longer, and that the chicken is safer (less likefy to be contanmated with bacteria). 

Respondents said that Mexican products of equal quali  ̂were available in Agua Prieta, 

but were more ejqpen^e. To buy goods of the same quality, th^r saved money by 

shopping in Douglas. 

Douglas reqwndents 'w^o shopf>ed for food in Mexico bought products that were 

not available or not considered authentic in the US. Several Douglas respondents said they 

preferred the avocados sold in Agua Prieta, although they had to remove the pits firom the 

avocados in order to bring them through US Customs into Douglas. Some stores will 

perform this task for their US customers; but some women go to Agua Prieta prq>ared 

with a knife to remove the pits before they reach the Port of Entry. Reqwndents fiom 

Douglas also preferred the tortillas, breads, and sweet breads available in Agua Prieta. 

Some made q)ecial trips just to pick up these items, but more often they bought tortillas 

when they went to Agua Prieta to biQ  ̂medicines or visit fnends or &mily. Re^ndents 

said some of these items were now as e}q)ensive in Agua Prieta as they were in Douglas, 

so those who continued to buy across the border did so because of preference for the 
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Mexican product rather than because they could get things less e}q>ensive] ,̂ as was the 

case in the past. 

TABLE 4.3 
Cross-border Shopping 

Goods and services purchased (percent of re^ndents ̂ pping across border): 

Respondents fiom Douglas (î 3) Respondents fiom Agua Prieta (if=39) 

Medicines 77 Food 100 
Baked goods 60 Clothes 56 
Other food items 40 Shoes 28 
Alcohol 21 Gasoline, other automobile 13 
Gifts, curios 14 Everything 10 
Household cleaning products 14 Housewares, cleaning products 8 
Personal care items 7 Products to sell in Agua Prieta 8 
Clothing, shoes 5 Personal care items 5 
Ceramics (pots, tiles) 5 Office supplies, p^)er goods 5 

Furoiture, appliances 3 

Reason for purchase across the border: 

Less ejqjensive 67 Less expensive 82 
Better taste, quality 35 Better quality, taste 62 
Not available in US 35 Take advantage of special sales 21 
No need for prescription 14 Not available in Mexico 21 
Products purer in Mexico 5 Prefer US products 13 
Favorable exchange rate 2 More convenient to shop in US 5 
Habit, custom 2 Habit, custom 5 

In a &w cases, women from Douglas bought certain types of things in Agua Prieta 

that women from Agua Prieta elected to buy in Douglas, reflecting their personal 

preferences for specific products from the other country. For exanq)le, one re^ndent in 

Douglas always used Mexican-manu&ctured personal care products because she thought 
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they had lower chemical content Mexican re^ndents bought personal care products in 

Douglas because, in their opinion, the US products were of higher quality. Similar 

preferences were expressed about household cleaning products: re^ndents fix)m both 

sides declared the products fiom the other side to be of better quality. 

In q>ite of the varying exchange rate of the peso to the dollar and the low wages 

earned by many consumers in Mexico, some re^ndents in Agua Prieta bought goods at 

retail prices in the US to resell in Agua Prieta. One respondent owned a small 

neighborhood grocery store and regular  ̂bought milk and other food at grocery stores in 

Douglas to resell in her store. One sold ice cream from her home, watching the 

newspapers for coiqx)ns and buyiog in quantity when she could. Another bought &bric 

and sewing siq)plies for her home based design and seamstress business. Two respondents 

bought used clothing in the US to sell in Mexico, one traveling to Los Alleles and one 

biQong in Douglas. By breaking up the large quantities they bought on the US side and 

selling small quantities for a higher unit price in Agua Prieta, the women selling food made 

a small profit The seamstress's profit derived from the value added to the materials she 

bought at retail prices in Douglas, as she designed and sewed for those willing to pay for 

stylish hand-sewn clothing. 

A respondent in Douglas who made crafts in her home regular  ̂shopped m Agua 

Prieta for a specific type of pottery only available in Mexico. Another Douglas respondent 

and her husband bought fi'esh produce and bread daify in Agua Prieta to ptepare for sale in 

Douglas. These two were the only respondents in the Douglas study group who bov^t 
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suppfies and materials to produce goods for sale in the US, but it seems likely that other 

residents of Douglas buy materials in Agua Prieta for small scale production of crafts, 

food, or other goods or services. 

CROSS BORDER TRAVEL FOR HEALTH CARE 

Crossing the border for health care was strong  ̂differentiated by place of 

residence and reflected the distinct health care sjystems availsdjle to re^lents (Table 4.4). 

Low income residents of Douglas rarefy crossed the border for health care, as they 

depended on government-sponsored health care plans, such as the Arizona Health Care 

Cost Containment System (AHCCCS), and federal programs such as Medicare. Few 

respondents in Agua Prieta could afford to cross the line for health care; those who did 

were of higher income levels and often carried US health insurance. Re^ndents from 

Agua Prieta who saw doctors in Douglas or Tucson, and one a\^o went to a dentist, said 

they felt more confident of the doctors in the US. Some noted that Mexico had good 

doctors, but for specialists or operations—the "big stuf^" as two respondents said—they 

preferred to go to the US, where they feh th  ̂obtained better care. Three women from 

Agua Prieta sought pre-natal care and gave birth in the US; one said she wanted her 

children to be US citizens so they would to be able to go to school in Douglas. In contrast 

to the image portrayed in the US media, most of the participants in Agua Prieta did not 

seek to give birth in the United States to ensure that their children were citizens. Even 

most of those ̂ o could afford US health care had borne their children in Mexico. Pope's 

(1997) research indicated that women at the border were most likefy to give birth in the 
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countiy 'n^iere their doctor's ofiSce was bcated, rather than based on a desire fi>r US 

citizenship. The high cost of most medkal services and the relative  ̂small number of 

health care providers in Douglas, may also have a bearing on women's choice to have their 

children in Mexico. 

Enployed respondents in Agua Prieta are eligible for medical care through the 

Instituto Mexicano de Seguridad Social; as one re^ndent commented: 'Ve're paying for 

it so we may as well use the service." Most of the maquiladoras have medical clinics 

where enq}loyees can see a physician or the equivalent of a physician's assistant or nurse 

practitioner on certain days and hours during the week. Some re^ndents e}g>ressed a 

sort of nationalistic pride that people fix>m the US came to Mexico for medical care, and 

most seemed satisfied with the level of services available. Several mentioned that a 

modem, high-tech hospital bad opened &irfy recentfy  ̂in Hermosillo, and that they would 

feel confident going there for laay kind of q}ecialized treatment th  ̂needed. 

Most re^ndents in Douglas ̂ ^o said th  ̂go to Agua Prieta for health care use 

dental services, most common  ̂offering the reason that dentists in Mexico do good 

quality work at much lower prices. The women who had had dental work done in Agua 

Prieta e^ressed satis&ction with the service they or their &mify members had received, 

and always commented that they saved a great deal of money by going to Mexico. Those 

respondents fix>m Douglas who visited a doctor in Agua Prieta often said the doctor was a 

relative. In addition to saving money, a common reason for seeing a doctor in Mexico is 

greater accessibility—respondents noted that it takes a long time to make an appointment 
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to see a doctor in the US, wbeieas doctors in Mexico can often see them the same day 

th  ̂caD, or if they drop in 'without an appointment This is an advantage of living at the 

border cited by several Douglas respondents. 

TABLE 4.4 
Border crossing £)r health care 

Those wlio cross for health care (percent of re^ndents who cross the border): 
Douglas (ir=43) Agua Prieta (if=39) 

Cross* 77 28 
Do not cross 23 72 

Type of service: 
Regular doctor or dentist 64 45 
Specialists 3 45 
Emergencies or for rapid service 6 — 
Prescr^tion medications onfy 27 9 

* IhchuJes respondents who said they crossed for heahfa care services in the past but rarefy or never do now. 

Crossing the border to bity prescription drugs, either with or without a 

prescription, has long been a practice of people in the US. Several respondents mentioned, 

however, that prices of medicines in Agua Prieta were increasing steadify, to the point that 

some were at or near the same prices as in Douglas pharmacies, and soon there would be 

no advantage to crossing the border to biQ  ̂them. 

TOURISM ACROSS THE LINE 

Some respondents in Douglas (19 percent of those who cross the border) 

mentioned that they took visitors to Agua Prieta, to the curio shops on Avenida Pan 

Americana and to restaurants. They liked being able to show visitors the "real Mexico," 
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because they felt that Agua Prieta is not a city oriented to US tourists. Of course, 

respondents take their out-of-town vigors to see predsefy those places that do cater to 

tourists, and little beyond a few blocks of the Port of Entry draws tourists, and is onfy 

seen those who pass throiigh on their way to the interior of Sonora or grther into 

Mexico. All the re^ndents who took visitors across the line spent less than two hours as 

tourists in Agua Prieta, and on various occasions I saw tourists on their own enter Agua 

Prieta and leave within half an hour—^parentty enough time to feel they had captured a 

flavor of Mexico .̂ Re^ndents jSrom Agua Prieta never mentioned taking visitors into 

Douglas to see the "real'" United Stales, although certain events in Douglas—such as the 

Cinco de Mayo celebrations, the Cochise County Fair, and the Fiestas of the 16th of 

September-do draw visitors from A^ua Prieta and presumably could attract people from 

other parts of Sonora. 

CROSS BORDER CONNECTIONS 

More re^ndents in Agua Prieta had relatives or fiiends in Douglas than vice 

versa, although a high percentage on both sides did have cross border connections (Table 

4.5). In addition, the percentage of Douglas re^ndents who have relatives or friends 

across the border is strongly differentiated by ethnic group, with a veiy small proportion 

of Anglos having cross-border connections. 1 thou  ̂initially that having connections 

 ̂I am all in &vor of reddents of the US side of tiie border taking out-of-town vigors 
across the line to "see Mexico." Some &milies in Agua Prieta depend on tourist traffic for 
at least part of their livelihoo4 and in cases, Douglas residents would never cross 
the border at all if not to show visitors aroimd Agua Prieta. 
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across the border would be a significant &ctor in whether and how often women crossed. 

For a few women, those with strong cross-border ties as noted above, visiting was an 

inq)ortant part of their activities when th^r went to the other side, but as the major 

motivation for going across the border was shopping, visiting did not seem to be as 

inqx>rtant for the majority of re^ndents \^o cross. Some women in Agua Prieta were 

reluctant to visit fiiends or relatives in the US. As one re^ndent recounted, it cost too 

much to go—th  ̂had to buy gas to drive to Tucson (a 2S0-mile round trip), would 

probabty go out to dinner, and had to take their relatives gifts of tortOlas, bread, or other 

things from Mexico they could not buy in Tucson. Others bad relatives in places too &r 

firom Agua Prieta for visits on a regular basis, so they stayed in touch by telephone or 

sometimes not at alL 

A few re^ndents in both cities had very strong social connections across the line. 

One single mother in Douglas took her children to Agua Prieta nearfy every weekend to 

spend time with Mexican fiiends who had children near hers in age. A respondent in Agua 

Prieta said it was rare to fold her in town over a weeken4 as she usually traveled to 

Douglas at least, and often to Nogales, Arizona, or Tucson, where she had fiiends and 

found more to do. Two other Douglas re^ndents traveled across the line as fi-equently 

as possible and preferred life in Mexico to life in the US. Both were l^al residents, one 

was appfying for US citizenship. The other said she would move back to Mexico, where 

her &mify lives, as soon as her children finished school More respondents in Douglas than 

in Agua Prieta said th  ̂never went across the line to vi  ̂and that their fiiends or 
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relatives on the otber side never came to visit them. One woman in Douglas crossed the 

border daify to visit with her two sisters in Agua Prieta, who went less often to Douglas 

because of lack of tran^rtation. They both asked: should th  ̂go visit their sister in 

Douglas when she came across the border every day to see them? 

Significant proportions of respondents on both sides said they and their relatives or 

fiiends onfy visited on special occasions such as qtdncea^as (1 Sth year birthday party 

for girls), weddings, baptisms or funerals. Visiting across the line and being visited 

friends and relatives from the other side were activities more often practiced 

respondents from Agua Prieta than from Doiiglas, and the most fi-equent visits—once a 

week or more—were made in larger numbers respondents from Agua Prieta and their 

cross border connections than by respondents from Douglas. One life-long Anglo Douglas 

resident talked of how cross-border connections had changed in her lifetime. When she 

was yoiing, she said, people from both sides went back and forth across the border as if it 

were no more than one more street in the city, and everyone in Douglas knew everyone in 

Agua Prieta. She current  ̂had few friends left in Agua Prieta and they no longer visited 

across the line. 

Still, &mify ties remain strong among residents of Douglas and Agua Prieta, and 

even occasional cross-border visits for special occasions were inqx}rtant in maintaining 

social ties and networks that may be caQed upon at other times for support when needed. 

Douglas re^ndents told stories of telephoning relatives or fiiends in Agua Prieta to help 

solve problems with the Mexican authorities, and several rety on relatives or fiiends who 
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are doctors or dentists. Respondents in Agua Prieta, in turn, rely on menibers and 

friends in various ways: the child of one respondent stays in Douglas during the week to 

TABLE 4.5 
Social Connections Across the Border 

Those with fnends and/or relatives (percent of all re^ndents): 
Douglas (n=50) Agua Prieta (ii=50) 

Have relatives/fiiends on other side 70 82 

Anglos with relatives/ftiends in AP 12 0 
Hi^>aDics with 
relatives/fiiendsinAP 58 0 

Frequency of visiting across the border 
(percent of re^ndents with cross border connections): 

(n=35) (nF41) 
Never 43 29 
Special occasions onfy 17 24 
More than once/year, 9 2 

less than once/month 
1-2 times per month 17 24 
More than once per week 14 20 

Respondent visited by friends/relatives from across the border 
(percent of re^ndents with cross border connections) 

Never 31 22 
Special occasions onfy 26 20 
More than once/year, 6 2 

less than once/month 
1-2 times per month 14 32 
More than once per week 23 24 

attend school, another uses a relative's address to receive mail in Douglas, and another 

stays with friends in Douglas, Tucson or Nogales almost eveiy weekend. The somewhat 
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low fiequency of cross-border visiting did not reflect the in^rtance of the visits for 

maintatntng those social ties that served as vital support networks. 

Other types of connections also kQuenced req>ondents' border cros^ng behavior. 

For instance, residents of Agua Prieta took advantage of educational &ci]ities in Douglas. 

Eight percent of the re^ndents &om Agua Prieta had a degree from a US university, and 

six percent graduated firom high school in Douglas. Fourteen percent had taken classes at 

Cochise Community College in the past and 14 percent attended classes there at the time 

of the interview, nx)st studying English. No Douglas re^ndents mentioned taking classes 

in Agua Prieta. Two respondents sent their children to elementary school in Douglas.'' The 

educational connection resulted in fiequent tr̂ s across the line, in addition to those for 

other purposes such as shopping, for many of the respondents from Agua Prieta. Not all 

those ̂ A^o attended classes in Douglas had other social ties there, but some, such as one 

&mify >\iiose children went to school in Douglas, bad relatives they visited frequent .̂ 

EMPLOYMENT ON THE OTHER SIDE 

I expected to encounter daify cross-border commuting for en:q)loyinent, but few 

respondents or members of their households were direct  ̂en:q>loyed on the other side of 

 ̂One respondent whose children attended school in Douglas remarked that she was glad 
to be able to send them to elementary school in the US, where they would leain English, 
because they would not be able to attend high school in Douglas due to the high cost of 
international tuition. It has been reported in the popular media that Mexicans tise fiilse US 
addresses in order to enroll their children in US schools without payitig tuition. One 
teacher in Douglas told me she had been instructed her school's administration to 
watch for and report any cars with Mexican license plates dropping off or picking up 
students. Some Agua Prieta &milies obvious  ̂value an American education enough to 
pay the costs associated with taking their children across the line every day. 
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the border. Several re^ndents or household members had bu^ess comiections across 

the line, and several depended on customers from the other side, but these were not 

among the major influences on reqwndents' mobili .̂ Some respondents on both sides 

hire people from the other side, thus cross-border commuting is part of motulity of border 

residents of the two communities. 

Twenty^two percent of respondents in Douglas have hired people from Mexico, 

mostfy from Agua Prieta, either currentfy (14 percent) or in the past (8 percent). Six 

percent of respondents in Agua Prieta have hired people from the US. One said her femify 

business hired illegal USers to work on the &mily ranch; the others had technicians from 

the US come to Agua Prieta to rq)air machinery. Re^ndents in Douglas hired women 

from Mexico almost exclusively, although one mentioned hiring a young Mexican man to 

do odd jobs around the house. The rraiainder were women who provided child care, 

cleaned house, or did yard work, construction or odd jobs. Respondents in Mexico who 

hired USers, in contrast, mentioned onfy men—appliance rq)airmen, ranch hands, and 

technicians at the maquiladoras. This pattem reflects gender roles as well as the economic 

di^arities between tl  ̂two countries, that is, a Mexican femify in a border city would not 

attenq)t to hire a US domestic worker or gardener when Mexican workers are available at 

lower wages; rather, the USers who worked in Mexico were participating in relatively 

specialized activities, such as giving lessons in con^uter use or repairing qjpliances, with 

the possible exception of the ranch hands, i^o were performing inannal labor. 
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Business ties across the line were iixportant to several of the req)ondeDts and 

sbqied their cross-border travel in various ways. For exanq>le, the Agua Prieta re^ndent 

who designed and sewed clothing bought supplies in Douglas and had rmaay clients from 

there; another ̂ ndio owned a florist shop in Agua Prieta often delivered floral arrangements 

to ciistomers in Douglas. Two re^ndents in Agua Prieta participated in volunteer 

activities that took them to Douglas, and several held staff positions in maquiladoras 

crossed the border regularly for meetings. In the past, three Agua Prieta re^ndents had 

been enq>loyed in the US and so had historical connections across the line. Several 

reqx)ndents from Douglas crossed the border occasionalfy for business. Two were 

enqjloyed maquiladoras with ofSces in Douglas and went to meetings in Agua Prieta or 

ferther into the interior of Mexico. Another attended meetings with the City of Agua 

Prieta as part of her job with the City of Douglas, and another taught con5)uter classes in 

Agua Prieta. 

The husband of one Agua Prieta respondent had been an agricultural laborer under 

the Bracero Program in the US, before that program ended in 1965. Another respondent's 

husband was a seasonal en^loyee in a New Mexico chile packing plant at the time of the 

interview; in the twelve years the couple bad been together he spent most of his time in the 

US, returning occasionalfy to spend a week with the re^ndent and their children. 

Husbands of two respondents from Douglas had business ties in Agua Prieta and &rther 

into Mexico and cross the border regular .̂ One is enq)loyed a maquiladora and travels 

regularly in Sonora, the other deals in used furniture. 
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Although commuting across the border \vas not an important &ctor in the daily 

mobility  ̂of the respondents in this stu(fy, cross-border business connections at a variety of 

scales are obvious)  ̂a s^nificant feature of life at the border, and result in patterns of 

mobility that are shaped both by gender roles at the border and by the economic disparities 

between the two countries. 

CROSSING THE BORDER ALONE 

Table 4.6 shows another striking distinction in border crossing behavior between 

respondents in the two cities: large percentages of re^ndents in both cities said they 

never crossed the border alone, and the predominant difference is in the reasons they gave. 

Women in Douglas felt imcomfertable or afraid going to Agua Prieta by themselves; in 

contrast, the main reason mentioned by respondents in Agua Prieta for not crossing the 

border alone -was that they always had their children with them, or that they always went 

with their husbands or other &ml  ̂members. They always described this in terms of &mity 

responsibility or preference, rather than as fear of going alone. The larger number of 

respondents in Agua Prieta Awho always cross with &mify members reflects differences in 

age structure and stage in life course between the two study groups and more generally 

between the two cities (see Tables 2.1 and 2.3 in Chapter Two), and highlights the 

difference in comfort level between women of the two cities traveling across the line. 

Issues of socioeconomic standing also influenced whether women crossed alone 

inso&r as it limited their access to transportation. For instance, one re^ndent in Agua 

Prieta and two in Douglas, all in the lowest income levels of the study group, cited lack of 
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tran^rtatioii as the reason they did not cross alone. Lacking access to a vehicle meant 

respondents arranged tr  ̂with others and once again accommodated others' schedules 

and preferences. One of the Douglas re^ndents, a woman in her 60s, would have 

preferred to visit relatives in Agua Prieta more often tiban ̂  did, but could onfy go when 

someone else would drive her. Her visiting time was thus contingent upon her ability to 

arrange rides, and was shorter and less frequent than she desired. Gender relatk)ns in the 

household also played a role in whether respondents crossed the border alone; for 

exanq}le, one young mother in Douglas told me her husband, viio never crossed the 

TABLE 4.6 
Crosang the Border Alone 

Cross alone (percent of respondents who cross the border): 
Douglas (if=43)* Agua Prieta (n£=39) 

Go alone 49 56 
Do not go alone SI 44 

Reasons for not crossing alone (percent of re^ndents who do not cross alone): 
(n=22) (n=17) 

Fear, discomfort 59 12 
Always has children 14 47 
Goes with other family or fiiends 9 35 
Only goes to take visitors 9 — 
Lack of transportation 9 6 

* Does not include two respondents -who had crossed in the past but have not crossed in several years. 

border, would not allow her to cross alone, so she always took her young children with 

her and often went with a friend or female relatives. 
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The Feq)ondents in Douglas who expressed feelings of discomfort or fear toward 

crossing the border alone perceived Agua Prieta as an increasing]  ̂violent place and felt 

safer when they were acconq)aDied by &niify members (especial  ̂men) or fiiends. They 

were afiaid of becoming the innocent victim of a criminal act, or distrusted the Mexican 

police and feh there was security in numbers. This sense of discomfort or fear was largefy 

independent of language ̂ ility. Many of the women in Douglas who would not cross the 

border alone had grown up bilingual, and some who crossed regularfy  ̂by themselves 

spoke onfy rudimentary Spanish. The two respondents in Agua Prieta v^o said they &h 

uncomfortable in Douglas did not ei^ress fear of crune, but a more vague sense of 

anxiety. One said she felt more comfortable going to Douglas with her rather large 25-

year-old nephew for conqjany; from our interview, I felt that she preferred not to be alone 

in general and that her nephew was the most avail^le person to acconqjany her across the 

border. The other respondent said die always went to Douglas with femily or friends, but 

it seemed to me that her discomfort was based mainfy on not being able to speak English 

and a sense of being isolated in Douglas. 

CONCLUSION 

Examining the border crossing patterns among re^ndents within the study 

population, it becomes clear that although frequency of crossing and motivation for 

crossing vary among the different women—based on ethnicity or income level, for 

example-crossing patterns cannot be simply described single characteristics or 

categorizations of the women. Most re^ndents on both sides of the border crossed into 
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the other couotiy at least occasionally. Some, eq)ecia]ly among those from Agua Prieta, 

crossed so often as to indicate that the border was merefy an inconvenience ̂ ^ch 

required them to stop briefty on their way north. For mai  ̂women on the US side, 

however, the border represented the end of a safe zone, b^^ond which exist ik) guarantees 

of security or peace. Mmy of the US req)ondents felt no need to go to Mexico unless they 

had visitors from out of town who wanted to see Agua Prieta because it was part of 

another country and therefore different and exotic. Th  ̂did not seek out that difference 

on their own at other times, however. 

Gender roles are significant influences on women's cross border behavior. Cross-

border mobility tended to reflect the gender division of labor in the household, and 

althoiigh some traditional roles were changing within the border context (illustrated, for 

exan5)le, by the high percentage of women enq)loyed outside the home, particularly in the 

maquiladoras, and by some Mexican men's involvement in groceiy shopping in Douglas), 

others were reinforced. Women continued to be re^nsible for most child care and 

transportation, for instance, even when that involved crossing the border mult^le times in 

a day, as was the case for those children of Agua Prieta req)ondents who were attending 

Douglas schools. In addition, although some men from Agua Prieta crossed the border to 

go grocery shopping in Douglas, this remained an activity primarify performed by the 

respondents, sometimes acconopanied by their husbands, but more often with their 

chfldren. Frequentfy the respondents found time for grocery shopping onfy after th^r had 

spent the day at the worlqplace and had made mult^le tr^s to take children to school and 
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babysitters. Men sometimes partic^ed in tran^rting the respondents and their children, 

but this usualfy meant th^r also controlled the &mi] '̂s vehicle for the remainder of the 

day, thus limiting the women's options for mobility. 

Some of the most interesting patterns of difference in border crossing behavior 

reflect place of residence and nationality. Women from Agua Prieta crossed the border in 

response to the pull of structural differences, specificalfy the economic advantages offered 

by the stores in Douglas or other cities, and amenities such as the dollar economy, reliable 

postal services, and parks. Many of those ̂ iio crossed frequentfy did not have social ties 

in the US, and for those re^ndents the economic advantages to shopping in Douglas 

were the mam attraction. The frequent and regular tr^s across the border made Agua 

Prieta respondents were for reasons most often related to the daify necessities of life, 

especialty grocery shopping, and to a lesser extent banloDg and postal services. 

The majority of Douglas respondents who crossed the border most frequently were 

Mexican citizens residing in the US, women who maintained strong social connections in 

Agua Prieta Long-time US citizen residents of Douglas, whether Anglo or Hi^anic, 

experienced a weakening pull from across the line as their social connections &ded. Only 

one Anglo resident of Douglas was among the respondents who crossed once a week or 

more, and her frequent trips were related to her job. Both long-time residents and more 

recent arrivals were among the Hispanic women in Douglas who never crossed at aL 

Most women from Douglas crossed the border less frequent  ̂ and for other purposes than 

respondents from Agua Prieta: in search of specialty items such as medicines, alcohol. 
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cigarettes, and certain foods that either were not available in the US or were less 

expeo^e in Mexico; to show visitors the Mexican side of the border; or to eat in 

restaurants. V 

Consent with the literature (Nichols 1992; Skolnick 1995; Ruiz 1992), US 

women seeking health-related services crossed regular  ̂into Mexico see doctors and 

dentists, and to biQ  ̂prescr^on medicines. Women from Douglas often went to Agua 

Prieta because health care professionals were more accessible there, and th  ̂could be 

seen pron^tly rather than waiting weeks for s^pointments. Ccml^ned with lower costs, 

ease of access will no doubt continue to draw clients from the US across the line to 

Mexican health care professionals. At the same time, Mexican citizens' confidence in US 

doctors and hospitals, and wealthier Mexicans' ability to biQr US health insurance, will 

continue to attract them across the border to US health care professionals. 

Political structures--e.g., US immigration policies—control who enters the US 

legally and for how long, and iicpose legal barriers to northbound crossings that do not 

exist for southbound movements. Passing through customs inspection in both directions 

can be intimidating for women from either side: the respondents from Douglas noted their 

fear of the uniformed and armed Mexican military guards stationed at the border, and 

respondents from Agua Prieta mentioned the arrogance and authoritarian attitudes of the 

US customs inspectors (who are also uniformed and armed, but no respondents mentioned 

that detail). Mexican governmental institutions were sources of fear and anxiety for some 

Douglas respondents who crossed the border, but Agua Prieta residents rarefy mentioned 
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the presence of the Mexican militaiy and police ofiScers patrolled the city's streets. 

Douglas respondents often ̂ ke positive] ,̂ in contrast, of the presence of US Border 

Patrol Agents. This distinction reflects ̂ miliarity with one's own surroundings, and 

confidence in being in the appropriate place. Douglas re^ndents were comfortable and 

felt safe in their own city but nar  ̂were ̂ prehensive as they crossed into Agua Prieta. 

Sometimes respondents from both sides e^qiressed fear of the other side of the border that 

was of a gendered nature, as they felt that women traveling alone were not safe, 

particular  ̂at night but also during the day. In other instances their fear was culturally and 

spatially based, in that women did not feel safe crossing the border, or going to certain 

places on the other side of the border. Most Agua Prieta re^ndents, though, even those 

who did not speak English, were not generally fearful of crossii  ̂the border. 

Language was an issue for non-Spanish speakers from Douglas who did not feel 

comfortable crossing alone, but less so for those from i^ua Prieta who did not speak 

English, as the majority of Douglas residents speak Spanish. Language use and ethnicity 

did, however, affect how the respondents felt tiiey were perceived, not onfy by the 

Customs Inq)ectors but 1  ̂others in both cities, and may sometimes serve as more 

effective barriers than the international boimdaiy. Anti-immigrant sentiments and 

discrimination against Hi^anics are very real in the US and affect how women feel about 

traveling, whether by themselves or with other femSly members, and whether just across 

the border into Douglas or ferther into the interior of the US. 
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Scholars have suggested that cross-border coonectioiis are part of femify survival 

strategies (Anderson and de la Rosa 1991; Dwyer 1994; Heyman 1991; Ingram, Lan  ̂

and Gillilan 1995; Ruiz 1992), especially for low-income &n^es, and indeed, social 

connections across the border are of paramount inqwrtance for some reqx^adents in this 

study. Ties to &mily and friends across the border did not motivate fi:equent tr^s across 

the border 1:  ̂the majority of respondents, however, although regular visits once or twice 

a month were common in both directions. The isqx>rtance of these cross-border 

connections was not necessarity indicated by the number of tr  ̂but was more evidenced 

by the regularity and quality of visits. Some of the women in this study group counted on 

relatives across the line for everythirg jfrom weekly housing for their children to extra food 

for their &mi]ies. Those who maintained cross-border ties inchided women from 

throughout the range of income levels. As the population of Agua Prieta continues to 

grow due to in-migration from other areas of Mexico, the proportion of those who do not 

have social ties on the other side of the border will rise, and corresponding^ ,̂ the 

inq)ortance of the economic relationship between the populations of the neighboring cities 

will grow. 

Velez-Ib^fiez's (1996) border balanced households were in evidence in this study 

group, as many of the women's &niilies~especialfy some in Agua Prieta—had binational 

roots, enjoyed access to dollars through investments or earnings in the US, and regular  ̂

took advantage of amenities on each side of the border. Although I had initial  ̂supposed 

that cross-border connections would be an inqwrtant determinant of the fiequency and 
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duration of tr^s across the line, some women yibo did not know anyone on the other side 

made frequent tr  ̂of duration equal to those "niio had cross-border connections, and 

many women who had friends or relatives on the other side never visited them. Further 

research spedficalfy on the strength and dynamics of cross-border ties would reveal more 

about the in^rtance of relatives and friends to cross-border behavior and shed light on 

the changing interplay of social and economic fi>rces in shaping border life. 
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Cfa^terFive 

LIFE AT THE BORDER: WOMEN'S PERCEPTIONS AND ATTITUDES 

INTRODUCTION 

Pratt and Hanson (1994:25) wrote that **social boundaries are constructed and 

maintained through geogrsphical ones that mark off distinctive ways of life." The 

geographical boundary between Mexico and the Uruted States constitutes no real barrier 

for many women of Douglas and .̂ [ua Prieta—mostfy it inconveniences them as th  ̂go 

about their daify ta  ̂and maintain various social ties and meet daify  ̂obligations. Others 

choose to ignore the border and the ci  ̂and country on the other side of it For most, 

however, the physical border carries syoibolic meaning that results in significant divisions 

in ways of being and thought. The border context refiiames and highlights some categories 

of difference: class divisions become even more con[q>lex as people cross back and forth 

across the border, for exan:q)le; and ethnic groupings take on a distinct character due to 

the inaqportance of cross border connections and cultural mixing. In this ch^ter I will 

discuss the different ways respondents expressed their concepts of the border and its role 

in their daify lives, their feelings about the people and the places on the other side of the 

border, and what they thought about the institutions that create, mainfain, and control the 

border. 

THE DIFFERENCE A LINE MAKES 

When asked if they thought life was different because th  ̂lived at the border 

rather than in the interior of their country (Table 5.1), the majority of respondents on both 
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sides ofthe border said it was. However, a striking difference can be seen in the nature of 

their refuses; most re^ndents in Agua Prieta characterized the difference between life 

at the border and life in the interior in positive terms, but for most re^ndents in Douglas 

the difference was negative. Women in Agua Prieta cited better economic conditions and 

access to the US as the major reasons life was better at the border, and within those two 

categories th^r noted various reasons validating their positive responses. For exan:q)le, 

many re^ndents said more job opportunities exist at the border in Mexico, that salaries 

were higher and prices lower. Thq  ̂appreciated ready access to US goods and services, 

especially food, clothing, and educational &cilities, as well as used goods such as 

automobQes and clothing. Several mentioned using two types of currency as a benefit of 

living at the border, as the US dollar has been much more stable over the years conqjared 

to the Mexican peso. Respondents described life as freer and residents more liberal in 

general, and said that women at the border were more open. On the negative side, 

respondents cited heightened violence and more drugs in Agua Prieta, and the large 

numbers of strangers in the ci  ̂as people from other parts of Mexico and Central America 

moved to the border to find jobs or passed through on their way to the US. 

Some Agua Prieta respondents gave exact '̂ opposite answers: for some life was 

mas tranquila (calmer) at the border, others said it was mas tranqidla in the interior; 

although some women said the quality of life was better at the border, one said it was 

lowei  ̂several said life was easier at the border but one said it was harder; one said there 

was more to do in Agua Prieta and one said there was less; one said the air was cleaner in 
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Agua Prieta, and one said it was dustier. Tbese opposite responses reflect women's life 

ejqperiences and their exposure to different locales, whether through having visited or lived 

in other places, or throu  ̂hearing, reading, or seeing information about other places. 

Even women had little or no actual experience outside Douglas and Agua Prieta had 

ideas about what it would be like to live somendiere else, and whether it would be better 

or worse. How well their ideas would mesh with reality is a separate matter. 

TABLE 5.1 
Difference at the Border 

Is life different at the border? (percent of all respondents) 

Doi^las (ir=50) Agua Prieta (n^SO) 

No opinion 
Nfissing* 

Yes 
No 

64 
12 
2 

22 

86 
12 
2 
0 

In what way is life different? (percent of answers in all "yes" responses) 

Positive ways 
Negative ways 
Neutral 

Douglas (ir=66) 
26 
73 
1 

Agua Prieta (n=98) 
79 
18 
3 

* The first 22 interviews in Douglas did not contain this question. 

Respondents in Douglas were much more negative in their assessment of life at the 

border conqjared to other places: more than a quarter of the re^nses were positive but 

nearfy three quarters were negative. One of the most frequent negative coniments was that 
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Douglas had few economic opportunities, but the same can be said of many small US 

towns away from the border as well The opposite case in Agua Prieta (more economic 

opportunities than in the interior of Mexico), however, relates specifically to that city's 

location at the US-Mexico border. Several re^ndents mentioned that finding 

employment in Douglas is difiScult or in:q>ossible if one does not speak Spanish. Another 

negative element cited by Douglas respondents was the high level of crime and drug 

trafGcking, thought to be particular  ̂related to neighboring Mexico. Re^ndents 

mentioned the comq>tion of local legal authorities, listing judges, the police, and the 

Border Patrol among local authorities they felt were dishonest. Re^ndents worried 

about their children not having enough to do in Douglas and cited the ease of crossing into 

Agua Prieta and the lack of enforcement of the legal drinking age as negative &ctors of 

living at the border. 

As in Agua Prieta, Douglas reqx}ndents had difbring reactions to the same 

context For exanple, although 10 percent of the re^ndents in Douglas cited speaking 

Spanish as a positive aspect of living at the border, 12 percent mentioned use of Spanish in 

a negative sense. The latter groiqi mostfy resented en:q>loyees speaking to them first in 

Spanish in the stores in Douglas. Eight percent of re^ndents said Douglas is a small 

town with nothing to do, but four percent cited the benefits to be gained by living in a 

small town—especially the slower, calmer pace of life, although neither of these re^nses 

related specifically to life at the border. One re^ndent said people in Douglas reseated 
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the way stores catered to Mexican shoppers, another saw Mexican hoppers in a positive 

light and said that without them workers in Douglas would not have jobs or paychecks. 

On the positive side, some respondents said they were fortunate to live at the 

border, as they prob^fy would not speak Spanish if th  ̂lived else^^diere. Th  ̂vahied the 

cultural mix at the border and especially appreciated Mexican celebrations and food. One 

woman in Douglas said that USers do not know how to celebrate like Mexicans do, and 

that she could not imagine herself living aw  ̂from the border. Two said th  ̂were glad to 

be so close to their &nilies, and that it was ea  ̂to travel to Mexico to visit often. Even 

the women who mentioned that they did not like being minorities also said it was good to 

e^qperience being a minority and to see how others deal with their minority status in 

society. 

Access to US products and services was frequently mentioned respondents in 

Agua Prieta as a benefit of life at the border, but respondents in Douglas did not list access 

to Mexican products in answer to this question, even those \^o crossed into Agua Prieta 

to shop. Women in Douglas did not have to go to Mexico to buy most products at better 

prices because they had access to most things they needed in Douglas. Women who could 

not afford or preferred not to pay the high price of prescription medicines in the US 

certainly appreciated access to Mexican pharmacies, but this was not an aspect of 

difference they mentioned when q)eaking about life at the border. 

Some of the negative aspects of life at the border mentioned women in Douglas 

were similar to those mentioned by women in Agua Prieta; for ecanqjle respondents on 
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both sides said crime, violence, and drug-related activities were higher at the border (3 

percent of responses in Agua Prieta were related to these elements, 9 percent in Douglas); 

they said Douglas and Agua Prieta had less culture and entertainment opportunities than 

other places (again, this relates more to life in a small town in general than particular  ̂on 

the border), and on both sides some re^ndents said the quality of life in general was 

lower at the border onty 1 percent of refuses in Agua Prieta, but 11 percent in 

Douglas. These responses reflect the reality of the larger context, Le., that the municipios 

at Mexico's northern border rank among those with the highest standard of living in the 

country, and the counties at the southern border of the US are among the country's 

poorest. That is, the Mexican border cities have hi^er per capita income levels, lower 

fertility levels, and higher education levels than communities in the interior of Mexico, and 

in contrast, the US border cities generally have lower income levels, higher fertility levels, 

and lower education levels than communities away from the border (Betts and Slottje 

1994; House 1982; Peterson and Airiaga 1992; Worden et aL 1992). 

In describing the differences of life at the border, re^ndents in Douglas tended to 

assign reqx)Dsibility to others for the negative changes they had seen over the years. For 

example, one respondent said, "Years ago Douglas was clean and safe" but now strangers 

she does not trust, mostly from .̂ ua Prieta, fOOi the streets and stores. Her house had been 

broken into three times, and although the police had never found the burglars, she 

assumed they were from across the line. Re^ndents m Agua Prieta also said that the city 

was M of people they did not know, transients from other parts of Mexico, Central and 
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South America, moving through on their way to the US. Residents identify strangers by 

th  ̂way th  ̂look, those who do not "St in"—those \^o look like Indians fiom Central 

America or Mexicans fiom the interior—or the way thq  ̂act—carrying luggage, walking 

around Agua Prieta in groups, furtive, running, hiding. 

In answering other questions, one re^ndent described events she bad 

experienced living at the border, such as having seen illegal crossers crawling out of the 

storm drain on her street, going across the line to have her hair cut or to have dinner, and 

preferring certain foods fiom Mexico, such as tortillas, papayas, and avocados. Yet ̂ \iien I 

asked if she thought her life was different because she lived at the border, she paused, 

gave the question some thought, and answered that she did think life at the border was 

different but she could not explain why. Then she asked me to clarify what I meant by the 

questioa When I mentioned those aspects of her life described above, ̂  agreed that 

those experiences made life different at the border than it would be in other places, but 

that they were simpfy part of daify life in Douglas and she did not consider them unusual 

This respondent, now in her 50s, lived away fiom the border for over a decade when she 

was younger, therefore she had experiences of other places and a basis for coiqparison. 

Many of the respondents in Douglas and Agua Prieta who said they thought their 

lives were no different at the border than they would be anywhere had lived for significant 

periods in other places, and therefore their attitude was puzzling to me. This was 

particularly so because I felt, even if I did not cross the border for several days, that 

Douglas was quite distinctfy a border town and that being at the border had certain 
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consequences for daily life. For exan:q)le, tbe presence of the Border Patrol was 

palpable. The green and ̂ ^e vehicles driven by the patrol agents were visible in the 

streets of Douglas at all times of the day and nigliL In addition, nearfy as many vehicles 

with Sonora license plates as with Arizona plates operated in Douglas, and on weekends it 

sometimes seemed that Sonora plates outnumbered Arizona plates. In Douglas I lived near 

Veteran's Memorial Park, a popular place fi)r femify outings, especial  ̂on weekends, 

when gmilies fix)m Agua Prieta brought their children to the park. The visible presence of 

Mexicans in Douglas—for the most part going about normal daity activities of shopping, 

visiting, going to church, but also being apprehended and processed the Border Patrol-

made Douglas striking  ̂different for me from my Anglo-dominated dail  ̂life in Tucson. 

Thus was I bemused by respondents' response that life was not different at the border. 

A hierarchy of acceptable difference is constructed at the border, but the 

perq)ective of the viewer sorts even those at the apparent bottom of the hierarchy are seen 

into varying categories. Depending on the location and perspective of the respondent, 

certain groups were &rther removed from her sense of her own group. For exanq>le, 

re^ndents from Douglas often said they felt sorry for the illegal Mexican crossers, wiio, 

after all, were sin5)ly poor people coming to the US in search of a better life, looking for 

honest work to help their &milies. Those distrusted most by Douglas re^ndents were 

people from Agua Prieta who came across the line to commit crimes or smuggle drugs and 

then run back to Mexico. In contrast, re^odents in Agua Prieta distrusted those passing 

through on their way illegalfy to the US, but never mentioned those who dash across the 
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border to commit crimes and then return to Agua Prieta with the spoils.' And interesting^ ,̂ 

although shopping for ctothing is an in^rtant reason for Agua Pretenses to go to 

Douglas, some req>ondents identified a IMexican look" as opposed to a "US look," (see 

also Alire Saenz 1996, Helhnan 1994:171-184, Nathan 1991:17-32). This "^ook" is one 

means of identifying others, those who do not belong. One Douglas acquaintance said the 

difference was based on economic level, and the most identifiable others were low income 

Mexican women, who dressed in sometimes nusmatched used clothing. Male reddents in 

both cities tended to dress in the standard blue jeans, cowboy boots and hat, and teenagers 

on both sides of the border and at various economic levels aspired to similar looks based 

on current popular styles, including loose-fitting pants, t-shirts and athletic shoes. 

Identifying others based on a particular way of dressing reflects socioeconomic 

categorization as well as gender identity and relations (Le., who allocates money q)ent on 

clothing in the household, who shops for clothing), but might also relate to the structure 

of the used clothii  ̂market, for exaiiq>le, in terms of what kinds of items are not available 

in Agua Prieta and must be purchased new, and to the personal preferences and budget 

priorities of residents of both cities. 

Language also identifies difference. Earlier in this report I described some 

respondents' attitudes about language use. Some Douglas re^ndents named language 

' It is hard to get a sense of the amount of crime committed in Douglas 1  ̂Mexican 
nationals. The Border Patrol referred me to the Douglas Police Department, but the police 
do not keep records of the nationality of people arrested. 
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use as a way life at the bordo-is different than in the interior. One unenq>loyed newcomer 

to Douglas said that although she was a waitress and had general  ̂been able to find a job 

v^^ierever she had lived in the past, in Douglas she thought jSnding a job would be difScult, 

because as ̂  does not speak Spanish ̂  would not be able to even take a customer's 

order. Another respondent, who grew up in Douglas, said she most likefy would not speak 

Spanish if she fived somewhere else. She ̂ ke Spanish as a first language but stopped 

speaking it when ̂ e started school When she started working for a maqniladora in 

Douglas, as an adult, she had to releam Spanish. A rei^ndent originally fix)m tbe East 

Coast of the US said when she can  ̂to Douglas she bad to learn Mexican Spanish, 

dropping the influences of her Puerto Rican i^bringmg. As another bilingual le^ndent 

commented, the border is a third countiy between the US and Mexico and has its own 

language.̂  

Some re^ndents used distinct language to enq>hasize the difference between 

themselves and some specific other social groups at the border. For example, some 

Hispanic respondents in Douglas called illegal !Ndfexican crossers "wetbacks" or "wets," 

and some in Agua Prieta used the word mojados ("wets") \dien talking about them. These 

 ̂English-speaking ieqx)ndents in Agua Prieta and Douglas used an e}g>ression I found 
curious. When talking about travel south into Mexico, they said th^  ̂went "iqi" to 
Hermosillo (cj^ital of the state of Sonora, southwest of A  ̂Prieta), and thra back 
"down" to Agua Prieta When I asked about this e:»q>ression, women told me that going 
"up" to a place meant traveling to a more important place, rather than inHiftating travel 
northward, as is the usual usage in English in the US. I do not know if this iisage is 
common in other parts of Mexico or other I£spank: communities in the US, but it is an 
interesting conceptualization and ejqpression of relative bcations. 
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words cany significant negative connotations. The Douglas reqx)ndents (onfy three) who 

used the term 'Vetbacks" were in their 30s, had at least some collie education, two were 

US citizens and one was a Mexican citizen awaiting naturalizatioiL Use of the derogatory 

term "v/etbacks" may be an attenpt by these women to differentiate themselves from 

others who might be perceived as similar to them in appearance, culture, place of origin, 

or language. 

One re^ndent in Douglas, married to a Latino, said "in this house you speak 

English or you don't speak." She adamantfy refused to leam Spanish, but adopted her 

husband's Spanish surname. Her rejection of Spanish and nearly all things Mexican 

reflected her wish to identify herself as Anglo, at the same time she was closely connected 

to the Hispanic culture of Douglas through her &mily. Another Anglo woman in Douglas, 

also married to a Latino man, told me her husband and mother-in-law often speak 

derogatorily of Mexicans, although the mother-in-law, bom in Mexico, was a naturalized 

citizen. This woman characterized herself as an "EQspanic wanna-be," in that she admired 

and enjoyed Meacan culture, but she never crossed into Mexico and onfy "gets along" in 

Spanish. Her identity was constructed around the aspects of Mexican culture ̂  enjoyed 

and passed on to her children (at least two of whom have married Latinos), such as certain 

foods, celebration of Mexican holidays, and respect for the Spanish language. 

On both sides of the border, women differentiated themselves from those they 

viewed negative^; for exanple, re^ndents in Douglas viewed illegal crossers with 

synqiathy yet finnfy separated themselves, their &milies and their lives from this group 
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they Mentify as pitiable yet thFeateoing. As one woman in Douglas declared, "the people in 

Mexico are hurting, but so are we, and we have to come frst" Re^ndents in Agua 

Prieta also separated themselves from those ̂ o cross illegally. An acquaintance in Agua 

Prieta locked her door every time the Border Patrol returned ̂ >prehended illegal crossers 

to Agua Prieta. Her door was near the Port of Entry, and she was always frightened of the 

returnees coming throu  ̂the gate in groups, often onfy men, and often twenty or thirty at 

a time. Some re^ndents on the US side viewed the vohmtaiy deportation process as a 

necessary, if unfortunate, part of keeping the city safe for its residents; respondents in 

Agua Prieta considered it another aspect of the invasion of their city strangers from 

other places—those ̂ \^o had passed through on their way to the US and then passed 

through on their way back. In that transition time of determining what to do next—another 

atten:^>t to cross, stay in Agua Prieta, return to ̂ ^erever they came fromr-the dqx>rtees 

seemed threatening to some women on the Mexican side of the border. Re^ndents often 

differentiated between groups of illegal crossers vtlio came to the US looking for jobs, 

seeking to better their lives, and criminals who came across the border to commit crimes 

and dash back into Mexico. They felt sorry for the former and fearftil of the latter. Several 

Douglas re^ndents recounted stories of their houses or vehicles having been burglarized; 

the unspoken assunq)tion was that Mexicans had committed these crimes, although none 

of the respondents had any proof of the nationality of those who robbed them. Although 

the women in Douglas professed their synq>athy for the illegal imm^rants lookii  ̂for jobs 

in the US, their compassion and pity had limits. They also told of calling the Border Patrol 
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rather than the police x^iien they heard noises outside their homes, of plans to bufld higher 

fences around their proper  ̂or of keq>ing guard dogs. As one re^ndent said, she felt 

sorry for the illegal crossers because th  ̂were coming to the US in order to inprove their 

lives, but she did not want them in her bacltyard. 

INTERNAL SOCIAL BOUNDARIES 

I believe subtleties of social division, not apparent to me as an outsider and a 

short-term resident, existed in both cities. Some geographical clustering of residents based 

on socioeconomic levels is obvious, but in both cities people of all class levels lived mixed 

together in various neighborhoods. Although the geographical boundaries within the cities 

may be indistinct to an outsider, and perhaps even to some residents, the social boundaries 

that relate to the physical ones are more apparent. For exanq)le, I contacted women from 

two sets of card players in Douglas, wiio lived in various neighborhoods. Two groups of 

Anglo women and two groups of Hispanic women formed card playing chibs; The Anglos 

played bridge and the Hi^anics played canasta; the Anglos did not play canasta and the 

Hispaoics did not play bri^e. Some of the women in these two groiq>s knew each other, 

and in both groups some were fix>m social  ̂prominent femilies, but from 'niiat I could 

ascertain, these social groups of card players were distinct and did not mix. The dividing 

line was a mix of ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and social history of friendship and 

&mify connections. 
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COMFORT LEVELS 

I asked le^ndents if tb  ̂feh safe A^en they were on the other side, and not, 

what made them feel unsafe. Most women on both sides said they felt safe when th^r were 

on the other side of the border, thotigh a notable difference can be seen in the much higher 

percentage of women in Douglas a^o said th  ̂did not (Table 5.2). Re^ndents in 

Douglas who did not feel safe in Mexico said they did not trust the Mexican officials and 

were afraid of having their cars seized or of being charged fines (Le. bribes) for either 

TABLE 5.2 
Safety on the Other Side 

Those who feel safe crosang the border (percent of re^ndents viio cross) 

Douglas (n=43) Agua Prieta (n=39) 
Yes 63 87 
No 37 13 

breaking laws they were imaware of or on the whim of a police oflScer. One re^ndent 

said all the people waiting to cross Ulegalfy made her afraid to be on the other ade. They 

also mentioned being a&aid of eating the food in restaurants in Agua Prieta for fear of 

getting sick; people begging on the streets made some imcomfortable; stories of increased 

gang activity, drug trafficking, and crime and violence in Agua Prieta made others fearful 

of crossing the border. The few reqx)ndents from Agua Prieta who did not feel safe in 

Douglas had different sorts of fears. One said she did not know her way around the city 

and so felt unsure and afraid; another said stories about INS agents at the Port of Entry 



made her unea  ̂and two said thejr thought US laws ivere very coii9>licated and th  ̂

were afiaid th  ̂would imknowingl  ̂break one and get in trouble with the police. 

Respondents fiom the two sides e:^ressed dissimilar ̂ pes of &ars about being on 

the other side of the border (see also the section on fear in Cbspter Four). Those fiom 

Douglas tended to fear for their personal safely, and talked about the people in Agua 

Prieta whom they felt might harm them, fix>m the police to drug traffickers and other 

criminals, to those waiting to cross into the US; some respondents also mentioned that 

they feh vague and undefinable feelings of discomfort in Mexico. The &w re^ndents 

from Agua Prieta who did not feel safe in the US, aside from the one who said stories 

about the INS made her unea ,̂ tended to be more afraid of getting in trouble for breaking 

the rules rather than of getting hurt. No one ̂ m Agua Prieta said she was afiaid the 

Douglas police would inq)ound her car or demand a bribe, although law enforcement 

officials in Doiiglas have been accused of comqition and collaboration with Mexican drug 

trafSckers. In the public perception they were more trustworthy than their Mexican 

counterparts, and the re^ndents seemed to have more confidence in them. In general, 

women firom both sides felt Doi^las was a safer place than Agua Prieta, with some 

exceptions: one respondent fiom Agua Prieta said she feh safe on the other side of the 

border, but had been warned that ̂  ̂ould not drive alone fiom Douglas to Tucson 

because the road was dangerous-bandits operated along the route, especially on the many 

long stretches through open, imdeveloped country. Respondents from both sides said they 

ahvays were cautk>us v^en th  ̂crossed the border, as they would be in any city. 
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of the le^ndents who said th  ̂felt safe M^ieii th  ̂crossed the border gave 

conditiooal replks; Le., they feel safe because th  ̂take steps to ensure their safety. For 

exaizple, of the respondents in Douglas a^o felt safe in Agua Prieta said they 

ahvays go with their husbands or other fsrcSiy members, they alw  ̂stick to the main 

street, or thqr would not go walking around the city by themselves. Women often feel 

they must take stq>s to be safe moving around the places ̂ ^liere th  ̂live and travel; in 

Doi^las and Agua Prkta one such step was to avoid going anyplace alone. 

When I asked women if they avoided going to particular places in Douglas or 

Agua Prieta, I also asked if they thought most men feh the same way they did abotit where 

they would or would not go. A common response from women on both sides of the 

border was that men could go ai^here and did not need to be afiaid of anything. Some 

re^ndents said they thought men took the same kinds of precautions that women do as 

they move about the border area, but most felt that men had immunity from fears by virtue 

of their sex. This is an interesting percq)tion, as men usualfy were the victims of violent 

crimes as reported in the newspapers, eg}ecialty in Agua Prieta Stories circulated about 

women as victims of rape (but were not reported in the local newsp^iers), but general  ̂

crimes against women of the sort the re^ndents feared seemed uncommon. 

To ascertain vsdiether these fears came from personal experience, I asked 

respondents if they had ever had troubles either crossing the border or bemg on the other 

side. Most re^ndents said no (74 percent in Douglas, 85 percent in Agua Prieta). Those 

respondents who s  ̂they had e:q>erienced problems mostfy mentioned uiq)leasant 
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incidents at the Port of Entry. In &ct, the onfy problem with crossing the border or being 

on the other side mentioned by re^ndents from Agua Prieta was that INS Inspectors 

were rude, arrogant, and uiq)rofessional in their dealings with Mexican citizens. 

Respondents fiom Douglas also said the INS Inspectors could be rude, but they related 

other problems th^r eiqperienced on the other side. For exanq)le, one woman said she had 

been stopped twice by police in Agua Prieta and had paid bribes both times in order to 

stop them fiom confiscating her car. This type of stoiy about the police in Mexico made 

other women afiaid to cross the border. Other Douglas re^ndents told of being held at 

the Port of Entiy because they did not have their children's birth certificates with them 

when th  ̂were coming back into the US. One respondent said she no longer takes her 

children across the border since that incident occurred. 

When asked if they knew of others who had e^qjerienced problems either crossing 

the border or while on the other side, mai  ̂rei^ndents said they did: 68 percent in 

Douglas, 44 percent in Agua Prieta. However, the majority of what respondents fiom both 

sides (over 65 percent of reqwnses in both cities) recalled having heard was second- or 

third-hand stories, articles in the new^aper, rumors, or vaguefy stated inqTressions. I do 

not intend to trivialize the veiy real problems women and men can have at the border 

crossing or when traveling in the US or in Mexico; rather, to point out that some 

respondents had fears that kept them fiom crossing the border that were often based on 

stories they had once heard. One such stoiy became a &mity legend, and was told to me 

by several members of an extended femify. Several members of the femily (none of w^om 
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were re^ndeots in this study) had been involved in some trouble many years ago on the 

other side of the border, and in the ensuing years, allhad re&sed to cross it again. Over 

the years the stoiy had been pared down to its basic elements as the details have been 

forgotten, blame for the negative e}q)erience was assigned to local law enforcement 

authorities, the &mify members who were involved became innocent victims according to 

the rest of the femify, and the heroes were fnends and fiiends of fiiends across the line 

who were able to extricate them. This stoiy was passed aroimd the femify and its circle of 

fiiends and acquaintances, and became a reason for those wiio know about it to be careful 

when crossing the border. As one re^ndent said, warning me to be very careful when I 

drove across the border into Agua Prieta, "those kinds of rumors don't q)ring out of thin 

air. The stories come fi-om someplace." Of course, most respondents had heard these 

types of stories and continued to cross the border. 

Respondents' in5)ressions of what constitutes "problems" were variable. One 

woman in Douglas mentioned fiiends \^o had been held by Mexican federal police at 

gunpomt, eventually paying a bribe to secure their release. Another told of an Anglo 

&mily that had trouble returning the body of a &mify member v^^o died while vacationing 

in Mexico, and eventual  ̂smuggled the body past the Mexican authorities and through 

Customs. These incidents were serious and caused fear and anxiety for those involved. 

Other re^ndents told of INS Inspectors being rude to acquaintances of theirs, of a friend 

havmg something stolen while he was in a bar in Agua Prieta, and other incidents that 

might be considered less serious or Hamaging  ̂or less related to living at the border. 
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GOVERNMENT AND WOMEN'S LIVES 

In order to probe women's attitudes aboiit living at the border, and to explore the 

ways they might think about their relation to the other side on a larger scale, not onfy on a 

personal level, I included questions about political issues at the border and about some of 

the institutions that regulate and maintain it, as well as about the consequences of certain 

government policies, such as immigration and NAFTA. 

The questions about the institutions that Tnaintflin and control the border in terms 

of movements of people focused on the US government (with the exception of NAFTA, 

which involves and affects both sides), because it is much more activefy concerned with 

who crosses. Unfortunate  ̂I did not ask questions about any Mexican government 

institutions.̂  Mexico does not have the equivalent of the US Border Patrol, but the 

government does monitor and control movements of various types across the border. 

Grupo Beta is an aim of the Mexican Police that investigates drug traffickers and 

smuggling rings movii  ̂people across the line. Mexican Customs places limits on goods 

coming into the countiy; for exan:q)le, Mexican shoppers are allowed to bring back $50US 

worth of merchandise on any one tr  ̂and to $400 per month from the US. Mexican 

Customs Agents conduct random searches of vehicles and pedestrians at the Port of Entry. 

I did not ask respondents in Agua Prieta whether the $50 limit on purchases affected the 

frequency of their trips to Douglas. Perhaps if they could biQ  ̂unlinuted quantities of 

 ̂I address this gap in the research in the section on Methodology in Chapter One, and in 
Chapter Seven, conclusions. 
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groceries and other goods on each tr  ̂they would make fewer tr .̂ However, for some 

respondents, $50 was equal to or more than their weekfy  ̂salary, so th  ̂probably woukl 

not bi  ̂more than that amount at once at my rate. Perhaps those who said they did all 

their ̂ ppiog in Douglas, or other cities in Arizona, counted on not bdng searched each 

time they came back fix>m shopping trips. The Mexican Customs Agents at the Port of 

Entry did not appear to keep any record of the cars they searched, and as &r as I know did 

not keep cumulative records of how much money people had spent.'̂  

In November 1997, a shooting at the border crossing in Nogales, Sonora, left one 

Mexican Customs Agent dead. Since then, the US INS has begun examining cars leaving 

Douglas, searching for large amounts of cash and weapons being smuggled to Mexico, 

and Mexican Customs has doubled the nimiber of vehicles it searches as they enter 

Mexico. 

These actions reflect the larger context of relations between the United States and 

Mexico, played out in detail in the local arena of the Port of Entry in ways that affect 

women in Douglas and Agua Prieta, in the form of longer lines and more time e}q)eiided 

crossmg the border, as well as more tension along the border and at the Port of Entry. 

Shoppers returning to Mexico had various means of dealing with random searches. One 
Dou^as re^ndent had worked at WalMart during the Christmas shopping season, and 
had been offered money several times 1  ̂Mexican to ring up their purchase as under $50. 
Another re^ndent in Douglas complained about the trash near WalMart, especially near 
Christmas, as Mexican hoppers imwrapped tfieir purchases in order to take them back to 
Mexico as used goods. Other shoppers, I am sure, sinq)fy took their chances of being 
searched as they returned. 
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Some Doi:^;las respondents expressed fears of the armed guards on the Mexican side of 

the border, others were annoyed that th  ̂sometimes had to stop their car for a searcL 

Even iftheir own car is not searched, th  ̂must wait in line behind the many that are, and 

to enter Mexico they may have to wait through two searches, one on each side of the 

border. This situation illustrates what Sn  ̂(1987:94) called the problematic of tiie 

everyday world: "the disconnected relations of people \^o live alongside one another in 

the same locali ,̂ but w^se social relations are organized by social relations external to 

the local area and not appearing directfy in it" The attitudes of the women who have to 

wait in line at the Port of Entry focused on the demands on their time throughout their 

bu  ̂days. At other levels they were also concerned about increasing numbers of guns 

being smuggled into Mexico fix>m the United States and the acconqiai^dng escalating 

violence related to drug trafScking. This situation affected their lives as it increased their 

fear level and concern for their own and their children's safety. One of the conplaints 

most often voiced by those who crossed the border was that they had to wait in long lines; 

a circumstance of more immediate concern to the respondents than were the political 

arrangements and maneuvering between the governments of the two countries ̂ ose 

border they traversed. 

SoT  ̂re^ndents in Douglas felt that those in authority in Washington D.C. did 

not understand conditions at the border. The federal government sent Agents to the border 

who did not understand the culture, the history or the language and yet were 

ejqiected to fiO a sensitive fimction in Douglas that was closely related to local culture. 
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Mstoiy, and language. To probe further into this issue, I asked re^ndents if th  ̂thought 

govemnKnt actions or policies afifected their lives (Table 5.3). 

TABLE 5.3 
Government and Women's Lives 

Government actions or policies affect life (percent of all respondents) 

Douglas (if=50) Agua Prieta (n=50) 

Yes 
No 

68 
32 

62 
38 

Close to two-thirds of respondents in both cities did feel that government affects 

their lives. In neither d&y was one particular policy or action cited by a majority of 

re^ndents, although responses fell into several major categories. In Agua Prieta, 55 

percent of the refuses referred to various types of economic policies implemented by 

the Mexican or Sonoran government. Heavy tax burdens were most often mentioned as 

ways the government affected respondents' lives, followed by low wage levels and rising 

prices (seen as results of government actions), and lastly devaluations of the peso. No 

respondents mentioned specific govemmmt policies such as the Border Industrialization 

Program that encouraged the establishment of maquHadoras and has resulted in the 

significant growth of jobs, particular]  ̂for women, and for several of the reqx)ndents, in 

Agua Prieta. 
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In Douglas, 36 percent of responses dealt with economic issues, including taxes, 

wel&re benefits, and minimiiTn wage policies (sixteen percent of respondents in Douglas 

mentioned issues related to wel&re benefits). Other kinds of government policies women 

mentioned inchide local government planning for the city, health care issues, and 

educational standards and regulations. 

I e}q)ected that the 24 percent of Douglas respondents who depended on 

government assistance would mention the effect of government wel&re policies in their 

lives. However, the women who did not think the government intruded into their lives 

represented the range of categories of re^ndents: both the oldest and the youngest, the 

top of the income range to the bottom, and Hi^anics as well as Anglos. One Hispanic 

respondent in Douglas—a single mother in her 30s living in a rent-subsidized apartment, 

receiving food stands and Aid to Families with Dependent Children payments as well as 

subsidized child care-talked about the coming changes in wel&re benefits and how her 

circumstances would change under the new laws. As a US citizen she did not &ce the 

same kinds of cutbacks as non-citizen legal residents. She said she would like to write a 

letter to President Clinton to tell him how she feh about the wel&re reform changes 

passed, and yet she told me she did not think that government affected her life. Another 

single mother, also depending on government assistance to support herself and her five 

children (all US citizens), said government does affect her life, but then described her 

reasoning in tenns of her job (she was employed part time on a govenmient-flmded 

project) and government regulations she had encountered when she lived in Agua Prieta. 



Greenberg's (19S4) study of households in Douglas and Agua Prieta showed the 

in^rtance of government assistance in Douglas: 40 percent of the households in his 

saniple depended on government transfer payments of various sorts, including Social 

Security, pensions, disability, wel&re, food stan  ̂rent subsidies, and Aid to Families 

with Dependent Children payments. Nearly a generation has passed since Greenberg's 

research was conducted in the earfy 1980s, and the situation in Douglas has not changed 

substantial .̂ One City OfBcial estimated in 1997 that over half of the city's population 

lived below the poverty level, and the 1990 Census confirms that at least 44 percent did. 

Does the long-term dependence on government transfer payments result in the 

government slipping into a forgotten role in the mmds of those who dq)end on them? 

My own perspective on the lives of women at the border had led me to thmV that 

they would feel the government's presence in many parts of their d  ̂lives, in business 

regulations, health care, education, passing through the Port of Entry, public assistance, 

public services, and so oa I had hoped to open a line of conversation related to these 

types of government mfluences on women's lives, and the way they might be seen as being 

specific to residence at the border. The question, however, for most respondents did not 

generate discussion of those types of issues. Re^ndents did not think of these things as 

being the influence of government in their lives. TTiey did not perceive their lives as lived 

or ordered according to the actions of government, even when those actions and policies 

did indeed have a major intact, in the form of restricting wel&re benefits, for exanq)le. 

This separation of the everyday, lived routine fi'om consideration of social structures and 
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socially constructed relations is another exaii^)le of Smith's "problematic of the eveiyd  ̂

world," (1987:94), that is, that social relations in women's daily lives are organized ly 

social relations outside the context of the local area, and that the women (in this specific 

case) may not be aware of the larger scale social relations that so directfy affect their lives 

through institutioiis such as the federal government and the Department of Health and 

Human Services, for exaicple. The larger scale social relations do not determine the 

respondents' actions, as women continue to make choices and exercise agency (Thrift 

1983), but the structural forces in place limit the women's range of choices and actions 

(Chouinard 1996). The fectors affecting women's level of awareness may be related to 

socioeconomic level, inso&r as lack of access to resources limits education and e}q>osure 

to ideas and focuses women's personal resoxirces on providing basic necessities; however, 

one respondent enployed in a professional position with a government agency in Douglas 

was among those who said government does not affect her life. 

The duality of structure—Le. the transformative capacity of human actions within 

their environment—indicates that the structiural context within which women make choices 

is ever changing because of those choices, at the same time their decisions may act to 

reinforce traditional structures and social relations. The relation between "subjective 

experiences in shaping human agency and capacities to contest the existing social 

structure" (Chouinard 1996:401) is illustrated by the respondent above who wanted to 

write to the President of the US. She recognized that her situation was shaped to a great 

degree 1  ̂circumstances and structures bQ^ond her control, and had a degree of desire to 
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make a statement about it, and perhaps e£fect change. But, althou  ̂I gave her Clinton's 

address ai  ̂encouraged her to write and tell him about her experiences, the "government" 

was beyond her capability to challenge, and her efforts at change were personally and 

localfy focused. 

Smith (1987,98) recommends that we avoid privfleging discourse over lived 

e:q)erience and view women not as objects of research but as sutgects 'niio can disclose 

the nature of the social relations determining their everyday world. I had to set aside my 

earfy evaluation of the inq)ortance of the relation between federal government policies in 

both countries and the lived experiences of women in Douglas and Agua Prieta in order to 

gain some level of imderstanding of the nature of the social relations governing their 

everyday lives. The larger context of international relations was of clear concem but on a 

daily basis the woman's gaze was focused on how soon she had to leave her house in 

Agua Prieta in order to get her daughters to school on time in Douglas and return to open 

her gmify  ̂owned store in Agua Prieta, for exan^le, rather than on the mandate of the 

Mexican and US governments to the officials at the border to increase vehicle inqjection 

and confiscation of weapons and drugs. Notably, two-thirds of re^ndents said that 

government does inpact their lives. They sinqjfy did not focus on the issues listed above 

that to me (the Outsider) seemed the most inqrartant at that place and time. Aside from 

those directly involved with policy maldng or inq)lementation, it is relatively easy to for 

most people to ignore the daify operations of government at all scales. 
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BUILDING FENCES 

The US Lmrdgration aod Naturalization Service proposed several years ago to 

build a wall between Douglas and Agua Prieta, of the sort that has been built recent  ̂

between several cities at the US-Mbdco border. I a^ed respondents if th^r were in &vor 

ofthewafl.® 

In &vor of a new wall between Douglas and Agua Prieta (percent of aQ re^ndeuts) 

Table 5.4 i^ws that although a strong majority of req)ondents in Agua Prieta 

were opposed to the new wall, 20 percent were in &vor of it  ̂Those Mexican re^ndents 

 ̂Construction ofthe new fence between Doiiglas and Agua Prieta began in S^tember 
1997. The new fence will extend a little over a mile east of the Port of Entry, beyond 
A^ch it reverts to the old wooden posts and three strands of barbed wire, most of which 
lies on the ground. In November I drove along the border road on the US side to view the 
construction. The old fence was gone, and the border was mariced by new black 
fencqwsts every ten or twelve No Border Patrol reinfercements had been set up 
along the US s  ̂to contain any "flood" of illegal crossers might be e}q)ected to 
attenq)t to cross under the circumstances. 

 ̂It was generally referred to as "the wall," although the INS proposal fer a metal wall 
made of surplus lanHmg mats fix)m aircraft carriers had been voted down the Douglas 
City Council INS had suggested a modified des  ̂and the City Council ̂ proved an 

TABLE 5.4 
Building the Wall 

No opinion 
Undecided 

Yes 
No 

Douglas (nr=50) 
42 
50 
4 
4 

Agua Prieta (n=50) 
20 
72 
6 
2 
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&voied the fence thought that the United States had a right to control eaters 

and leaves its boundaries. One woman fiom .̂ [ua Prieta saki onb  ̂the worst of Mexicans 

crossed ill^alfy, with the result that people in the US thoi^ht all Mexicans were Hke the 

illegal crossers, and it would be better to keq> them out, with a wall if necessary. Another 

suggested that jobs were plentiful in Mexico and Mencans diould stay in their own 

country; a fence would he  ̂discourage them from crossing illegally. One req>ondent felt it 

was too dangerous for Mexicans to cross ill^alfy—mainly because the people of Agua 

Prieta had to deal with so many strangers in town waiting to cross, but also for the 

crossers, who &ced serious risks in the journey. Most of the Agua Prieta re^ndents vtiio 

were in &vor of the fence, though, sinpfy felt that immigrants should have their 

documents in order aixl cross the border legally. 

The Douglas re^ndents vibo supported construction of a new fence generally feh 

that although it would not stop the flow of those crossing illegally, it would slow it and 

decrease crime in Douglas. Th  ̂thought that the illegal trafSc would be diverted ferther 

to the west and east, as crossers found their way aroxmd the fence. This, they feh, would 

make the Border Patrol's job easier, as the traffic would be removed jGrom the central 

areas of Douglas.̂  

 ̂This is part of the standard Border Patrol justification for building the new walls atong 
the border. This tack ignores several &cts in Douglas: frst, the new fence will extend onty a little 
more than a mile to the east and scarcely 100 feet to the west of the Port of Entry, still well within 
the most developed sections of Agua Pi^ta and Douglas; second, to the east bq^ond the new 
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Women on botb sides of the border ̂ o opposed the fence had similar reasons. 

Many respondents said the proposed fence reminded them of the Berlin wall, and th  ̂

could not imderstand wIq ,̂ with walls coming down all over the world, the US wanted to 

erect new walls between it and Mexico. In both cities women said it was a racist action 

that scorned and humiliated Mexicans. One respondent in AguaPrieta said a new wall 

would be like putting Mexico in jail, another said it would be as if both sides were in 

prison; many said it would be very ugly. One respondent said it would be a waste because 

people would keep crosdng; to her it seemed an excuse to keep government construction 

workers en^loyed. Most said it was useless to put iq> a new wall because those who really 

wanted to come to the US would sinq>ty find other ways or other places to cross. 

Late in 1997 began constructing the new fence. The old chain link fence 

was taken down and the materials donated to the City of Agua Prieta. When the old fence 

had been taken down and the new fence was not yet constructed, the Border Patrol did 

not have troubles with more people trying to take advantage of the relative)  ̂clear sailing 

when the fence was gone (Daniels 1997). The border seemed to be a mirage, a vision 

upheld by political will alone. Residents of both countries >\dio live away from the border 

most likefy did not know that at that time the border through this urban area—portrayed as 

fence, the old wood post and barbed wire fence is no deterrent to illegal crossers; and third, the 
area to the east of the new fence might be more difiScult for the Border Patrol to negotiate and 
easier for illegal crossers to hide in, as most of it is covered with thick desert bru  ̂Certain 
sections have been equipped with sensors to alert the Border Patrol when someone passes 
throu  ̂but the nature of the area provides opportunities for unexpected encounters between 
Border Patrol Agents and illegal crossers or anyone else who happens to pass through the area. 
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a barrier to be breached, a battle zone divided a solid, if porous, fence of some sort and 

defended by armed forces arrayed on both sides—was in &ct (if oofy tenq)orarify) merefy a 

patch of weedy open space, physical)  ̂no more or less than a roadside in any other city. 

The &ct that the border was still visible and effective as a barrier between the two 

countries even when the fence was gone testifies to the strength of its symbolic power. 

THE BORDER PATROL, LA MIGRA 

I asked all re^ndents what they thought of the US Border Patrol (Table 5.5). 

This question presented probleoas of translation in Spanish, because the word mi^a (from 

oficiales del servicio de irmiffaciony naturalizadori) can mean the Inq>ectors at the 

Port of Entry as well as Border Patrol Agents. In English the term Border Patrol is 

straightferward and means the Agents only; however, some Engli^-speaking re^ndents 

also had a tendency to hm  ̂Inspectors with Agents when I asked about the Border PatroL 

In light of these concerns, the question about the Border Patrol exemplifies the in:qx)rtance 

of considering the differences represented by culture, language use, and nationality-

actors highlighted and emphasized residence at the border and on one side or the 

other. In an attempt to understand those differences amoi  ̂the re^ndents, I probed for 

more information when I asked them about the Border Patrol and other questions where 

trai]slation seemed difBcuh. When it seemed necessary, I discussed the wording of the 

question itself in order that the respondents understood clearty what I was asking. 

Over a third of respondents fi:om Agua Prieta gave positive answers when asked 

what they thought of the Border PatroL Mai^r answered this question in a personal 
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mannen they said the Border Patrol Agents or Customs inspectors they had encountered 

had always been polite and cointeous to them; that th  ̂themselves bad never been 

mistreated or bothered; and that, as th  ̂never went to the US to do anything illegal, they 

were not worried about the migro- More women in Agua Prieta were neutral about the 

migra than in Douglas. I considered their rq>lies to be neutral if the re^ndents said they 

had never given the migra any thought or only that tbey had seen them around town but 

did not think about them. Not suiprisingfy, the respondents in Agua Prieta who did not 

cross the border were most likety to give neutral replies to tbe question about the Border 

PatroL 

TABLE 5.5 
The Border Patrol 

Opinion of the Border Patrol (percent of all respondents) 

Agua Prieta 
36 
20 
12 
32 
0 

Onfy one respondent in Douglas gave a neutral answer to the question about the 

Border PatroL Whether negative or positive, most re^ndents in Douglas had strong 

opinions about the Border Patrol and its presence in the city. The circumstances of life at 

the border create conflicting feelings and attitudes about the Border PatroL Several 

Douglas 
Positive 56 
Negative 30 
Mxed 8 
Neutral/No opinion 2 
Missing 4 
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re^odents fiom both sides e:q)ressed mixed emotions about the Border Patrol and 

Customs Inspectors. Fiequentfy ihsy said the Agents were good people, just doing their 

jobs; one said th  ̂were doing a good job, but she hated the job th  ̂have to do. Some 

told stories of acts of kindness on the part of Border Patrol Agents wiio had helped 

individual illegal crossers, but then noted that th  ̂had seen or heard about use of 

excessive force against illegal crossers. Re^ndents fiom Agua Prieta gave mixed 

responses thought, nonetheless, that the Border Patrol's job was necessary. They said 

although they had never personally e:qperienced any problems with INS Inspectors or 

Border Patrol Agents, they had heard stories of abuse. In this way they were able to 

distance themselves fiom the con^licated, multi-layered, and emotional issue of the 

maintenance of the US-Mexico border and the con:q)licated inq)lications of the job of the 

Border PatroL 

On both sides of the border some respondents felt negative  ̂about the INS 

Inspectors and Border Patrol Agents. Women fiom Agua Prieta accused them of being 

arrogant and rude, of abusing their power and mistreating people they apprehend or those 

passing throii  ̂the Port of Entry. Re^ndents from Douglas gave the same types of 

refuses; in addition they ejqjressed concern about seeing Border Patrol Agents standing 

around chatting, and outrage or dis^pointment at the charges of corruption among border 

of5cials. Some e:q)ressed their sadness that the border had to be guarded and patrolled at 

alL Others saw the control and maintenance of the border by the US government as a 

necessary evil to protect limited resources for US citizens. 
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On the positive side, one Douglas respondent conqpared Border Patrol Agents to 

soldiers: she said she had a lot of respect for them because th  ̂were like brave soldiers 

taking risks in defense of their country. Another e^qplained that because she lived near a 

dry wa  ̂that iDegal crossers often used at n%ht, she bad a motion detector light outside 

her house, a car alarm and other security devices, and still was glad the Border Patrol was 

active in Douglas. Mkay felt safer knowing that the Agents were patrolling the streets. 

m^al immigration receives more extensive coverage in the US media than most 

stories regarding Mexico, or US-Mexico relations, and evokes emotions, sometimes 

passionate, on both sides of the border. As noted, Douglas respondents felt conq)assion 

and synq>atl^r for the people crossing the border illegally in search of jobs and a means of 

in:q}roving their lives. At the same time ibeiy felt the fear of 'nliat th  ̂perceived to be 

desperate people who could possibfy resort to extreme measures in order to successful]  ̂

reach the US. Viewing the issue ftom a di£ferent perspective are those who feh that illegal 

crossers deserved no synq>athy, that US citizens must come first in any consideration ai»l 

that non-citizens have no rights to be in tl  ̂country. Other respondents expressed desires 

that someday the border would not exist and people would be fiee to move dx>ut as th  ̂

pleased and needed. People, including some of the respondents in Douglas, defend these 

positions passionate .̂ 

NAFTA 

I asked respondents if they had heard of the North American Free Trade 

Agreement (NAFTA) and what th  ̂knew about it (Table 5.6). 
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TABLE 5.6 
NAFTA in Women's Lives 

Heard of NAFTA (percent of all respondents) 

Douglas AguaPrieta 

Yes 
No 

88 
12 

86 
14 

Level of knowledge of NAFTA (percent of those who have heard of it) 

Has heard of it onfy 
Low level of knowledge 
High level of knowledge 

34 
61 
5 

46 
42 
12 

Ahnost 90 percent of the re^ndents fiom both cities had heard of NAFTA, and 5 

percent in Douglas and 12 percent in Agua Prieta either held jobs related to the new 

NAFTA regulations or had studied the agreement and so had a working knowledge of 

many parts of it A majority of respondents in Agua Prieta viio had heard of NAFTA 

thought it was not having imy effect on the cities (51 percent), and 45 percent of those in 

Douglas thought it was. Close to one-third of re^ndents in both cities did not hazard a 

guess as to whether NAFTA was affecting the cities or not A great deal has been written 

about NAFTA in English and Spanish, and many local and state government leaders on 

both sides of the border see the agreement as an opportunity for increasing the in^rtance 

of Sonora and Arizona as part of the international trade corridors. Douglas and Agua 

Prieta might have a role in increasing trade and be affected by changes in e}qx)rt^aigx>rt 
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policies and influxes of federal money to esqtand the Port of Entry, for exanq}le, to handle 

more commercial trafSc. For all these reasons, I had assumed that NAFTA might be a 

government policy residents of Douglas and Agua Prieta would be thinking about. In 

reality, however, relative  ̂few women had jobs that dealt specifically with the trade 

agreement and changes it might bring to businesses in the two cities, and others did not 

give it much attention, whether or not it has affected or will in the fixture affect their lives 

to some degree. 

DISCUSSING THE BORDER 

Another question that attempted to e^qilore how much the respondents might think 

about the border in their daify lives asked if they ever talked about it with their Amities or 

others in their households, and what kinds of things th  ̂might discuss. Similar 

proportions of respondents on both sides said yes (Table 5.7). 

TABLE 5.7 
Discussing the Border 

Talk about the border with femify or others (percent of all respondents) 

Douglas Agua Prieta 

Yes 
No 

58 
42 

64 
36 

The types of things respondents discussed were similar as welL Re^ndents in 

Douglas most often mentioned warning their children or other &mity members, or being 
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warned themselves, about the dangers of crossing the border, or said th  ̂talked about the 

increasing numbers of illegal crossers and immigration problems. Others discussed more 

prosaic matters, such as where and when to go shopping, how to find a dentist or doctor, 

or the inconveniences e^qierienced by those who cross dail .̂ Re^ndents in Agua Prieta 

also worried about illegal crossers and the dangers of travel on the other side, but th  ̂

more often listed topics such as the long lines to wait in at the Port of Entry. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the course of the interviews I became aware that many women did not view 

their lives in terms of the context of the border—that is, A^t I considered as the context 

of their everyday lives. In the informal discussion groups held before starting the 

interviews, some women commented that they had never previous  ̂thought about the 

issues we discussed regarding their daify mobility and their thoughts about the border. 

This did not mean, however, that respondents did not have strong opinions about various 

border topics. Women from the two sides had distinct views of what was different about 

life at the border, and about other groups on both sides; they had different views of the 

positive and negative features of life at the border, and different perspectives on v^iiat was 

advantageous about living in Douglas or Agua Prieta. 

Place of residence was the &ctor that differentiated women's attitudes about life at 

the border most. Where women lived directfy affected the resources and opportunities 

available to most women for enqjloyment, housing, health care and education (aside from 

those women whose socioeconomic circumstances allowed them to take advantage of the 
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iuU airay of resources on both sides of the border). Even those respondents who regular  ̂

crossed back and forth across the border, particq)ating in life and culture on both sides 

(MartiDez 1994a), e}q)ressed attitudes that can be categorized according to their place of 

residence. 

Women in the study group had different levels of fear related to living at and 

crossing the border. Similar to Pain's (1991) j5ndings regarding women and fear in 

England, such feelings led women to restrict their movements in public places in the city to 

the daytime, especial  ̂women who did not have cars, but also many who did, and to make 

sure they were acconq)anied by men, other adult females, or at least their chfldren. 

Respondents on both sides of the border identified gender differences in fear and how it 

shapes mobility A^en they declared that men were not afiaid to go ai^lace. My research 

did not probe issues of domestic violence, the levels of actual versus reported crimes, or 

cross-border crimes. All of these might have significant influences on women's mobility at 

the border and their attitudes about living there. 

Place of residence was significant in shaping women's attitudes, but in some cases 

women representing various categories on both sides of the border held similar opinions 

and were divided by other socioeconomic characteristics. For exan^ple, older women in 

both cities tended to stay away fi-om night spots for similar reasons, feeling that such 

entertainment was more suitable for young people. Older re^ndents also shared a sense 

of nostalgia for times past when people went back and forth across the border as if it were 

just another street, and when both cities felt safer because everyone knew everyone else 
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on both sides. These women were raising their children in a different time, of course, but a 

thne vdien thqr feh more secure in their place in the established order of life at the border, 

traditional gender roles were more jSrmfy in place fer them and the women and men 

around them, and the lines dividing rq)roductive and productive labor were in sharper 

focus, as was the sq>aration between private and public space. The re^ndents did not 

alwa3's express a strong sense of loss or nostalgia for those good old days, and several of 

them had q)ent maiqr years breaking those stereotypical, traditional bonds that tied them 

to the home and private ̂ aces. StiH, the sense of change was apparent in their 

conversations about life at the border, and th^r worried about the different kinds of 

challenges &ced by their children and grandchildren. 

Ethnic differences in Douglas were related to negative views of life at the border, 

and in many cases overcame personal historical connections across the border and ties to 

the community in temis of how the respondents currentfy saw their position in the city. 

Most of the Anglo respondents, including those of higher income groups, felt the inq>act 

of their minority status in Douglas, and they tended to have fewer cross-border 

connections in Agua Prieta conpared to Hiq)anic reqx)ndents. Even bilingual Anglos 

were not among those who matched Martmez's (1994a) typology of binational, bicultural 

residents living on the US side, and no Anglos were among the most frequent border 

crossers in the Douglas study population. Ethnicity of the participants did not always 

separate their responses, however; for example, EGspanic women as well as Anglos looked 

with pity at femilies of illegal crossers they thought were simpfy looking for a better life. 
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and Anglo le^ndents were as divided as Hlq)anic women regarding the proposed new 

wall between the two cities. 

Questions about how the governments of Mexico and the US a£fected life in the 

two cities revealed the personal nature of women's concepts of political structures in 

women's lives. In the process of daify life we do not ordinarily a great amount of 

time making connections between the structural elements that surround us and their 

origins, nor about issues of scale and how macro-level phenomena such as government 

economic policies might be manifested at the micro-level or the local scale. In terms of this 

research project, those types of connections he  ̂e}q)lain the constraints women 

experience in mobility and their attitudes about life at the border, but in the everyday 

context of women's lives, those connections may be abstractions that do not necessarity 

need to be acknowledged, or that women may be unaware oC or that in reality are so 

con^lex it is not possible to trace them, much less keep track of them (Smith 1987). 

Respondents discussed government involvement in their lives that direct  ̂affected them at 

their own definition of a personal level, as opposed to notion of v/bat might or should 

be apparent and in^rtant to thenL 

Women's ways of thmldng about government and other aspects of life at the 

border reveal the diversity in modes of thmlfing and living that in many cases are gender-

based and transcend the categories of race, class, age, and others I have used as references 

in this report Concurrently, women's practices in the places thQ  ̂live, are, on a daify basis, 

part of the dynamic nature of the social construction of gender relations, and the 
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continumg evoliition of traditional gender roles. The patterns of women's attitudes about 

life at the border are con^kx, not surpriangl ,̂ and reflect the n^tiad social, political, 

economic, and other categories of ties between the two cities and the two countries. The 

mass media portrayal of attitudes in border communities tends to fi)cus on anti-immigrant 

feelings in the US and illegal crossings. That cross-border ties lead to deeper and wider 

layers of connections and attitudes is also not suiprisiog, although it remains a neglected 

topic in the border literature as well as in the popular media. 
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Chapter Six 

A CLOSER LOOK: CASE STUDIES 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter I use case studies of several households to illustrate the points and 

conclusions of the previous four chapters, naniefy that won^n's niobility and attitudes 

about life at the border are shaped by various ioiportant &ctors in their lives, including 

gender roles and relations 'within the household, the communities, and across the border; 

access to tran^rtation; children and child care; eQq)loyment; stage in life course; 

nationality; place of residence; ethnicit)  ̂and language use. In addition, structural 

characteristics of the two cities at the border affects women's mobility, as they offer, or 

&il to offer, opportunities for enq)loyment, education, entertainment and other activities, 

as well as access to tran^rtadon, health care and other services. I have identified 

respondents in this chapter using pseudonyms (I did not ask re^ndents their last names) 

and have altered some personal details in order to preserve the respondents' privacy. 

THE CIENFUEGOS-ORTEGA HOUSEHOLD 

Calinda Cienfuegos, a nurse in her mid-50s, lived alone in Douglas, her home 

town, when I first interviewed her. She had a physical disability and walked with the aid of 

a cane, but was able to drive and to stay on her feet many hours during the day at her job. 

Her four children were young when she d^orced her husband, and he subsequent  ̂moved 

fi:om the state, leaving her to siqiport the &mify. This she did through govermnent 

assistance. Depending on government assistance, she attended college and earned her 
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bachelor's degree vv1)en she was in her mid 40s, after three of her four children had 

become adults and left the home, followed ̂ ortfy thereafter the fourtL She was 

justifiabfy proud of her acconq)lishments—the car she had bought, the small but 

comfortable house she rented, the new washer and diyer, and she saw her student loan 

payments as dues she paid eveiy month in order to woik in a job she loved. She always 

drove to work, although the ofBce was not &r from her house, becaiise her disability made 

it inq)ossible for her to walk the several blocks. She crossed the border iiregularfy. Most 

recentfy she had been going across to visit a dentist )^o had been recommended a 

relative. Initialfy she was satisfied with the dentist's work, but later she con^lained that 

nothing feh quite right and was disappointed. Occasional  ̂she went to Agua Prieta to buy 

tortillas, vitamins, or medicines, or went with &mity members to eat dinner. 

Her life changed suddenfy when her married son and his wife moved into her house 

temporarify, while they looked for jobs, paid off some debts, and bought a car. They 

planned to move to a large southwestern US city wdiere they hoped they could settle. 

Soon thereafter two more of her children, a daughter and a son, moved back to Douglas 

and came to stay with Mrs. Cienfuegos, also tenqwrarify while they were between jobs or 

other major life events. In a house that seemed ̂ acious for one, five people moved 

carefully to avoid bun5)ing into each other. 

The married son quickfy found a job in the neighboring city of Bisbee-a 25-mile 

one-way trip. The daughter, Ms. Ortega (Mn. Cienfiiegos chai]ged her name back to her 

&mify name when she divorced her husband), found a job as a clerk in downtown 
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Douglas, less than two nuks from the house. The second son had a disability that required 

him to be supervised at all times, but Douglas has no day &cilities for people with such 

conditions, therefore he stayed at home. The household &ced a complex situation: with 

one car, three workers, and a special-needs member. The solution revolved around the 

daughter-in-law, Nfrs. Ortega She acconq)anied her husband (with him driving) to Bisbee 

to his workplace earfy in the morning. She returned to the house to take Mrs. Cienfii^os 

to her workplace, and returned again to the house. Lastfy, with the disabled son 

acconpanying them, Mrs. Ortega took Ms. Ortega to her worlq)lace downtown. At noon 

she brought Nfrs. Cieniiiegos home for lunch and took her back an hour later. An hour 

later she drove to Bisbee, acconq>anied by the disabled son, and picked up her husband at 

his workplace. When they arrived in Douglas th  ̂stopped at Mrs. Cienfiiegos's ofSce to 

bring her home. An hour after arriving home, she went downtown to pick up Ms. Ortega 

They usuaify ate dinner together as a femify and stayed home at night No one wanted to 

drive anyplace. 

Mrs. Ortega was one of the most mobile respondents in this study, yet her days 

were con^letefy structured around the needs of the other household members. Although 

she would have liked to find a job, she did not have time to look for enq}loyment because 

other household members depended on her unpaid labor, vidch allowed them to 

maintain their iull-time enployment. The presence of the disabled son required that she (or 

someone else when another person was available) stay home or take him vith her when 

she went to pick up others at their worlqplaces. Mrs. Ortega, an Anglo, did not speak 
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Spani  ̂and had not graduated fiom high school She felt it would have been difGcult for 

her to find a job in Douglas, eq)ecial]̂  because she would not be able to speak to xoaxay 

people. Wben I interviewed Mrs. Ortega, she seemed resigned to the situation, but hoped 

it was teiiqH>raiy. 

Mr. Ortega, son of Mrs. Cienfu^os, had not been able to find a job in Douglas, 

therefore he had a half-hour commute to the nearest town w^ere enployment was 

available to him. He and his wife hoped to save enough money to biQr their own car, but 

mean^A^e he depended on his mother's car and his wife as chauffeur. Mrs. Cienfiiegos's 

physical disability precluded her walking to her worIq>lace, therefore she also depended on 

Mrs. Ortega as chauffeur, and lost the flexibili  ̂of having her own car at the worl(place 

during the day in case she needed to go somq>lace. She rearranged her schedule to 

accommodate her children's needs, and planned to do shopping and other errands on the 

weekends instead of on the way to or from her workplace. In case of occasional conflicts, 

a relative bad a job in a building close to Mrs. Cienfiiegos's ofSce and could provide 

transportation, but not on a daily basis. 

This household rq)resented varioiis forms of opportunities and constraints on 

mobility, affecting all its members to some degree. The lack of jobs in Douglas resulted in 

a relatively long commute for Mr. Ortega. Mrs. Cienfiiegos's disability necessitated her 

regular access to transportation. Ms. Ortega was physical]  ̂able to walk to her workplace 

downtown but chose to be part of Mrs. Ortega's chauffeur route. Mrs. Ortega, 

accommodating the needs of the others in the household, committed her time to driving 
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and supervismg the disabled son, and rarefy had fiee time to hersel£ However, living in the 

extended &mily arrangement, especially Nfrs. Ortega's willingness to remain imenployed 

and to spend her days driving and looking after the disabled son, provided resolution to 

the sads&ction of the household. The three comtnnBd incomes of the fiilt-time workers, 

plus payments received by the disabled son, aUowed the housdiold to meet its bills and the 

various members to save some mon  ̂toward their goals. 

Onfy two members of this household occasional  ̂crossed the border. They had no 

relatives on the other side, although aH had been bom in Douglas and had lived there most 

of their lives. Mrs. Ciaofoegos had gone to Agua Prieta for dental care in the past, and she 

and her older daughter each went across qx)radicalfy to bi^r Mexican products such as 

tortillas, vitamins, and paper goods, or to eat in restaurants. While ̂ e had lived in 

Doi^las, Mrs. Ortega had never crossed the border. She caressed little interest in visiting 

Agua Prieta, particularly because her days were so fiiU of driving that she did not want to 

do more travelling after everyone was safely home at night 

About a month after she and her husband had arrived in Doi^las, Mrs. Ortega 

started a part time job for another relative of Mrs. Cienftiegos, cleaning house and doing 

yard work one day a week. She worked on her husband's day of  ̂when she did not have 

to drive him to Bisbee. Of course, this meant that she and her husband had litde time 

together oiitside the commute to his worlq>Iace. She viewed this as a hardship, as they had 

been married less than a year at the time. On the positive side, her part time job meant she 

bad a little mon  ̂of her own and a day to do something aside fiom driving and tending 
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tbe dis£d}led soa In her time in Douglas ̂  had not crossed the border, and did iK)t 

antic^e that siie would, as nothing drew her to the other side. Mrs. Ortega was the onfy 

household resident did not speak Spanish, and in her {sesence everyone else ̂ ke 

English. Her lack of Spanidi language skills and her imfamiKarity with the border and 

Mexican culture made her hesitant to e}q)lore Douglas and Agua Prieta, and aside &om 

driving others to their woriq)laces and acconq)ai^ring other household members to the 

grocery and video stores, she rarefy went aiQnwhere outside the home. 

Mrs. Cienfiiegos had reached a stage in her life course i^liere she had expected to 

live alone, and was enjoying financial independence for the first time in her life when her 

children moved in with her. After the initial adjustment she seemed happy to have her 

children living with her, even though her small house was crowded. Tbe presence of her 

children in the household resulted in a curtailment of her personal molnli ,̂ (partly her 

own choice, as she could have used the car at night, but preferred to stay home then), but 

also alleviated her anxie  ̂over their well-being, and relieved her of some household 

chores. Her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Ortega, took over much of the housework and 

yardwork, and Mr. Ortega prepared many femify meals. Her and the other household 

members' needs for tran^rtation meant that her car was in use much of the day, and she 

began staying at home more often. 

Gender ideologies and relations in the larger community are evident in the 

anangements made by Mrs. Cienfuegos and her femily. She was eDq>loyed in a 

traditionally female occupation (nursing), and her daughter, Ms. Ortega, a high school 
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graduate, was limited in her choice of enq>loynient The service sector continued to 

e^qpand slowty in Douglas, providing new jobs that required little education and low skill 

levels, but also paid low wages. When the Phelps-Dodge smelter closed in the 1980s, a 

traditional  ̂important source of well-paying, mainly male-occi^ied positions was 

eliminate4 to be replaced by the opening of the state prison a few years later. Most of the 

jobs at the prison are occiq>ied by men, although a few women have also found 

enployment there. The State Department of Corrections did not offer en^loyment 

opportunity to Ms. Ortega, who chose instead to work as a waitress, v^iere at least, she 

said, she earned tips. 

Ailer this research was conq)leted and I moved away from Douglas, I heard that 

Mr. Ortega had obtained a better-paying job in another state, and he and his wife left 

Douglas. Mrs. Cieniiiegos began investigating &cilities outside of Douglas for her disabled 

son, hoping to find a residential care &cility where he could live durmg the week and then 

come home on weekends. She had not fotmd such a place when her other daughter moved 

back to Douglas and into Mrs. Cieniuegos's house. When I last heard, the second 

daughter remained unen^loyed and stayed home during the day to supervise the son, but 

she hoped to find a job at some point. 

The issue of the special needs member of the household would not likefy be 

resolved as long as he and the others remained in Douglas. This is a function of living in a 

small town, where mental health care services are limited. It is also a function of 

socioeconomic standing, as Mrs. Cienfuegos could not afford to pay for private care and 
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thus depended on County or State programs to provide assistance for her son. Such 

assistance was not, however, forthcoming the last time I ̂ ke with a member of this 

household. 

Meanwhile, however, Mrs. Cien&^os and her enq>loyed dau^ter shared the car 

and arranged their schedules accordingly. The household had been reduced by two 

members, then increased by one, but more inq)ortant was the loss of Mr. Ortega's salary, 

which had been nearfy equivalent to Mrs. Cienfii^os's. With two resident members 

unemployed, the two remaining salaries had to stretch &rther than the three had 

previous .̂ 

THE FAMILY OF MERCEDES AND RAUL CORONA 

The Corona household was the largest in the study population, consisting of Mr, 

and Mrs. Corona and their six children, ranging in age from 7 to 23 years. Two married 

sons had left the home; one lived in Agua Prieta and another in the US. The &mily 

moved to Agua Prieta in 1992 from the state of Chihuahua, io search of en:q>loyment and a 

better life. Mercedes Corona brought her parakeets with her and bad added more birds to 

her collection. The singing of the periquitos de amor (love birds) filled the kitchen wMe 

we talked. 

The two oldest unmarried sons, 18 and 15 at the time, soon found enqiloyment in 

maquiladoras, and Mr. Corona began his own construction business. Th  ̂bought a small 

lot in a neighborhood in the expandiag south side of Agua Prieta, and built a small house 

of concrete block. The &mily owned one car, used by Corona and his sons for their 
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business. The two sons eventuality quit their jobs in the maquiladoras, complaintng that 

they worked long and hard for little pay, and joined their &ther in his business.' 

G}rona was also self-en:q)loyed, selling iised clothes in the local market on the weekends. 

She did not have a border crossing card, and in her business this was a liability. She 

bought the used clothes in Agua Prieta from others \^^o purchased them mainfy in the US, 

either from garage sales in Douglas or from dealers in other cities. The marked-up price 

she paid to the intermediary biQrers and sellers meant she made very small profits on 

anything ̂ e sold in the market. 

Mrs. Corona was in the process of app^dng for crossmg card for herself and three 

of her daughters. She was waiting for a copy of her and one daughter's birth certificates, 

then would have all the papers she needed to appty. She was anxious to obtain a crossing 

card not only to be able to purchase used clothes in the US, but because her oldest son 

and his &niity were in the process of establishing residency in the US and she hoped to 

visit her grandchildren at least occasion .̂ Her husband and two oldest sons at home 

already had crossing cards. 

Mrs. Corona spent two or three days a week biQong used clothes from her regular 

sources and three days a week selling in the market. Her husband's work was variable— 

' This matches Heyman's (1991:186) assertion that the young men he encountered in his 
research in Agua Prieta were "more responsible to their individual life path, and would 
leave a steady but dead-end operative job to exptere a work pos^ility that seemed more 
promising or exciting," compared to young women who were more resonsible to the job 
and committed to bringing home a certain amount of money each month. Young men in 
other households, however, stayed in positions at maquiladoras for longer periods. 
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sometimes he worked three or four days a week, sometimes none. The car was under his 

control, and he usualty drove her around Agua Prieta to purchase used clothing. 

Sometimes she used the bus, but she characterized the system as slow and unreliable, and 

said she had to walk a long way to the bus stop and then again to her destination aiter the 

bus dropped her ofil The day I interviewed Mrs. Corona, her husband and her oldest son 

had driven to Douglas to visit friends. Th  ̂crossed the border regular  ̂two or three 

times a week to buy supplies for their work and to shop for groceries for the &mify. Mr. 

Corona and his sons bought whatever foods and other household supplies were less 

e}q)ensive in Douglas, and clothing and shoes for the femify. Mrs. Corona's lack of a 

crossing card limited the income she could earn in her used clothing business, and also 

resulted in the deviation from traditional gender roles mentioned above in Chapter Four, 

as her husband and sons took responsibility for doing much of the &mify's grocery 

shopping in Douglas. 

The three youngest children (girls aged 13, S and 7) in the &mify attended school 

during the day. Transportation of the girls to school was not a problem because they all 

went to a school located a few minutes' walk from their house. In accord with traditional 

gender roles in Mexican &mi]ies, on the days Mrs. Corona sold clothes m the market, the 

older daughter took care of her younger sisters. The older sons were generally working 

with their &ther or out pursuing other interests, and ^nt little time at the house; they 

were not involved with caring for their youiiger siblings or the house, except in purchasing 

household goods in Douglas. 
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This &niify had reached the stage in the life course called by Aoderson and de la 

Rosa (I991:S5) the "consolidatioiiphase, in ̂ ch at least some ctuldFen are old enough 

to join the labor market and contribute to &mily income," and all the working members of 

the household contributed mon  ̂to cover the biDs. Between the five self«iEq)byed 

workers in the household, the &mify managed to p  ̂the biDs. Hqanan (1991:186-7) 

found that single working children in Agua Piieta living with their patents consistent  ̂

withheld significant portions of their p^check to spend on clothes and entertainment. 

When I asked she avoided any places in Agua Prieta, Mrs. Corona said she did not go 

out at all at night, but that men do, and that her sons "go out all the time." Her attitude 

reflects research findings about women's fear and mobili  ̂in cities, in that women tend to 

place limits on their own mobility, restricting the times and places they will go (Pain 1991, 

1995). Mrs. Corona was fieefy  ̂mobile durii  ̂the day, to the extent that she had access to 

transportation, but at night, while she preferred to stay home, her sons went out seeking 

entertainment. I did not ask her more questions about her sons' and husband's 

contribution to hoiisehold income, but it would be interesting to know how much they 

spent on entertainment and clothes for "going out all the time," and at cost to this 

low income household. 

The household was also ejiperiencing the dispersion stage, when the adult children 

leave their parents' house. With her two oldest sons married and liviiig independently, 

Mrs. Corona's Minify was extending, and she saw the advantages of her oldest son moving 

his &mify to the US. His residence in the US, in her ̂ es, promised a better life for him 
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and his children, and offered pos^ilides to her and her &mify as weQ, in terms of 

migration possibilities and financial he  ̂in hard times. 

Mrs. Corona did not have regular access to the &mify's car, although she said it 

was registered in her name, and vdien she did go somewhere in the car she usualty went as 

a passenger with her husband driving. She took advantage of the public bus ̂ em in 

Agua Piieta, although she was dissatisfied with the routes and schedules and onfy used the 

bus when her husband was not available to drive her. Sometimes she drove to church and 

to the local market \^ilere she sold clothes on the wedcends, if her husband did not need 

the car for his work and her sons did not take it somewhere. Usualfy she waited for her 

husband, arranging ter schedule to fit bis. 

THE HOUSEHOLD OF MONICA DELGADO 

Ms. Delgado, a 39-year-old divorced mother of one, had lived in Douglas nearfy 

her entire life. She was a M time en^loyee in a Douglas ofSce and siq^rted herself and 

her 20-year-old son, a &ll-time student, on less than $14,000 per year. She owned two 

cars, both registered in her name, one of which did not run at the time of the interview. 

Neither ̂ e nor her son graduated fijom high school, but both later earned the high school 

graduation equivalency degree (GED), and both attended classes at Cochise Community 

College, Ms. Delgado at night, her son car-pooling to the coU^e during the day. 

Her son was responsible for his own transportation and was essentially 

independent (though not financiaSy). Although she did not &ce transportation problems, 

Ms. Delgado had a bu  ̂and complicated schedule because she worked fiill time and went 
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to school part time. She often made linked tr  ̂as she regular)  ̂used her car for business 

as well as personal tran^rtation, and organized her travel time to make as maiQr stops 

and take care of as many errands as possible on one trip. She felt that Douglas probably 

did not need a public transportation ̂ em in addition to the grocery store buses and taxis 

already available. She thought that most people were able to make their way around 

Douglas without noore public transportation, although she worked closely with many low-

income residents of the city who did not own cars and who depended on others for 

transportation. 

^^en I asked if she avoided particular places in Douglas or Agua Prieta, Ms. 

Delgado said she never went to Mexico because it was too dangerous. She was 

particular  ̂wary of the Mexican police, ̂ o, she said, would take a person's car if they 

liked it. She thou^t that most women feh saf» in Douglas than in Mexico, but that men 

went everywhere, not thinking about whether it was safe or not Ms. Delgado used to 

sneak over the border to Agua Prieta without her parents' knowledge when she was 

younger, to drink and carouse with her fiiends. She was also one of the re^ndents who 

did not think her own son did the same thing. She knew he occasionally went to bars and 

discos in Agua Prieta with his fnlends, but because he knew she did not want him to go 

often, she thought he did not. 

In response to a later question, Ms. Delgado said she did drive to Agua Prieta 

about once every sk months. She would not go alone, and did not feel safe v^en she was 

on the other side. She did not trust the Mexican police or other drivers in Agua Prieta. 
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Usually she drove across with fiiends to go out to dinner, or went to one of the 

pharmacies close to the Port of Entry. She thought that the prices of medicines in Agua 

Prieta pharmacies had risen so much recent  ̂that it might no longer be worth the drive 

over. However her daughter, wiio lived in Douglas but not with Ms. Delgado, was having 

major dental work done in Agua Prieta, and estimated she saved over $2000 by seeing a 

Mexican dentist Ms. Delgado did not have relatives in Mexico or interest in developing 

connections there. She did not feel her life was different because she lived at the border, 

although she had lived elsewhere in Arizona and in California. She thought the 

government needed to send more Agents to help the Border Patrol do a better job of 

keeping illegal crossers oxit of Douglas, but she was not in &vor of the new fence. She 

called the idea of an aesthetically pleasing fence "kind of corny," and said it would not 

stop anyone &om crossing the border; in her opinion it would instead be a waste of 

money, whether the INS or the City of Douglas paid for it. 

Ms. Delgado represents a portion of the reqwndents whose lives were focused on 

the US, who rarefy went to Mexico and paid little attention to it. She grew up bilingual 

and spoke Spani  ̂about half the time with the clients at her ofSce, but her connections 

with Mexico were for the most part in the past and in the present she did not find living at 

the border offered any particular advantages. She did acknowledge Douglas's dependence 

on Mexican shoppers and how periodic peso devaluations harmed Douglas businesses 

because fewer people fi-om Agua Prieta could aJBFord to shop in the US. When I asked if 

she had heard of NAFTA, she said 'It's the trade thing, right? Doesn't it have to do with 
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pesos?" At the same time she recognized the interdependence of the two cities, she was 

not personalty interested in Mexico. 

THE FAMILY OF ALEJANDRA AND HECTOR DIAZ 

The Diaz femify moved to Douglas from Agua Prieta in 1986, vviien their two 

oldest children were 4 and 5 years old. Th  ̂were legal residents of the US. Their third 

child was bom in Douglas in 1995 and thus has American citizenship. They lived in one of 

the lower income areas of Douglas. Both Mr. and Mrs. Diaz were self-enq)loyed; Mrs. 

Diaz also worked seasonal  ̂for a chOe-packing plant. Her three months of regular salary 

provided the only dependable income the femify earned. For the remainder of the year she 

prepared food each weekday morning in her kitchen; her husband took the food around to 

nearby offices for sale to the workers. He also was a musician, performing with a band in 

Douglas and Agua Prieta. 

The &mi}y owned two cars, both older but functioning at the time of the interview. 

Their daity movements required reliable tranqwrtation for both of them as th  ̂went in 

various different directions throughout the day. Mrs. Diaz prepared the food for sale earty 

in the morning, and by the time the children were ready for school Mr. Diaz was already 

gone to sell the food. Mrs. Diaz continued to prepare food that she took to her &mily in 

Agua Prieta, so she also was not available to take the children to school A neighbor 

whose children went to the same school took the Diaz children in the morning, and M'. 

Diaz picked them up in the afternoons, while Mrs. Diaz was usually still in Agua Prieta. 
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Mrs. Diaz's relatives in Agua Prieta included two sisters who partic^ed in this 

study. The fimify-of one ̂ er was described in a previous ch^ter of this Fqx)rt as 

representii  ̂a sector of Mexico's population that in socioeconomic terms is downwardly 

mobQe. They could not afford iq>keep and maintenance on their vehicle and sold it in order 

that their oldest son could continue his educatioa Mrs. Diaz's brother-in-law was self-

en^Ioyed in construction. Although a great deal of construction was taking place in Agua 

Prieta at the time of these interviews, much of it was being conducted by &milies buflding 

their own houses, and less was of the type that would require independent construction 

workers. Therefore, self-employment in the building trades offered irregular and uncertain 

income at the time. Their son had a job in a maquiladora, and contributed most of his 

steady, though low, salary to the household mcome. The respondent prq)ared food in her 

kitchen each morning for sale to a local market, and this way earned a small amount of 

cash each day. Although the members of this &mify all had crosang cards, the re^ndent 

had not traveled across the border in over a year because, she said, she did not have 

money to shop in Douglas. Mrs. Diaz mentioned taking prepared food to her sisters in 

Agua Prieta, and the sister 's^o still shopped in Douglas on occasion bought food for her 

sister who no longer did. Famify connections and mutual aid on both sides of the border 

allowed these &milies to maintain themselves. Mrs. Diaz's nephew was the hope of his 

&mily, as he studied technical courses in hopes of becoming a computer programmer, and 

meanwhile working 60 hours a week in the maquiladora. 
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Mrs. Diaz drove to Agua Prieta eveiy d  ̂to bt  ̂some supplies for her business 

that were less e:q)ensive there or were unavailable in Douglas's grocery stores. She also 

visited daify with her brother and two sisters who lived in Agua Prieta. She was more 

comfortable in Mexico tiian in the US, in ̂ ite of her eleven years of residence in Douglas. 

She did not speak English, a major cause of discomfort for her in Douglas, even though it 

often seemed everyone in Douglas spoke SpanisL She never traveled across the line alone 

as she always had her two-year-old son with her. She said one advantage of working in 

her home was being able to take care of her young son, as she had never wanted to leave 

her chOdren with a b^sitter. Mr. Diaz also drove across the line eveiy day, going to 

check on the house the gmil  ̂owned in Agua Prieta and to do other errands. 

As this descri^on makes clear, Mrs. Diaz's ties with Mexico were stror .̂ 

Everyone in her &mily crossed the border every day and in addition spent holidays and 

weekends in Agua Prieta with their relatives, Mrs. Diaz bought Mexican foods at the 

grocery store in Agua Prieta, and th  ̂retain ownership ofa house there. She was not 

worried about wel&re reform laws that had other legal US residents in Douglas worried 

&r the liiture, because her &nnfy received no US govermnent assistance. Her youngest 

child was eligible for medical services through the Arizona Health Care Cost Containment 

System (AHCCCS), when other &mily members needed medical or dental care they went 

to Agua Prieta. Nfrs. Diaz had never had any problems passing through the Port of Entry, 

although said she had heard that the Customs Inspectors had started checlctDg documents 

more thoroughly because of the rising incidence of people trying to the enter the US with 
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foiged papers. She tboxight the Border Patrol Agents were "good people just doing their 

job like anyone else," but she was opposed to construction of a new walL She said in 

appeared unjust to her, because the cities were jomed as one and a wall did not seem right. 

When I asked her if life was different at the border, Mrs. Diaz said the main 

difference was living on the US side instead of the Mexico side, because life was harder on 

the US side and finding a regular job with a good salary was near  ̂inqwssiUe for her and 

her husband. She preferred life in AguaPrieta, but would stay in Douglas as long as her 

children were in school This was a bng term commitment, as her youngest chikl was only 

two years old at the time of the interview and Mrs. Diaz was 41. Her chiMren's education 

was inq)ortant enough that she would stay in Douglas to ensure they obtained the best 

education she could provide fer them. Her husband had no formal schooling and she had 

onfy six years. She viewed a good education as the padi to a better future for her children 

and was willing to sacrifice her own desires to help her children advance. 

THE FAMILY OF ULIANA DAVILA 

The Ddvila household was unusual in that it consisted of five adult unmarried 

children firom 20 to 32 years of age living with their widowed mother. The reqx>ndent, 

Ms. Ddvila, was the youngest. Her &ther died vviien she was an in&nt and her oldest 

kother was twelve years old. Her mother had never remarried, and wlien I asked the oMer 

Mrs. Davila how she had managed to raise five children on her own in Agua Prieta, she 

shrugged and said "Well, all the children he^)ed, the oldest ones worked to keq) the &mily 

going, they contributed, we managed." She had only conq>leted sk years of primary 
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school, the highest level of education available in the small Sonoian community where she 

had grown up, but all her children had coiDpleted at least escuela segundaria (nine years 

of formal schooling). 

The five siblings were enqjloyed maquiladoras, and their mother sold used 

clothing in the same local market where Mrs. Corona, described above, also sold used 

clothing.̂  Th^r all contributed part of their earnings to support the household, although 

the two brothers and one sister (first, third, and fourth in birth order) contributed more 

than the two other sisters (second and fifth) wiio were both saving mon  ̂for personal 

goals that the apparent  ̂supported. Ms. Davila hoped to enroll in a university one 

day soon. She bad already con^leted prqjaratoria (the equivalent of high schooO and 

dreamed of becoming a veterinarian. 

The oldest daughter owned a car, which Ms. Davila could borrow if her sister was 

not using it. Sometimes, though, she wanted to go places that were too &r to walk, 

especially to places in Douglas, but could not because her sister had the car. When Ms. 

Davila did use the car she most often drove to fiiends' houses or Douglas. She and all her 

siblings walked to the maquiladoras. None of them used the city buses or those provided 

 ̂I had a very interesting enjoyable conversation with the older Mrs. Davila and have used 
some of the information firom that conversation to fill in this case study descr^tion, but I 
did not interview her for this study and therefore do not know to what degree her situation 
coincides with Nfrs. Corona's. Nfrs. Ddvila did have a crossing card, so parhaps she was 
able to purchase clothes in the US. Her daughter did not mention this as an activity of her 
mother's when I asked if other members of her household crossed the border, although 
she said everyone in her &mity did cross the border to shop. 
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by their enq)Ioyers, as the &ctories were ten to fifteen minutes' walk fix>m their house and 

they all preferred to walk. Their mother never learned to drive and depends on one or 

another of her children to drive her wdierever she needs to go. 

Nfe. Divila viewed life at the border as better than in the interior, although has 

never lived anywhere but Agua Prieta She appreciated being able to drive or walk across 

the line and be in a fore  ̂country. Her &mily members did most of their shopping in 

Douglas, out of costumbre (habit) and preference for US goods, she said, and because 

they could bity things less e)q)ensivefy in the US. In terms of the ways life was different at 

the border, she felt that women from Agua Prieta were more open-minded and more 

interesting that the women she had met firom the interior. Some of her more recentfy 

arrived co-workers at the maquiladora, she said, onfy thought about their femilies and their 

jobs at the &ctoiy, as if that was all there was to life. Ms. DavHa, in contrast, had ideas 

and aspirations, including her goal of a university education. Living at the border provided 

more opportunities for working and saving than she might find in the interior; however, to 

pursue her dream of becoming a veterinarian, she would have to leave the state, as no 

university in Sonora offered the degree she wanted. She said government affected her life 

in that it Med to help aspiring students. She did not reli  ̂the idea of moving to a 

different part of the coimtiy, but would, eventualfy, in order to pursue her dream. In that 

pursuit she would participate in the migratory stream in a different direction fiom the 

majority of migrants at the border, who moved north in search of more economic 

opportunities. 
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The households described above illustrate the conq>lexity of some of the 

arrangements, relationships, and d.yaaniics in ef^t within the study population. I chose 

these particular households because th  ̂Ohistrate some of the problems and challenges 

related to mobility and life at the border that the women of Douglas and Agua Prieta deal 

with on a regular basis. Other respondents on both sides of the border lived in households 

that £iced few challei^es to their mobility. 

GLORIA MENDEZ AND HER DAUGHTERS 

A widow and mother of three children in her mid-40s, Mrs. Mendez was a lifelong 

resident of Agua Prieta She held a professional position m a maquOadora, rising through 

the ranks from secretary to mid-management level She spoke English, and traveled for 

business in the US. Although Mrs. Mendez had onfy completed two years of preparatoria, 

her daughters, who also spoke English, had all conqileted university d^ees and were also 

working in professional positions, though not in maquiladoras. Each of the members of 

this &mi]  ̂had her own vehicle, and they had no trani^rtation issues aside from 

maintaining their cars. Mrs. Mendez covered household costs and her daughters paid their 

own personal e}q)enses. 

Mrs. Mendez had strong cross-border ties. Her mother and several of her siblings, 

all US citizens, lived in Douglas, and they visited back and forth regular  ̂throughout the 

week. Her daughters had attended college in Doiiglas (though they had graduated from 

Mexican universities), and the femify did noost of its shopping in Douglas, with regular 

trips to Tucson and Phoenix for additional shopping purposes. Mrs. Mendez also used US 
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medical services, particular)  ̂for any specialist doctors she or her daughters might need. 

She said they had better training and provided siq)erior services. 

Because of her position at the maquiladora ̂ frs. Mendez was one of the few 

respondents vibo had feroiliarity with NAFTA. She e;q)ected it to bring changes to the 

conqianies in Mexico, making it easier and less ejqpensive to operate import and e^qwrt 

businesses, and thought it would aSTect her own life makitig her job even busier than it 

already was. Her sense of the w  ̂government affected her life was in the higjh taxes die 

and her conq>any paid. She also mentioned the recent inqx>sition of daylight savings time, 

which results in Douglas (which does not change) being an hour different from Agua 

Prieta (wWch does change) for half the year. She said "only the government would decide 

to switch the hour." 

Mrs. Mendez enjoyed a privileged position in border life, being a single mother in 

entirety different circumstances than, for exanqile, Ms. Delgado above. She represents a 

small but growii  ̂group of women holding professional positions in the maquiladoras 

who have opened the doors for more yoxmger women to follow. She told me that women 

have always worked in the maquiladora ofSces, but certamly more now than in the past. 

Her daughters were employed adults, still living at home but not contributing to household 

expenses. We did not talk about Mrs. Mendez's late husband or his profession, nor how 

long she had been a widow, but it is possible that the &mify's socioeconomic situation 

changed dramatical  ̂when he died. Still, she was among a very few women in the study 

population who had a management position and earned a good salary. 
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When I asked her if life was different at the border than elsev^iere, Mn. Mendez 

said it was nauch better more technotogy and more knowledge made for successful 

business operations; access to the US albwed them to buy higher quality goods at better 

prices. Her negative comments were reserved for the Border Patrol and Customs Agents, 

who, she said, "tratem mal a los mojadof (mistreat the wetbacks), and others crossing the 

border legalfy. She had warned her daughters to be care&l, as they were young women 

and she worried that they were vulnerable to abusive treatment by border ofBcials. 

Customs Agents make arbitrary decisions about who gets across the border and does 

not, she claimed, and they have their own Mafia organizing their corrupt practices. She 

was among several re^ndeots on both sides of the border said the idea of a new 

wall reminded her of the Berlin wall that had so recently been destroyed. Wl ,̂ she asked, 

should the US build a new wall at the same tin  ̂it was making agreements such as 

NAFTA that were siqjposed to open exchanges between the two countries? A new wall 

would cool relations between these countries that are so close. She also mentioned that it 

would be foolish for the US to inq)ose a border crossing fee on Mexicans passing through 

the Port of Entry, because such a fee would onfy- harm the Douglas merchants who depend 

on Mexicans for their survival Mrs. Mendez worked closefy with the maquiladora's 

parent coiiq>any and traveled regular]  ̂in the US, earned a good salary and enjoyed 

material comforts inaccessible to many in Agua Prieta and Douglas, yet when she drove 

through the Douglas Port of Entiy her ethnicity and nationality made her subject to 

treatment she considered unprofessional, rude, and sometimes abusive. Driving even a late 
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model car with Sonoran license plates made her an olgect of suspicion in the US, 

regardless of her socioeconomic standing. She had the advantage of speaking Ei]^;lish and 

being familiar with and com&rtable with US laws and customs, yet she could not escape 

the social structures that enq)hasized the differences between her and her Angk) 

contenqx)raries on the US side. Conq>are 1  ̂story to the following household, as an 

exanqjle. 

CHARLOTTE AND STEVE MEYER 

Charlotte Meyer, an Anglo, also held a professional position with a maquiladora, in 

the Douglas ofSce of a conipany that operated plants in several differ  ̂Sonoran cities. 

Her family was at a younger st^e in the life course, as both her children were in school-

one a teenager attending high school, the other in elementary school Mr. Meyer traveled a 

great deal in his work, and on a dail  ̂basis Mrs. Meyer was responsible for household 

maintenance and child care, in addition to working an average of 50 hours a week. She did 

not face transportation problems, but had a bu  ̂schedule that has been described in 

Chapter 3 of this report She made many linked trips, picking her youngest child tq> from 

school in the middle of the day and dropping her off at a babysitter, and stopping at the 

grocery store on the way to the babysitter after leaving her workplace in the evening. 

Mrs. Meyer referred in passing to an incident she e^qperienced in southern Sonora 

when she travelled alone, cbaracteriang it as '̂ horrible" but not describing what had 

happened. The incident made a significant in^ression on her, because ever since she had 

feh aftaid any time she crossed the border, and refiised to cross alone or to drive her own 
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maquiladora, always asking another en^loyee to acconqmy her. She ̂ ke just a little 

Spanish, learned in the three years she and her femify had lived in Douglas. She rarefy 

crossed for ai^r reason aside from business, and onfy in the con[q)any of her husband, who 

^ke Spanish. On occasion they attended social events with their Mexican business 

associates, but Mrs. M^er called them more her husband's fiiends than hers. 

Mrs. Meyer stated adamant  ̂that for her, life was better away from the border and 

away from Douglas. Gifldren in Douglas had few opportunities for recreation and as a 

result often would cross the border looking for entertainment and instead find trouble. 

They had to travel to Sierra Vista or Tucson to find adequate medical and dental care, 

although she did have prescriptions filled in Agua Prieta because it was less e^qjensive. 

The Border Patrol, in Mrs. Meyer's view, was "a joke." She regularly chased illegal 

crossers away &om her of5ce, where they would hide around the trucks and in the bushes. 

She had at various times called the Border Patrol to report 15 or 20 illegal crossers 

passing by her ofSce, heading north toward a convenience store A^ere she thought they 

had a ride waiting. She was in &vor of building a new wall between Douglas and Agua 

Prieta, as she thought it would require the illegal crossers to move away from the cities 

and therefore be easier to pick up. Her house and vehicles had been broken into, and she 

assumed the thieves were Mexicans who went back across the border after committing the 

break-ins. She recommended a change in the Border Patrol's system: after one 

apprehension the illegal crosser would be released; after a second, community service 
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would be required; and after a third, the illegal Grosser would have to serve a month in jaiL 

Mrs. Meyer and Mrs. Mendez both occiq>y privileged po^ons in tbeir respective 

communities as well as across the line. Mrs. Meyer's position is enhanced because she 

lives in a two-income household, but her young children are not yet contributing to their 

own upkeep, whereas Mrs. Mendez's daughters pay for their own e}q>enses bQ^ond daify 

household maintenance such as food and utilities. These two respondents rq)resent the 

differences in attitudes that were most marked between women of the two cities and were 

strong  ̂related to nationality and place of residence. Mrs. Mendez was insulted at the 

treatment of herself and other Mexicans by US INS Agents, whereas Mrs. Meyer reacted 

in fear to Mexico and illegal crossers. In both cases their desci^tions were based on 

selected e:q)eriences, for both also described positive aq)ects of their cross-border 

connections. 

CONCLUSION 

The households described in this chapter provide examples of the manners in 

which the &ctors influencing women's mobility and their attitudes regarding life at the 

US-Mexico border manifest in individual cases. These exan:q>Ies are not necessarify 

representative of the study group or women in Douglas and Agua Prieta or at the border, 

but they do illustrate women's varied means of dealing with constraints on their mobility, 

their individual thoughts about life at the border and how those depend on the perspective 

of the re^ndent The case study exanq>les show the importance of the socioeconomic 

characteristics that have been of interest in this research in women's mobility and attitudes, 
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and how they interesect to shape women's lives. Access to transpoitation, for exanq)le, is 

affected the intersection of class, gender, stage in life course, and economic level Class 

standing is clearfy inqx>rtant not onfy in terms of the relative advantages and disadvantages 

women &ce on a daify basis—such as access to private means of tran^rtation~but it also 

influences vdiere th  ̂decide to go, where and with whom th  ̂conduct business. Women 

of higher income groups such as Mrs. Meyer and Mrs. Mendez lived in multi-vehicle 

households, and in the absence of worries about access to tran^rtation, the influence of 

other &ctors such as child care and employment were more inqwrtant in shaping their 

mobility. Mrs. Cienfuegos, who in her mid-SOs had not e^qpected to be involved in child 

care, found herself re^nsible for her mentalfy disabled adult son and providing housing 

and the means of tran^rtation to her other adult childrea The lower income status of 

her household, relative to Mrs. Meyer and Mrs. Mendez, resulted in constraints on the 

personal mobility of all the members, as the car served everyone in the household. 

M^er &ced the additional re^nsibOity of caring for a young child, and in 

her case, stage in life course and child care as they were interwoven with her gender role 

in the household were critical &ctors shaping her mobility. Mrs. Meyer and Mrs. Mendez 

both took advantage of their higher economic levels to travel away firom Douglas and 

Agua Prieta in search of iniportant services, such as health care for themselves and their 

&milies, vMe Mrs. Cien&egos e^^rienced the frustration of not being able to find 

services for her son in the area. 
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Several of the women portrayed in these case studies were among those 

respondents who e^qniessed fear of travelling to or through certain places. Ms. Delgado, 

for example, avoided going to Mexico at all because she felt it was too dangerous, and 

Mrs. Meyer would not go to Mexico except with her husband. Mrs. Cienfiiegos crossed 

the border but preferred not to go at ni^t, especially not on weekend nights when she 

thought the Agua Prieta police were particular  ̂on the lookout for US license plates. 

Nte. Diaz, in contrast, who was from Mexico, crossed the border at least once a day to 

visit &mily in Agua Prieta and was more comfbrt^le in Mexico than in the US. Among 

the case study examples, the Douglas residents who had never lived in Mexico were most 

fearful of crossing the border. They tended to perceive this fear of particular places at 

particular times as shaped by gender, and even resented that men did not have to feel 

afi:aid, especially while travelling alone at night, for exanple. These types of fears affected 

women on both sides of the border, and resulted in their inq)oang restrictions on their 

own movements at certain times and in certain places, and in warning femily members 

about places they should avoid. Ms. Delgado, for exanqjle, warned her 20-year-old son 

about the dangers of the bars in Agua Prieta, although she thought he frequented them 

because he could drink alcohol there. 

Mrs. Mendez represented many of the Agua Prieta re^ndents in her resentment 

of the arrogance and rudeness with which Mexicans were often treated US o£Gcials at 

the border. Her attitude did not prevent her, and others from Agua Prieta, from crossing 

the border regularfy to take advantage of better prices and higher quality in the stores in 
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Douglas, Tucson, and Phoenix. Mrs. Corona, ̂ who did not have a crossing card, was 

anxious to obtain one in order to take advantage of shoppmg on the other side. 

Social and economic structural conditions provided both oiq)ortunities and barriers 

for mobility to the women presented in this chapter. Some, such as Mrs. Mendez, had 

foimd opportunity and economic success in the maquiladora industry of Agua Prieta, 

where her lack of advanced formal education did not deter her profes^oiial advancement 

over the twenty years of her career in the industiy. Others, such as Mrs. Ortega, who had 

not graduated from high school and did not speak Spanish, &ced a severe lack of 

opportunities within the limited enq>lo}m[ient ̂ tuation of Douglas. EQgher education might 

not have opened the doors to more en^loyment possibilities, but Spanish language ability 

probabfy would have. 

The buih environment of the two cities provided the phyacal context of the 

women's lives and movements, and also created barriers, the most obvious and prominent 

being the border itself US political institutions placed restrictions on certain people 

entering the country—those '\^o could not prove they had substantial ties to Mexico m the 

shape of formal enq)loyment, bank accounts, and registration with the Mexican Seguridad 

Social. They tended to be low income rather than high income, and women more than 

men—those such as Ms. Corona, whose husband and two sons had crosdng cards; they 

tended not to be women like M:s. Mendez, whose class position and cross-border 

connectons assured her ease of crossing the border as well as entrte into various social 

groi:q}S on both ̂ des. Mrs. Corona lived m the new, e}q>anding, low income southern area 
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of Agua Prieta, as &r as one could live away firom the Port of Entry, whereas Mrs. 

Mendez lived in the h^;ber income area of older, larger, and better quali  ̂homes nearest 

to the border and the Port of Entry. The ptQ^sical separation of residents of different class 

levels, although not exclusive in either Agua Prieta or Doi^;las, sh^}ed the possitnlities for 

mobility of the case stucfy re^ndents. Ms. Davila, for exanq^Ie, had to forgo certain 

activities across the border due to lack of tran^rtation, although she lived closer to the 

middle of Agua Prieta than either Mrs. Corona or Mrs. Mendez. She had to wait imtil she 

could borrow her sister's car, and like Mrs. Corona preferred not to take the bus. Some 

things were sinq>ly too &r away. Ms. Ort^a, who did not drive, lived about two miles 

east of the Port of Entry in Douglas, and although she wanted to explore certain cultural 

activities in Agua Prieta, the distance was troublesome \^dien she had household 

obligations such as caring for her brother. 

The case study touseholds illustrate the coioplexity of the relations between 

women's personal characteristics and the structures and institutions that comprise the 

context of their daify lives and shape their mobOi .̂ They show by exan^le how gender 

roles in the household may limit women's access to trao^rtation and in the case of 

women in Agua Prieta, to the other side of the border. Women's reproductive labor, in the 

form of child care, food procurement, and household management, is also seen to shape, 

and often limit, their mobility, for women with young children but even ia the case of older 

women expect to be beyond the years of reqxjnsibility for their adult chfldrea The 

context of the border shapes the women's attitudes, even as their (and men's) cross-
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border behavior has affected the buih enviFonment of the two cities, seen in arrangements 

such as the provision of transportation to the major grocery stores in Douglas from the 

Port of Entry, the location of the new shopping plaza and other retail establishments in 

Douglas within walking distance of the border, the large nurnber of pharmacies in Agua 

Prieta within walking distance of the Port of Entry, and the location of tourist shops along 

the main street just south of the border crossing. 
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Chapter Seven 

CONCLUSION 

The aim of this project was to gain an understanding of the significance of the US-

Mexico border in the everyday lives of the women wiio live in border communities by 

examining the patterns of women's mobility in Dotiglas and Agua Prieta, and to learn how 

the women think about the border as th  ̂move within and between the two communities. 

Women's choices aboxit where they will and will not go are suggestive of their 

connections to the significant people and places in their lives, of the constraints and 

opportunities that the urban context offers, and of the gender roles and relations that 

shape their possibilities, their perceptions, and their actions. 

WOMEN'S MOBILITY AND DAILY LIFE AT THE BORDER 

One of the central objectives of this research was to ask how patterns of mobility 

reflect structural differences, similarities and connections among and between women in 

Douglas and Agua Prieta. For women on both sides of the border, patterns of mobility are 

various, yet reveal many commonalities that reflect women's mult^le, gendered roles as 

income-earners, mothers, daughters, grandmothers, consumers, and participants in 

community activities. The patterns that relate directfy to life at the border are 

differentiated by place of residence and nationality, however, and the border is a more 

significant influence on the daify mobility of Mexican women than of US womea That is, 

although the general patterns of mobility for women on both sides are similar—Le., driving 

to the worlq}lace and transporting children are women's main motives for movement on 
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both sides of the border—sigDificant proportions of the movements of women in Agua 

Prieta are directed toward the US, mainly to shop and to use services in Douglas, while 

US women's movements are mostfy oriented toward Douglas and other Arizona locales, 

such as Sierra Vista, Tucson, and Phoenix. 

Women on both sides of the border have, with varying levels of success, found 

ways to negotiate the socioeconomic structures of the two cities and the larger structures 

of the two countries. Mexican women continue to be attracted to Agua Prieta because of 

the availability of jobs in the maquiladora industry, even though the majority of those jobs 

are low-paying and provide few benefits or possibilities for advancement Their migration 

and en^loyment reflect the inqjact of global and national political and economic structures 

on local lives. The poor urban and service infi:astructure that reflects the rapid growth of 

Agua Prieta and the priorities of industrial development have inqilications for the modes of 

transportation available to and selected the women, and for the greater attractiveness to 

them of the stores and parks of Douglas. Many women in Douglas have even more limited 

eiqployment opportunities than those in Agua Prieta, and also choose among various 

minimum-wage jobs with no benefits. As a declining resource-based town that historical  ̂

offered jobs for men, it has not developed a traditon of female-enq}loying industry, cannot 

compete with the low-wage attractions of Agua Prieta, and has not developed a strong 

service sector. G)ntinued stagnation of population and slow economic growth in Douglas 

have inqjlications for mobility, because of necessity women must drive to other, larger 

urban centers to find goods and services not available in Douglas. 
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The denx>graphic structures of Douglas and Agua Prieta also suggest that the 

nature of readents' connections to their respective ddes is dynamic. That is, the young 

population of Agua Prieta will have a different set of resources, priorities, goals, needs and 

desires than those of the overall aging population of Douglas. As the City of Douglas 

works to attract ten;x>rary and permanent retired residents, its demographic structure will 

continue to change. 

The patterns of women's mobility in Douglas are similar to those I would expect 

to find in other small US cities, including those away jfrom the border. Douglas's small size 

allowed multiple trips during the day, and women's major destinations reflected their 

varied gender roles as they made multiple and linked tr^s to drop their children at school 

or after school activities, drive themselves to work, take care of household shopping, and 

visit relatives and fiiends. Agua Prieta women's mobility was more directfy related to the 

presence of the border, and more often included crossing the border. In con5)arison, 

Douglas women's trips across the line were less fiiequent, were usualfy focused on one 

specific destination, and were of relative  ̂short duration. The border offers benefits not 

so readily accessible to those \^o live in the interior of both countries, however, and many 

of the women in Douglas crossed the border to take advantage of the lower costs of 

prescription medicines and medical and dental services available in Agua Prieta. 

Movements of women in Agua Prieta are often directfy related to their residence at 

the border. For exanqjle, many of them had migrated to Agua Prieta in req)onse to 

perceived economic opportunities at the border. Their border crossing was much more 
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frequent than that of Douglas women, as tbey crossed to shop, use banking and postal 

services, to visit relatives or friends, or to q)end the day at the park. Their visits to 

Douglas were generally of longer duration than the Douglas women's visits to Agua 

Prieta, and th  ̂sometimes crossed the line sinq)!  ̂to go shopping or to relax in one of the 

city parks. For many women from Agua Prieta, the nature of their visits was more relaxed 

than were Douglas women's visits to Agua Prieta, as the former crossing into the US did 

not have the anxiety about their personal safety esqnessed 1  ̂Douglas women visitkig 

Mexico. 

The onfy  ̂respondents in Douglas whose lives and daily movewents were oriented 

toward Agua Prieta were Mexican citizens residing in the US. They had moved to 

Douglas in order to take advant£^e of enhanced opportunities for education and 

enq>loyment for themselves and their children, but retained strong emotional and ̂ iritual 

attachments to Mexico. Living at the border allowed them to be close to their fiiends and 

relatives in Mexico while enjoying the benefits of living in the US. For these respondents, 

life in the US was a financial struggle, but onfy one said she would move back to Mexico 

after her children had finished school, and some were seeking US citizenship and planned 

to remain in Douglas. 

The similar patterns of mobility among women on both sides of the border are 

based on gender roles and relations. The women cany out their traditional obligations of 

motherhood and other reproductive labor in the household, shopping, and community 

activities, and although the circumstances of their lives dilSfer based on their age, economic 
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resources, household conqpo^tioQ, and cultural tradidons, at aU income levels women 

remain re^nsibfe fi)r performing, or at least directing, daity household labor. Women in 

higher income households eigoy more options for carrying out rq>roductive labor (having 

their own vehicles to transport children or go shopping, for exanq>Ie, or hiring someone 

else to take over some or all of the associated labor), and in this sense their patterns of 

mobility have more in common with those of women of h^her income levels on the other 

side of the border than with women of lower income levels on their own side. Although 

having access to their own vehicle gave them greater mobility, it also meant th  ̂e;q>ected, 

and were e}q)ected others, to respond more easify to conq>eting demands on their time 

by mfikfng multiple tri  ̂throughout the day, and maiqr women with cars spent a great deal 

of time driving themselves and other household members to various destinations. Women 

in both Douglas and Agua Prieta without access to a car of their own also preferred to 

travel in private vehicles and negotiated rides to their destinations waiting until others 

were to transport them. By arranging their schedules to match the availability of 

transportation, most women on both sides, whether or not th  ̂had a car, managed to 

travel where th  ̂wanted and needed to go. 

Structural di£ferences among the women, such as income levels, are obviousfy  ̂

critical &ctors shying mobility, in that higher incomes make more transportation options 

available. We must look deeper and ask &rther questions, however, in order to avoid 

overlooking other significant issues. This research indicates that regardless of economic 

level, cultural  ̂inflected gender roles are an iiq)ortant &ctor shaping women's mobility. 
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For exaiiq)le, going borne for lunch, as described in Ch^er Three, is a cultural tradition 

that reinforces women's gender roles in the household. The women, 'n^ether they are at 

home during the day or have flexible schedules in the workplace that allow them to return 

home, prepare the midday meaL At the same time, this tradition serves to strengthen 

&mify  ̂ties, and the women who were able to eat hmch at home with their femilies 

regarded it as a positive aspect of their daity lives. This pattern of molnlity is a cultural 

practice not directfy related to the border. It is &cilitated the women's residence in 

Douglas and Agua Prieta, however, wdiere the relativefy small size of the two cities allows 

the tradition to continue. In larger cities, where longer commutes to the worlqplace are 

more common, this tradition is probably greatty diminished, with inq)lications for changing 

household gender relations and femily ties in general 

This research showed that tran^rtation of children affects mobility at different 

stages of the women's life course and in changing ways as children grow older. 

Transporting veiy young children, for example, occupied a great deal of the time and 

energy of their mothers, but was also a &ctor in the mobility of grandmothers. At a stage 

in the life course when the women might have e}q)ected to be beyond full-time 

responsibility for young children, the gendered tradition of dependence on female relatives 

for child care and the formation of extended households in the study communities resulted 

in older women caring for in&nts and toddlers. In several cases, respondents' daughters 

were smgle mothers v^^o moved back to their parents' home and then relied on then-

mothers (the re^ndents) for babysitting and some tran^rtation, thereby involving the 
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older women in extra tr^s and setting limits on their personal mobility. In addition, as 

children grow older and are in school during the d ,̂ their needs for transportation 

sometimes actually become more onerous for their mothers, as the children are involved in 

mult^le aiier-school activities with schedules that are bQ^oixi the women's control Onfy a 

few children of the women in the study group had tibieir own vehicles or were con:q)letely 

responsible for their own tran^rtation; coordinating their travel was usually an intricate 

process of timing and compromise that often involved various household members and 

others. These kinds of child care and transport arrai^ements affected women of all 

economic levels, and, again, reflected gender ideologies that assign women the major 

responsibilities for these types of rqjroductive labor. 

Certain aspects of mobility for transporting children were similar for women on 

both sides of the border, in that women in both cities were generalfy  ̂re^nsible for their 

children's tranqwrtation. In other aq)ects, however, differences were apparent. For 

exani^le, more respondents in Agua Prieta took their children to school and picked them 

up in the afternoon, and a larger percentage of Douglas re^ndents depended on another 

household member or someone outside the household to take their children to school This 

pattern reflects the different demographic structures of the two cities, specifically the 

younger households in Agua Prieta, and the higher number of single mothers and extended 

households in Douglas. Several women in Agua Prieta brought their children to the 

workplace after school, ̂ ^iiich was not a child care option utilized by women in Douglas, 

and which resulted in muh^le trips during the day for those mothers. 
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Larger structural &ctors influence both long- and ̂ ort-tenn mobility of border 

residents. For exan]ple, women (and men) are drawn to the border in search of jobs in the 

maquiladoras and I:  ̂the image of the border as a place of greater economic opportunities 

in general Several oftheAguaPrietare^ndents had been recruited fiom other places 

the maquiladoras that now enq>loy them. Women continue to form the majority of 

enq}loyees in the maquQadora industry at Mexico's northern border, and their increasing 

participation in the formal labor force changes women's status in the household, resulting 

for many in a growii  ̂sense of autonomy and en^powennent, and, in addition, requiring 

their daify access to tran^rtation. 

Living at the border shapes gender roles, and in turn mobility, in particular ways 

more on the Mexican side than the US side. As women's gender roles change with their 

employment, gender relations in Mexican households at the border also evolve. Some men 

are more involved with domestic obligations such as child care, and, as was discussed in 

Chapter Four, some take on tasks such as crossing the border to go grocery shopping. The 

&ct that crossing the border from south to north is a controlled and surveilled action that 

carries a certain amount of prestige, might be part of the reason men are willing to 

undertake it Away from the border, these same men might not ever participate in grocery 

shopping, indicating a change (albeit a small one) in gender relations in a way that is 

specific to the border context. Traditions, however, are traditional precise  ̂because they 

are repeated over long periods of time, and the evidence from this study does not indicate 

that gender roles at the border in the US or in Mexico are imdergoing radical 
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transfoimadon, rather that gradiial cbaoges are occurring, some of 'which are directfy 

related to the border context Even as wonien q)end more time during the day at the 

'worlq)]ace, however, th  ̂remain re^nsible for traditional reproductive obligations in the 

home; therefore, demands on their time increase and mobility becomes a problem of 

greater consequence. Their strategies for resolving mult^le time and q)ace demands are 

similar on both sides of the border. Whether or not they have their own car or unlimited 

access to a &mify vehicle, they accommodate their schedules to meet the demands of their 

husbands, children, their jobs, and their household obligations. 

WOMEN'S THOUGHTS ON BORDER LIFE 

Living at the border makes a difference in women's lives in one obvious sense: 

away fi-om the border it is ea  ̂to disregard it, but those who live close to it can hardfy 

avoid awareness of the presence of the border at some level, whether from encountering 

people from the opposite side on a regular basis or crossing over it oneself seeing the 

Border Patrol in Douglas or tourists in Agua Prieta. The border is a &ct of life for those 

who live in communities along it, though the differences that are con^icuous to outsiders 

are often lost in everyday routine for residents. Nevertheless, even women who did not 

feel that life at the border was different from other places, and those wdio could not put a 

name to the differences they feh,' described movements and attitudes toward border 

phenomena that would not be part of their lives if they lived elsewhere—ample things such 

as crossing the border to eat dinner, for exanple, or being concerned about the effect of 

the new fence between the two cities. 
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In general, tbe women in Agua Prieta lived there-or, if th  ̂were bom in Agua 

Prieta, stajred there—because it is near the border, and the community offered 

o|>portunities and prosperity not available to them in other places. Onfy a few women in 

Douglas lived there because th  ̂wanted to be close to the border, v^h women in 

Douglas tended to view negative .̂ This research shows that place of residence (in Mexico 

or in the US) is significant in shaping women's attitudes regarding life at the border. 

National origin appeared to cut across place of residence and ethnicity in terms of shaping 

women's attitudes, shown the perspectives of Mexican women redding in the US, ̂ o 

had more in common with Mexican women in Agua Prieta than with US-bom ICspanic 

women in Douglas, in that they viewed life at the border in more positive terms, and felt 

comfortable travelling in Mexico, for exanqjle. This division underscores the con:q)lexity of 

relations at the border and the need to avoid sin^listic explanations of cross-border 

connections. 

Some Agua Prieta respondents said that women at the border are more open, 

liberated and liberal than those in the interior, and this was one of the aspects of life at the 

border that qjpealed to of them. This kind of influence—the Americanization of Mexican 

culture at the border—is, however, criticized by Mexicans fiom other parts of Mexico, and 

residents of the border who have adopted US cultural practices and do not speak proper 

Spanish are called pochos by those fiom the interior. This conten:q)tuous categorization 

has not stopped the migration of Mexicans to the northern border nor their particq)ation in 

cross-border activities or adoption of US customs. The image of the border in the United 
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States is ioftuenced by the concentration of the media on iQ^al immigration and drug 

trafScking, and the border in general has a negative connotation in much of ths rq)orting. 

This image is matched by the attitudes of manjr of the women out of concern fi)r 

their or their members' personal safety and health, would not cross the border at all, 

or would cross onfy in the company of their husbands. Some appreciated the proximity of 

Mexico, for the cultural differences in food, holidays, and art, or because th  ̂could 

purchase less e}q)ensive medicines or medical services. Many more saw Mexico as the 

source of criminals and danger, and would have preferred it to be located a bit &rther 

from their community. 

THE URBAN CONTEXT OF WOMEN'S MOBILITY 

The physical structures of the two cities have been shaped the preferences and 

needs of the residents, and the ways outside investors have taken advantage of those 

needs. In turn, residents have responded to the possibilities offered \}y the setting. That 

Douglas dqiends on Mexican shoppers is well-established, and the built environment of 

the city reflects this &ct A specific exatople of this orientation to the Port of Entiy is the 

shopping center that opened near the Port of Entry in 1992, and the numerous businesses 

that have opened nearly in the past few years, located where they are most convenient to 

shoppers from Agua Prieta. I heard from residents of Douglas that the City built a road 

from the shopping plaza north to the state highway at the request of WalMart, in exchange 

for its agreeing to buiM in Douglas. This enables shoppers traveling east from Bisbee or 

Naco to turn off the highway before th  ̂pass Kniart, thus eliminating some conqietition 
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for Wal^^lrt The shoppo  ̂plaza, which also contains a Safeway grocery store, is located 

in an area convenient to the border, and Douglas residents have proven willing to drive 

across town to shop there as well, even though another grocery store is nmch nx)re 

centrally located. The Douglas shoppers are accommodating the depeaieacx on Mexican 

shoppers, at the same time e^qiressing their preference for shopping at Safeway by driving 

past the other grocery store. 

Another exan:q)le of the transformative power of social action is seen in the 

ejqpansion of the areal extent of Agua Prieta, particular  ̂to the south of the city limits. 

This area contains mostfy low-income, self-built housing, and residents who are less likety 

to have access to vehicles. Many who have moved into the neighborhood work in the 

maqniladoras, and in response to demands for transport to the &ctories and other 

workplaces, bus routes have begun to provide some service to this area, though it is still 

imderserved. Although the area is outside current city limits, residents have besieged the 

ofiSces of the Public Works Department of the City, and the cumulative weight of the 

demands from individuals has put pressure on the Ci  ̂to re^nd. In some areas, water 

pipes have been installed, electricity reaches unevenly south into the new neighborhoods, 

and an elementary school has been built. In this way, the preferences, dreams, goals and 

politics of residents are shaping the socioeconomic and physical structure of the city. 

SIGNEFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH 

The literature of women's mobility originated in the pre-feminist era of scholarship 

that focused on men's journey to work from the suburbs to the city center. In the past two 
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decades, feminist scholars have extended the literature to include the more conq)Iicated 

mobility patterns of women, the constraints they &ce based on gendered obligations of 

reproductive labor in the household, the occupational and geographical segregation of 

employed women, and di£^nces based on ethnicity and class in addition to gender. My 

research has shown that certain commonalities act to shape women's mobility in smaller 

cities as well as the larger metropolitan areas where most research has been carried out 

On a daify basis, women continue to juggle multiple re^nsibilities of motherhood, 

household management, enqjloyment inside and outside the home, transport of children 

and other household members, and community activities. Gender relations determine that, 

in general, the men in re^ndents' households have a greater degree of control over 

household resources, and even as women gain a measure of financial independence 

through enq)loyment or other business ownersh ,̂ men continue to dominate in certain 

areas that have an effect on women's mobility, specificalfy in controlling use of the femily 

vehicle and in driving viien the femify travels together. These elements of women's lives 

clearty shape their mobility, and result in patterns that can be seen on both sides of the 

border in the e:q)eriences of residents of Douglas and Agua Prieta. 

The literature on women's mobility (see Chapter One) has emphasized the journey 

to work, particularfy the finding that women fi-equently work closer to home than do men. 

Although many scholars have interpreted this pattern in terms of women's need to fiilfill 

domestic obligations while particq)ating simultaneous  ̂in the paid work force, others have 

shown how the construction of employment opportunities, and ways they vary for 
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different women in deferent places are also iniportant influences on women's daify 

mobility (for exan:ple, Hanson and Pratt 1995; Jofanston-Anumonwo 1997; McLafferty 

and Preston 1991; Rutherford and Wekerle 1988). In the case of AguaPrieta, the 

development of the maquiladora industry, with its demand fi>r inexpensive female labor, 

has clearly bad an effect on women's daify mobility. This development has concentrated 

large numbers of jobs in a relative  ̂few sites, thus shaping women's and men's daify  ̂

movements in similar ways with respect to the location of the worlq)lace relative to the 

home. The issue of spatial entrapment (for exanq>le, England 1993; Rutherford and 

Wekerle 1988) thus takes on a different form than it does in the context more fiequentfy 

treated in the literature, that is, the city and the suburbs, with women's movements 

concentrated in the latter. The absence of devetoped public transportation systems also 

shapes women's options for the journey to work in conq)arison with many of the contexts 

previous  ̂studied. Women in Agua Prieta and Douglas (in particular) are heavily 

dependent on the automobile. Economic conditions and cultural traditions lead women in 

Agua Prieta to walk more frequent  ̂ than those in Douglas, and the presence of quasi-

public tran^rtation for Agua Prieta residents, Le., the shopping buses, directs 

movements in space and time in different ways in coiiq)arison with other cities. In this 

context, it is less feasible, for exanq)le, to combine the journey to work with trips for 

major shopping than it might be in other urban contexts. Many women in Agua Prieta, and 

in Douglas, work at informal sector activities &om their homes, and their daify mobility is 

shaped and firagmented by their need to make multiple and linked trips thro\ighout the day. 
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if they have access to a vehicle. Such varied experiences highlight the need for researchers 

to examine tl» q>ecificities of enq)byment and tranq)ortation patterns 'wiien studying 

women's mobility. 

Social ties across the border are a predominant theme in the border literature that 

enq)hasizes cross-border interactions and interdq)enden( .̂ Although cross-border social 

ties are an inqwrtant part of daity life for some respondents in this study, I found that th  ̂

are not the most frequent motivation for cross-border interactions. Indeed, as the Mexican 

communities at the border continue to experience rapid population growth, especialfy due 

to in-migration, the proportion of residents who do not have social connections on the US 

side will continue to grow. This research shows that many of those (on both sides) who do 

have friends or relatives across the line do not regular  ̂maintain those connections and in 

many cases they never visit or stay in touch at alL Thus, a large portion of cross-border 

interactions are increasing  ̂based on economic relations (and for some, illegal activities). 

Although the urban areas are physical  ̂contiguous, the nature of their relationsh  ̂is 

dynamic, and the social and political divisions between them are, in some ways, widening. 

The emerging geographic research on women's fear has addressed the issue of 

how fear restricts women's movements to certain places and certain times. The research I 

report on here shows that fear shapes women's mobility in general and in ways related to 

border residence. For example, fear limits Douglas women's willingness to cross the 

border alone or with conq}any, it keeps some Agua Prieta women from driving b^ond 

Douglas, and it results in women on both sides of the border avoiding certain types of 
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places, especial  ̂at oigbt or when they are alone. Fear results in women's waiting for 

male conq>anionsh  ̂in order to leave their homes, -^ch has inqilications for their ability 

to seek enq)loyment, participate in community activities, and mawitain social networks. 

The decline of social ties across the line also might explain some Douglas women's 

growing discomfort regarding crossing the border alone. 

Residence at the border added other dimen^ns to women's fears. Douglas 

mothers worry about their children snealring across the border to go to bars and discos, 

and therein being e}gx>sed to dangerous situations. Women on both sides e}q)ressed fear 

of illegal activities related to drug smuggling and illegal immigration. I&panic mothers 

feared they would encounter troubles fiom Customs Inspectors if they did not have their 

children's identification pq)ers in hand. These fears shape Douglas women's mobility in 

particular, and as their images of Agua Prieta, and, by extension, of Mexico in general, 

become more and more negative, mai^r choose to avoid or to minimize travel in Agua 

Prieta. 

The popular media sometimes report on Mexican citizens' negative e^qieriences 

while crossing the border, but this topic is not one that appears in the scholar  ̂literature. 

The major problem e}q>ressed Mexican women regarding their cross-border travel was 

fear or dislike of INS Agents who treated them rudefy at the Port of Entry. Although such 

experiences apparent  ̂did not deter the women firom crossing, if border communities 

hope to increase cross-border commerce, tourism, and international trade, th  ̂need to be 
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awaie of the role fear and negative attitudes in general play in determining ̂ ^iiere and 

'when women will travel, as women constitute the mqority of shoppers. 

Research such as I have conducted, w^h focuses on the proUems &ced by 

diverse groups of women in spedfk: places, has potential to increase our knowledge of 

geographic processes such as development of transportation systems and industry, 

urbanization, and globalization of regional economies. Research that tests assun^tions 

about how women iise and assign meaning to space has possibilities fi>r application to city 

planning and design for women's safety. 

It is clear that the problems of mobility women &ce in these two communities 

relate to structural aspects of life. A new tian^rtation qrstem is not necessarify the 

answer to problems of mobility if a woman has no income, or &ces removal from 

government benefits programs that she depends on for maintajning her household. The 

City of Agua Prieta has limited resources to dedicate to transportation and infiastructure, 

and in the &ce of continuing demands for services and utilities fiom residents in the 

e)qpanding southern and eastern edges of the city, a new tran^rtation system is not likely 

to be inplemented in the near future. The residents of Agua Prieta will continue to depend 

on private vehicles, the peseros, and walking. The City of Douglas is concerned with 

making Douglas into a community that offers a high quality of life to its residents, but its 

plans are focused on providing mkldle-income housing fi>r the increasing number of 

Border Patrol Agents ass^ned to the area, for instance, and on the proposed $4 million 

aquatic center that will provide a community recreatk>n &cility. Attention is also focused 
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on the city's dependence on Mexican shoppers and toward attracting more people to 

Douglas to spend their mon  ̂and return home to Mexico. In the &ce of conq)eting 

demands for scarce resources, the mobility of low-income women who do not have access 

to tranqx>rtation is left to the individual and to the traditionally strong Mexican and 

Mexican-American &mify network. 

Community organizing around issues of tran^rtation, child care, and working 

conditions has been ̂ radic or non-existant in both of these border communities. The 

population of Agua Prieta was organized for the munic^al elections but not for other 

community actions. Neighborhood organizing to press the City of Agua Prieta to install 

basic services and pave streets had not occurred ̂ \Me I lived in Douglas. While I 

interviewed the Director of Public Works of the City of Agua Prieta, he received several 

phone calls from residents reporting pot holes in their streets. Individual action of this sort 

may be common, but is likety to be ineffectual in the &ce of conqieting demands on the 

limited resources available to the City. Collective action on the part of organized 

neighborhoods has been successful in other Mexican cities (e.g., Gonz^ez de la Rocha 

1994), and potential  ̂could bring changes to the underserved nieghborhoods of Agua 

Prieta and Douglas, as well. 

Recently a group of women en:q)loyees of maquiladoras has started meeting to plan 

tactics to press for in^rovements in wages and working conditions in the &ctories. Hie 

workers started out gathering in small groiqps to talk about "how th  ̂can accon9)]ish the 

delicate task of improving their working conditions without getting fired from their jobs" 
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(American Friends Service Committee 1997:3). Ne^hborhood groiq)s in both cities could 

press for better child care options, more convenient trasi^rtatioii, and a livable wage, all 

of which would inqnrove women's mobility. Collective action could also be helpful in 

arranging transportation to Cochise College fi>r students fix>m Douglas and Agua Prieta, 

and for widening other tran^rtation alternatives in Douglas. 

Community organizing women at the border will take place in the context of 

larger political and economic processes as well, and they may have to con^te for 

attention and resources with other groiq)s. Macro-level policies ol  ̂for exan^le, 

international trade or immigration may ignore or exclude the concerns of residents of 

border communities, or may take advantage of them, as in the case of those seeking 

employment and willing to work for low wages. Local organizing may overcome the 

disassociation between personal and larger scale issues that was evidenced by many of the 

respondents in this study in terms of their perceptions of the role of government in their 

lives. Greater community cohesiveness and activity could also foster increased awareness 

on the part of local government of the effect of macro-level policies on residents' lives. 

DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

The admonition of Chouinard and Grant (1995) in Ch^ter One that feminist 

geographers must rethink geographic processes based on the experiences of diverse 

groups of women is relevant here, in that women's mobility as described in the literature 

of the journey to work must be e}q)anded to include the different patterns seen in specific 

contexts such as smaller cities, border cities, and Third World cities. 
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Research on the social construction of fear and the concq>tua]ization of 

appropriate places for women can provide polk  ̂direction to cities of aay size hoping to 

increase the quality of life for their residents. A highfy inequitable situation exists where 

women are a&aid to leave their homes unless acconq)anied by men. Women's fears of 

venturing outside constitute severe restrictions on their ability to seek en^loyment. In an 

era of limited job openings, women should be able to e^lore the range of possible jobs, 

including those in nonrtraditional places and at non-traditional times. 

The literature of women's daify mobility in Mexico is veiy limited and is mostfy 

coincidental to studies of tran^rtation of workers. The studies cited in Chapter One on 

mass transit in Mexico City (Chias and Pavon 1996; Garcfe Canclini et aL 1996; Navarro 

1993) referred to the women as housewives, even those who were enq)loyed outside the 

home. The gender ideology that defines women by their status relative to the men in their 

household disguises their needs for mobility. It remains to be seen how this research at the 

border might provide insights into the nature of women's mobility in the interior of 

Mexico, but it does show that women's gender roles and gender relations within the 

household not onty limit their mobility but may have negative elGTects on their quality of 

life, as men in their households continue to dominate resources such as vehicles. 

Further research on Mexican women's mobility that takes into account the 

changing nature of women's mult^le roles as well as gender relations and ideologies will 

contribute to a growing understanding of the problems women &ce as the population of 

Mexico becomes increasing  ̂iirban, and as Mexican women continue to expand their 
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presence in institutions of higher education, in the formal and informal economic sectors, 

and in politics. Women in the US also continue to pursue new roles in the social, 

economic, and political life of the country, both aJOfecting and being influenced by the 

context of life in the United States. Their e^gianding activities in the different sectors of 

society require increaang mobility; therefore research to inform decisions regarding 

trani^rtation programs, training and enq)loyment schemes, and other socioeconomic and 

political policies is vital if women are to gain greater access to opportunities and 

resources. 

Growth and socioeconomic change at the border will continue, and the efTects of 

rapid population growth on the Mexican side due to internal migration will have an inqjact 

on the cities on the US side. Future research on the growth at the border should include 

consideration of gender roles and relations, as these sh  ̂people's abilities to partic^ate 

in economic growth as well as differentiate the impact of economic contraction. The 

nature of cross-border connections is changing as economic &ctors play an increasingly 

important role in the relations between neighboring cities and social connections change in 

character. Border research in this area must also be gender-sensitive, as women have vital 

roles in both social connections and economic relations as they are e}q)erienced in daify life 

at the border. As international trade continues to be a focus of relations between the 

United States and Mexico, the border will manitain its place as a topic of interest to 

scholars and others. Our goal must be to learn more about the conplex and dynamic 

nature of gender in shaping women's and men's lives at the border. 



Date: 
Interview Number: 
Language; 

I. HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION 
For all members of the household, present or absent 

Name Sex Age CivU 
Status 

Place of 
Birth 

Relation 
to resp. 

Years of 
Education 

Current resid/ 
How long? 

Previous place 
of residence 

Ethnic 
Group 

\ 

1. What language do you speak most often? at home at work Do you speak Spanish?. 
2. In what part of town do you live now? (mark on map) 



II. Employment Status 

Name Type of work Full/Part 
time (hrs) 

Self Employer/location Income: selfi' 
household 

Contribution to hh income (%) 
type (reg, interm) 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 
Dollars 
A. 0-10,000 
B. 11,000-20,000 
C. 21,000-30,000 
D. 31,000-40,000 
E. 41,000-50,000 
F. 51,000-60,000 
G. 61,000-70,000 
H. 71,000+ 

Pesos 
A. 0-5,000 
B. 6,000-10,000 
C. 11,000-15,000 
D. 16,000-20,000 
E. 21,000-25,000 
F. 26,000-30,000 
G. 36,000+ 
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m. Mobility v/ithiii Doi^as/.̂ ;ua Prieta 
1. Do you or aiyone in your household have a car? yes no how many?_ 
2. Who does/do car(s) belong to? 

3. Who drives the car(s) most? 

4. If respondent doesn't have own car, but femily does: do you drive? yes no. 
5. Can you usually get the car vrfien you want orneed it? yes__ no 
explain: 

6. Do you drive to work/school? yes no sometimes. 
explain 
7. If you don't drive yourself how do you get to worlc/school?_ 

8. How long does it take you to get there? 
9. Do you take anyone else to work or school? yes no describe: 

10. What places do you drive most often? 

11. Do you usually make more than one stop \^en you drive somqjlace in the car? 
yes no 
12. What kinds of different things do you do ̂ ^en you combine tasks in one tr^? _ 

13. For women with no access to a car, or in households without a car: how do you get 
aroimd in D/AP? (probe to find out about grocery shopping, church, doctor, visiting, 
children's activities, nighttime activities) 

14. When you want to go other places, away from D/AP, how do you get there? 

15 Are there places you need or want to go but can't get to? yes no. 
16. Explain: 

17. Do you ever go places in other people's cars (e.g., carpools), or use other types of 
transportation, like taxis or buses? If so, describe (probe for what other transportation 
types and where they go): 

For femilies with children 
18. Who is mainly reqwnsible for taking care of the children in your household? 

19. Do the children go to day care or school other (relative, church, etc., 
specify) stay home 
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20. If more than one chfld, do th  ̂go to different places? yes no how many 
and wiiere? 

21. How do they get there?. 

22. How long does it take?, 
23. How do they get home? 

24. How do you anange this? That is, how do you figure out how to get the children 
where they need to be? E:q)lain: (probe for participation other household members) 

25. For Douglas residents, do you think there's a need for public tranqwrtation in 
Douglas? yes no eJ5)laiiL-

26. Would you ride the bus if there was one? yes no_ 
27. If no, why not? 

28. For AP residents, do you use public transportation? yes no 
29. If yes, does it go where you need to go, when you need to get there?. 

30. If no, why not? 

For everyone 
31. Are there places in D or AP you won't go (indoor or outdoor)? yes no. 
32. If yes, where? 
33. Why won't you go there? 

34. Do you think most women feel this way? yes no. 
35. Why or why not? 

36. Do you think men feel the same way? yes no. 
37. Why or why not? 

rV. Crossing the border 
1. Do you ever cross the border? yes no. 
2. If no, why not? 
3. If yes, how often do you cross? 

When did you go last? 



4. Where do you go? (probe for types of places and locations) 
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5. How do you get across (e.g., on foot, drive, taxi, bus)? 
6. How long do you usually stay on the other side? 
7. If you stay the night, where do you stay? 
8. Do you cross alone? yes no e3q)lain: 

9. Do you have relatives or fiiends on the other side? no. 
10. Where do they live? 
11. Do you visit them? yes no 
12. If yes, how often? when? 

13. If no, why not? 
14. Do they visit you? yes no 
15. If yes, how often? when (e.g. onfy on holidays, quioceaSeras, other occasions)? 

16. If no, why not? 
17. Do other members of your household cross the border? yes no don't know 
18. Who?  ̂
19. Where do they go? 
20. How often/vviien? 

21. Do you ever discuss crossing the border with people in your fimity or household? (Le., 
do you ever talk about whether you should or shouldn't cross the border, is border 
crossing ever a topic of conversation in your house?) yes no e:q)lain 

22. Do you ever work on the other side? yes no sometimes, 
23. Where/what kind of work? 

24. How did you get, or hear about, this work? 

25. How do you get to work on the other side? 
26. Does anyone else in your household work on the other side? yes_ no_ 
27. If yes, who? 
28. Where/wiiat kind of work do they do? 

29. Does someone from the other side ever work for you here? yes no. 
30. If yes, what kind of work do th  ̂do? 

31. How often? 
32. How do th  ̂get here to work for you? 
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33. How did you find out about this person/these people? 

34. For those who shop on the odier side, what kinds of things do you buy? 

35. WIqt do you cross the border for these Idnds of things? 

36. Do you or others in your household ever cross the border for health care? 
yes no don't know 
37. If yes, what kinds of services do you use? 

38. Wby do you cross the border to get these services? 

39. Do you ever go beyond D/AP when you cross the border? yes no. 
40. If yes, where do you go and wl^r? 

41. Do you feel safe when you cross the border? yes no Explain: 

42. Do you ever have problems at the border crossing, or while you're on the other side? 
yes no e^lain; 

43. Do you know about other people who have had problems crossing, or problems 
travelling on the other side? yes no 
44. If yes, what kinds of problems have you heard about? 

45. Were these stories about Mexicans or Users or both 

VI. Local-National issues 
1. Have you heard of NAFTA? yes no_ 
2. If yes, what do you know about it? 

3. Do you tbinlc it's having arty effect on Doiiglas or Agua Prieta? yes no. 
don't know no opinion 
4. Explain 

5. Do you think it could/does in:q)act your own life? yes no don't know_ 
6. Ejq)lain: 
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7. Do you think there are other kinds of government actions that affect your life here? 
yes no describe: 

8. Do you think the government affects your life different  ̂at the border than at other 
places? yes no different than other places don't know/other 
9. E)q)Iain 

10. Do you think your life is different because you live at the border than it would be if 
you lived in the interior of the country? e;q)lain: 

11. Have you heard anything about a new border crossing fee? yes no 
12. Would a border crossing fee affect you? yes no don't know ejq)]ain: 

13. What do you think of the U.S. Border Patrol in Douglas? 

14. Do you think the U.S. government should send more Border Patrol agents to 
Douglas? yes no don't know 
15. Why/why not? 

16. Are you in fevor of a wall between Douglas and Agua Prieta like th  ̂have in Nogales, 
Naco, and other border cities? yes no don't know 
17. Why/why not? 

Can you suggest names of people who might be willing to be interviewed? 



Fecha: 
Niimero de entrevista: Idioma 

I. MARCO DE INF0RMACI6N A CERCA DEL HOGAR 
Para todos los miembros del hogar, presente o ausente 

Nombre Sexo Edad Estado 
Civil 

Lugar de 
Nac. 

Relaci6n a 
resp. 

Afios de 
Educaci6n 

Residencia/ 
Por cufinto? 

Residencia 
anterior 

Antepasados/ 
grupo ̂ tnico 

iCual idioma habla Ud. itiAs? en casa en el trabajo/escuela ^abla ingl6s? 
^En cudl parte de la ciudad vive Ud. actualmente? (Indique en la mapa) 



II. Empleo 

Nombre Tipo de trabajo Tiempo comp. 
0 menos 

Trab por 
si mismo 

Empldr/ 
local 

Ingresos: 
resp/familia 

Contribuci6n a hogar (%)/ 
tipo (reg, intermitente) 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 
Ingreso anual: Pesos 

A. 0-5,000 
B. 6,000-10,000 
C. 11,000-15,000 
D. 16,000-20,000 
E. 21,000-25,000 
F. 26,000-30,000 
G. 36,000-40,000 
H. 41,000+ 

Dolares 
A. 0-10,000 
B. 11,000-20,000 
C. 21,000-30,000 
D. 31,000-40,000 
E. 41,000-50,000 
F. 51,000-60,000 
G. 61,000-70,000 
H. 71,000+ 
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m. Movilidad deolro de Douglas o Agua Prieta 
1. ̂ Tiene Ud. o alguien en su casa un cairo? si no ^cu^os? 
2. i/i. quien pertenece(n) el/Ios carro(s)? 
iQuî n maneja mas el/los cairo(s)? 
4. (Si respondiente no tiene su propio carro) ̂ Sabe Ud. manejar? si no 
5. Nonnalmente, ̂ uede Ud. usar el carro cuando gusta? si no explique:. 

6. ̂ JManeja al trabajo/escuela? si no a veces e>q)Iique: 

7. Si no maneja Ud. misma, ̂ como llega al trabajo/escuela? 

8. ̂ Cuanto tienqx) hace para llegar al trabajo/escuela? 
9. ̂ Ud. lleva otros a la escuela o al trabajo? si no describe:. 

10. Para Ud., ̂ qiie son los lugares donde va en el carro? 

11 .i,Va a mas de un lugar cuando usa el carro? si no a veces 
12. Si si, ̂ que t̂ s de mandados liace? 

13. Para mujeres que no tienen un cano, o no tienen acceso al cano, ̂ como se mueve en 
D/AP? (para hacer compras, ir al doctor, ir a la iglesia, etc.) 

14. Cuando quiere ir a otros lugares, fuera de D/AP, ̂ en que se mueve? 

15. ̂ ay lugares donde quiere o necesita ir y no puede por felta de tranqjortacion? si 
no 
16. Explique: 

17. ̂ Va Ud. a veces en carros ajenos, o en taxis?_ 

Para las fernilias con ninos en la casa 
18. Por la mayoria, ̂ quî  se encarga de los ninos en la casa? 
19. ̂ onde estm los ninos mientras Ud. trabaja? 

20. Si hay mas que un nino, ̂ van a di&rentes lugares? ̂ cuantos y donde? 

21. ̂ Como llegan los nifios a estos lugares? 

22. ̂ Cu t̂o tienqx) hace para llegar? 
23. ̂ Como regresan a casa? 
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24. ̂ C6ino aneglan todo esto? 'Jj& ayuda alguien en aneglar los dfas de los nifios? 

Para residentes de Douglas: 
25. ̂ iensa Ud. que Douglas necesita traQqx)rte publico? si no 
e}g>lique: 
26. Si hubiera tian^rte publico, ̂ o usarta Ud.? sf no 
27. Si no, ̂ rque no? 

Para residentes de Agua Prieta: 
28. ̂ Usa Ud. el camion? si no a veces 
29. Si si, ̂ corre el caini6n a bs blares y a los tiempos que le es conveniente? si. 
no describa: 

Paiatodos 
30. ̂ Hay lugares in D o AP que Ud. no frecuenta, por cualquier raz6n? si no_ 
31. Si si, ̂ donde? 
32. ̂ orque no va por aM? 
33. ̂ iensa Ud. que la mayoria de muieres sienten lo mismo? si no 
34. ̂ orque, o porque no? 
35. ̂ iensa Ud. que los hombres piensan lo mismo? si no 
36. porque, o porque no? 

V. Cruzaado la fiwntera 
1. ̂ Va Ud. al otro lado? si no 
2. Si no, iporque no? 
3. Si s4 6que tan seguido va Ud. para el otro lado? 
4. lA donde va cuando va al otro lado? (t̂  de lugar y locales) 

5. ̂ n que va? (a pie, en taxi, en carro, etc.) 
6. ̂ Cu^o dura alia, nonnalmente? 
7. Si pasa la noche al otro lado, ̂ donde se queda?, 
8. iVa sola al otro lado? no si explique: 

9. i,Tiene Ud. parientes o amigos al otro lado? no. 
10. ̂ Ponde viven? 
11. ̂ Ud. los visite? sf no 
12. Si si, ̂ cuindo? ̂ con qu6 frecuencia? 
13. Si no, no? 
14. ̂ Uos le visitan a Ud.? si no 
15. Si si, ̂ cuando? ̂ que tan seguido? 
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16. Si no, ipoiqa6 no? 
17. (fisy otros en la casa que van al otro lado? si no no sabe 
18. ̂ Guiles? 
19. d6nde van? 
20. ̂ Con qu6 frecuencia? 
21. ̂ Asiste Ud. 0 alguien en la casa alguna escuela o clase en el otro lado? sf 
no 
22. ̂ Qui&i? 
23. ̂ 6nde? 
24. En su casa, en algun tienqx), ;̂han discutido la frontera, o cruzar la frontera, o si deben 
van al otro lado o no? si no e:q>lique 

25. ̂ Trabaja Ud. al otro lado? si no_ 
26. iQae tî  de trabajo, y donde? 

27. ̂ Como supo de fete trabajo? 
28. ̂ C6mo Dega al trabajo al otro lado? 
29. otros en su casa que trabajan al otro lado? si no 
30. Si si, ̂ quien? 
31. ̂ onde, y que clase de trabajo? 
32. (flay alguien del otro lado que viene aqui para trabajar por Ud.? sf no_ 
33. Si si, ̂ que t̂  de trabajo hacen? 
34. ̂ Que tan seguido vienen? 
35. ̂ C6mo Uegan? 
36. ̂ Como se did cuenta de esto(s) trabajador(es)? 

37. Para los que hacen con^ras al otro lado, ̂ qu  ̂clase de con^pras faace Ud.? 

38. ̂ orqu6 conqjra esas cosas al otro lado? 

39. ̂ Va Ud. u otros en su casa ai otro lado para conseguir servicios medicales? si 
no 
40. Si si, ̂ qud clase de servicios medicales usa? 
41. ̂ or qu6 va al otro lado para conseguir estos servicios? 

42. Cuando va al otro lado, ^va aM que Douglas/Agua Prieta a veces? si 
no 
43. Si si, ̂ a d6nde va y con qu6 proposito? 
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44. ̂ Se siente Ud. segura cuando va al otro lado? sf no ejqplique 

45. Jia. tenido Ud. problemas cruzando la garita o cuando ya se encuentra aHa? si_ 
no e:q)lique 

46. oido Ud. mencionar otra gente que ha tenido problemas en cruzar o alM? sf 
no 
47. ha oido? 

48. iEstos cuentos son de Mexicanos o gringos o ambos ? 

VI. Asuntos Locales, Nacionales, Intemacionales 

1. ̂ a oido Ud. del Tratado de Libre Ck)n}ercio (TLC o NAFTA)? si no 
2. Si si, ̂ que sabe Ud. del Tratado? 
3. ̂ ensa Ud. que el TLC esti afectando a Douglas o Agua Prieta? sf no no sabe. 
4. E}q)lique 

5. ̂ iensa Ud. que el Tratado puede tener algun efecto en su vida? sf no. 
6. E l̂ique 

7. ̂ iensa Ud. que hay acciones del gobiemo que pueden tener algtm in^}acto en su vida? 
sf no describe 

8. iPiensa Ud. que su vida es diferente porque vive en la fiontera en lugar de otra parte? 
explique 

9. i)iai oido algo de una cuota para cruzar la frontera? sf no 
10. Si inqwnen una cuota, ̂ e afectara a Ud.? sf no no sabe explique. 

11. ̂ Que piensa Ud. de a la migra en Douglas? 

12. piensa Ud. que necesitan mas agentes de la migra en Douglas? sf no 
13. Ejq)lique 
14. î sta Ud. a fevor o en contra de una pared dividiendo Doî las y ̂ ua Prieta? sf. 
no 
15. ̂ or que o por que no? 

^^ede sugerir nombres de amigas o parientes que quizas estuvieran dispuestas a tomar 
esta entrevista? 
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